FLAME LOUDSPEAKER -WE INTERVIEW THE INVENTORS

CENTS

GUITAR AMPLIFIER -ADD FUZZ, REVERB & TREMOLO

BUILD INVISIBLE -LIGHT INTRUSION ALARM

ANTENNAS FOR NOVICES, TECHNICIANS & SWL's
HOW TO USE LIGHT- ACTIVATED SWITCH

BUILD SONOLITE

New Simplified High -Power Color Organ
www.americanradiohistory.com
AmericanRadioHistory.Com

EXPERIENCE
IS

STILL YOUR

BEST TEACHER

designed- for -learning
training equipment gives you
NRI

priceless confidence because your hands are trained
as well as your head.
www.americanradiohistory.com
AmericanRadioHistory.Com

for your money

You get more

from

NRI_more

value, more solid experience

so essential to careers in Electronics. NRI's pioneering
"discovery" method is the result of more than half a

century of simplifying, organizing, dramatizing subject
matter. In each of NRI's major courses you learn by
doing. You demonstrate theory you read in "bite- size"
texts programmed with NRI designed- for -learning professional lab equipment. Electronics comes alive in a
unique, fascinating way. You'll take pleasure in evidence
you can feel and touch of increasing skills in Electronics,
as you introduce defects into circuits you build, perform experiments, discover the "why" of circuitry and
equipment operation.
Almost without realizing it, the NRI discovery method
gives you the professional's most valuable tool -practical experience. You learn maintenance, installation,
construction and trouble -shooting of Electronic circuits
of any description. Whether your chosen field is Industrial Electronics, Communications or TV -Radio Servicing,
NRI prepares you quickly to be employable in this
booming field or to earn extra money in your spare
time or have your own full -time business. And you
start out with training equivalent to months -even years
-of on- the -job training.

NRI Has Trained More Men

COLOR TV CIRCUITRY COMES ALIVE
as you build, stage -by- stage, the only custom Color -TV ergineered
for training. You grasp a professional understanding of all color

circuits through logical deme.,strations never before presented.
The TV -Radio Servicing course includes your choice of black and
white or color training equipment.

for

Electronics Than Any Other
School_

By actual count, the number of individuals who have enrolled for Electronics with NRI could
easily populate a city the size of New Orleans or Indianapolis. Over three-quarters of a million have enrolled with
NRI since 1914. How well NRI training has proved its
value is evident from the thousands of letters we receive from graduates. Letters like those excerpted
below. Take the first step to a rewarding new career
today. Mail the postage-free card. No obligation. No
salesman will call. NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE,
Electronics Division, Washington, D.C. 20016.
L. V. Lynch, Louis-

ville, Ky., was

a

factory worker
with American
Tobacco Co.,
now he's an Electronics Technician with the
same firm. "I don't see how
the NRI way of teaching could
be improved."

Don House,

Lubbock, Tex.,
went into his

own Servicing

business six
months after

G. L.

comparable to many months on the job is yours as you build and
use a VTVM with solid -state power supply, perform experiments
on transmission line and antenna systems and build and work
with an operating, phone-cw, 30 -watt transmitter suitable for
use on the 80 -meter amateur band. Again, no other home -study
school offers this equipment. You pass your FCC exams -or get
your money back.

Roberts,

Champaign, III.,
is Senior Technician at the U.
of Illinois Coordinated Science
Laboratory. In two years he
received five pay raises. Says
Roberts, "I attribute my present position to NRI training."

Ronald L. Ritter

of Eatontown,
N.J., received a

promotion be-

fore finishing the
NRI Communicacompleting NRI training. This tion course, scoring one of the
former clothes salesman just highest grades in Army probought a new house and re- ficiency tests. He works with
ports, "I look forward to mak- the U.S. Army Electronics Lab,
ing twice as much money as I Ft. Monmouth, N.J. "Through
would have in my former NRI, I know I can handle a job
work."
of responsibility."
APPROVED UNDER NEW GI BILL. If you served since January 31,
1955, or are in service, check GI line on postage -free card.
May, 1968

COMMUNICATIONS EXPERIENCE

COMPETENT TECHNICAL ABILITY
can be instantly demonstrated by you on completing the NRI
course in Industrial Electronics. As you learn, you actually build
and use your own motor control circuits, telemetering devices
and even digital computer circuits which you program to solve
simple problems. All major NRI courses include use of transistors, solid -state devices, printed circuits.
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DeVry Not Only Trained Me... But Helped
Me Get a Good Job in Electronics
"One of the luckiest days of my life was when
I sent for DeVry Tech's informative booklets on
Electronics. It was my start toward a wonderful
future," says William L. Hudson, originally
from Pennsylvania.
"I attended DeVry's Resident School. Upon
graduation, without added cost, their Employment Service helped me get a job. Like other
graduates of their Resident School and Home
Study programs, I am entitled to career-long placement service whenever I need it. That's a wonderful feeling!" concluded Hudson, who is shown
above at his job as a laboratory electronics technician for a prominent manufacturer in the space
program.
If you are between 17 and 45 years of age, send
the coupon now for free details. See how DeVry
Send for Full Facts!
Get two FREE booklets with facts
on how a DeVry educational program may prepare you to enter
the big field of electronics.

Earnings

-

may prepare you at home in your spare time or
in day or evening classes at one of its three resident schools in Chicago, Phoenix or Canada. If
you enroll in resident school, we help you find a
part -time job to defray some of your expenses,
if you wish.
Start to make the big switch now toward a
bright, profitable future. The first step is to fill in
and mail the coupon below.

Approved for Veterans
A SUBSIDIARY OF

al BELL HOWELL

DeVRY INSTITUTE of TECHNOLOGY
4141 Belmont Avenue, Chicago, III. 60641, Dept PE -5 -Y
Please give me your two free booklets, "Pocket Guide to Real Earnings,"
and Electronics in Space Travel'; also include details on how to prepare
for a career in Electronics. I am interested in the following opportunity
fields (check one or more):
Space IL Missile Electronics
Communications
Television and Radio
Computers

Microwaves

Broadcasting

Radar

Industrial Electronics
Electronic Control

Automation Electronics
ACCREDITED MEMBER, NATIONAL

HOME STUDY COUNCIL

Name

Age

Address

VFW 1f1STITUTE

OF

TECHf1OL

4141 BELMONT AVENUE, CHICAGO,

ILLINOIS 6OE4i

Zone or
Zip Code

Check here if you are under 16 years of age.
2107

May, 1968

Apt.

Slate or
Province

City

HOME STUDY AND RESIDENT SCHOOL PROGRAMS
AVAILABLE IN CANADA. SEND FOR DETAILS.
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engineers

MARGARET MAGNA
Managing Editor

In the design of a new general purpose microphone, the engineer must provide the features needed to make the unit
practical for a broad variety of applications. In some instances, however, the switch normally provided is not desirable, since on -off control is provided remote from the
microphone.
As a result, some basic microphones are offered in two versions with and without a switch). Others are available
only with a switch, leading to a variety of attempts to defeat the switch, ranging from the use of tape, bits of cardboard or metal that block it mechanically, to changing the
internal wiring to bypass the switch.
In designing the new Electro-Voice Model 631 omnidirectional dynamic microphone, a means was devised to satisfy
both needs with a single microphone, and without compromising performance. To accomplish this the use of a conventional slide switch was abandoned.
Instead, a computer -grade reed relay was installed inside
the microphone barrel. The relay is simply a pair of contacts sealed inside a tube filled with inert gas, and actuated
by an external magnetic field. A molded plastic actuator
with a magnet embedded in it can he positioned over the
relay. Sliding this actuator down the microphone barrel
causes the contacts to close, shorting the microphone output. Sliding it upward moves the magnet away from the
contacts, removing the short and turning the microphone on.
This actuator can be completely removed from the microphone without tools, so that the microphone remains on
continuously. Replacement of the actuator again provides
the switching function, thus the unit is instantly convertible to either mode at any time.
Mounting the reed relay inside the case posed a problem
solved by nesting it inside a molded polypropylene insert.
This permits accurate and positive location without the use
of fasteners or cement. Shallow grooves in the diecast body
of the microphone provide a "track" for the magnetic actuator. No holes are needed for the switch since the zinc
alloy case material does not affect the switch operation.
Elimination of a hole for a switch permits the designer
freedom to use the air volume in the microphone barrel to
control acoustic stiffness without fear of an eventual leak
around the switch that would affect frequency response. In
addition, dirt and magnetic particles are effectively barred
from entrance to the rear of the microphone element.
The sealed switch element also contributes to increased reliability, since the contacts are not exposed to contamination from dirt, corrosion, or oxidation. Indeed, a test switch
was cycled more than 300,000 times without failure or
measurable wear on the actuator, and seemed capable of
virtually infinite operation.
This application of the reed relay to microphone design
seems to have solved a major problem by permitting a single microphone model to serve the needs of users with
opposing switching needs, yet without compromising the
performance in either instance. Field performance indicates
that the reed relay switch contributes to greater reliability,
convenience and better acoustic performance than conventional switches.
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the company that brought you the
famous Color Spectrum Antennas

now brings you a
complete line of
VHF & 82 channel
MATV equipment
Over 200 items including:
Preamplifiers
Amplifiers
Passive Networks
Wall Taps
Test Equipment
MATV Heavy Duty Antennas
Finco will work with you to plan your MATV i- stallations at no charge.
Send for FINCO's 45 -page illustrated catalog and layout information forms.

Mail this coupon today

Send FREE 45 -page illustrated catalog of MAN
Equipment and FINCO layout information forms.
Name

THE FINNEY

COMPANY

34W. Interstate

St., Oept.

PE

Bedford. Ohio 44146

Company
Address
City

State

Zip
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Designed for the
individualist.
Enjoyed by the many.
Admittedly, the Garrard automatic transcription turntable Is
meant for the highly critical listener. Therefore, it is particularly interesting that more owners of component stereo
systems use Garrards than all other automatic turntables
combined. This overwhelming preference by people who
know high fidelity has many reasons, but they all mean
one thing: quality.
You can depend on a Garrard for flawless performance,
not only when you buy it, but for years to come. An example
is the SL 95, shown below. One of its superlative features Is
synchronous speed... the ability to turn your records at a
perfectly constant rate for perfect sound...always, for as
long as you use this superb instrument. The SL 95 is
from $37.50.
$129.50. Other Garrard models are

letters

FROM OUR READERS
DCU BREAKTHROUGH

CREATES

A STIR!

I really do not believe that there is a word
in the dictionary that can adequately express
the quality of Mr. Lancaster's "Low Cost
Counting Unit" and the "Electronic Stopwatch" (February and March, 1968, respectively). As a firearms enthusiast who likes to
dabble in electronics, my plans for the DCU
and "Electronic Stopwatch" will result in a
chronograph I can use for some serious ballistics experimentation that I hope will eventually result in a topic for my master's thesis.
GERALD

L. JAHNKE

Las Cruces, N.M.

Congratulations on the Decimal Counting
Unit breakthrough! I have been waiting for
someone to develop a DCU like the one in
POPULAR ELECTRONICS.

R. L. POAD
Solon, Ohio

The problem of all the lamps glowing in
your "Low Cost Counting Unit" can be remedied by placing ten low- current diodes in the
positive leads powering the lamps. The diodes
can be placed in the circuit in such a manner
that they prevent reverse current from lighting the lamps. Such little current is drawn
that almost any diode can be used and the
two resistors, R1, and R2, can be dropped altogether. This will allow much more distinct
readout, and the device will use less current.
KURT ZIERHUT

Granada Hills, Calif.
I would like to thank Don Lancaster for his
"Low Cost Counting Unit" article. I am sure
there will be a considerable amount of interest in this project and in those that follow.
I am ordering a unit at this time and will be

looking forward to the other articles that
have been promised.
A project of this type, while interesting to
the experimenter, is even more useful to the
technician who wants to utilize the unit in
making workbench tests. Before becoming
too involved in the project, however, I would
like to know if the DCU will do the job I want
it to. I am aware of the cost of commercially

manufactured digital readout units of this
type, and I hope to effect considerable savings through the use of your articles.

World's Finest

For a complimentary, full color, 20 -page Comparator Guide, see
your dealer or write: Garrard, Dept. AE -13, Westbury, N.Y. 11590.
British Industries Corp., a division of Avnet, Inc.
CIRCLE NO. 15 ON READER SERVICE PAGE
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WILLIAM A. HEITMAN

Carmichael, Calif.

From the enormous response we are receiving on the "Low Cost Counting Unit" and
CIRCLE NO. 9 ON READER SERVICE PAGE -)e.

Courier
Traveller.

$149

product
of small
thinking.
A

We put everything into the new Courier
Traveller to make it the industry's smallest 23channel CB transceiver. And the smallest thing
of all is its price -$149. Every feature you'd look
for to assure total performance -honed down into a compact 53/i" W x 6%" D x 1%" H. Start
with silicon- transistors throughout. Exclusive incoming signal indicator, which lights up automatically when receiving S -6 or better signal
keeps your eyes on the road. Super efficient transmitter designed to help pierce "skip." Add illuminated channel selector, auxiliary speaker jack,
modulation indicator, and single -knob tuning.
Plus exclusive Courier "Safety Circuit" to protect against mismatched antenna, incorrect
polarity, and overload. All packed into that remarkably small chassis that fits so conveniently
into any auto.
Sorry. There's nothing small about Traveller's guarantee. It's so trouble -free, we had to
guarantee it for 10 full years.
Just $149
Complete with crystals
for all 23 channels.

-

COURIER
COMMUNICATIONS, INC.
56 harm for avenue

subuC,ry

of

white plains new york 10601

vvAlttaLlceP

uorpoabon

Yes, I'm thinking small. Tell me all about
the new Courier Traveller.

Name

PE-85

Address
City
State

(Base station
power supply available.)
www.americanradiohistory.com
AmericanRadioHistory.Com

County
Zip

(Continued from page 8)
LETTERS
"Ultra -Fast Electronic Stopwatch," it is evident that these articles have created quite a
stir among our readership. The letters and
telephone calls keep pouring in, and it is becoming increasingly difficult to answer all the
questions being raised about the first articles
in the DCU series. The letters above are a
sampling of what readers think of these articles, and were all accompanied by numerous
questions which we have not answered here
due to space limitations. Any readers who
have questions concerning the DCU projects
will be answered individually as soon as we
can work our way out from under the pile of
mail.

Kurt's suggestion on how to eliminate the
unwanted glow in the lamps is legitimate.
The same result can also be obtained by placing load resistors in one of the lamp leads
(use about 37 ohms resistance). As for Bill's
need of assurance, we can only say that the
DCU is the equal of and in some cases superior to commercially available units. The
"Electronic Stopwatch" costs between $50
and $80 to build, yet it compares favorably
with professional units priced at from $400 to
$600.
CONSTRUCTION

HELP

With regard to the letter in the February
"Information Central" column requesting

construction help, we would like to say that
at various times in the past we have built
POPULAR ELECTRONICS projects at a nominal

price for labor, troubleshooting, testing, etc.,
for people in our immediate area. Can we be
of help to any other readers?
C. Ross and I. PATRICK
492 Riverview Dr.
Edgewater, Md. 21037
I will build projects for anyone for a small
profit.
TIM PEREGOY

RFD 3, Box 283

Cockey's Mill Rd.

Reisterstown, Md.

21136

I have all issues Of POPULAR ELECTRONICS
from September, 1964, to the present, and I
am willing to build and sell any projects that
appeared in them.

DENNIS R. YELLE
6408 South Alder
Tacoma, Wash. 98409

I enjoy assembling your projects and would
be very happy to build some for those of your
readers who would like me to do so.
GARY WILSON

P.O. Box 417
Denison, Texas 75020
I have been a broadcast engineer for more
than 20 years and will be pleased to build and
(Continued on page 96)
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Only $199.95. Matching
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120 -Watt LK-60B amplifier
kit, only $199.95.

CI
© 1968, H.H. Scott, Inc.
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Now There Are 3 Heathkit`® Color TV's
The NEW Deluxe

Heathkit "227" Color TV
Exclusive lleathkit Self-Servicing Features. Like the famous Heathkit
"295" and "180" color TV's, the new Heathkit "227" features a built -in
dot generator plus full color photos and simple instructions so you can
set -up, converge and maintain the best color pictures at all times. Add
to this the detailed trouble- shooting charts in the manual, and you put
an end to costly TV service calls for periodic picture convergence and
minor repairs. No other brand of color TV has this money- saving
self -servicing feature.
Advanced Features. Top quality American brand color tube... 227 sq. in.
imrectangular viewing area , . , 2,4,000 v. regulated picture power
proved phosphors for brilliant, livelier colors , . , new improved low
automatic
voltage power supply with boosted B+ for best operation
degaussing , . , exclusive Heath Magna -Shield to protect against stray
magnetic fields and maintain color purity , . , ACC and AGC to reduce
color fade and insure steady, flutter -free pictures under all conditions
.. preassembled & aligned IF with 3 stages instead of the usual 2 . , ,
deluxe VHF
preassembled & aligned 2 -speed transistor UHF tuner
turret tuner with "memory" fine tuning , , 300 & 75 ohm VHF antenna
choice
4" x 6" 8 ohm speaker
two hi -fi sound outputs
inputs
wall, custom or optional Heath factory assembled
of installation
cabinets. Build in 25 hours.

...

...

Kit GR -227

...

...

...

-

.

Kit GR -227, (everything except cabinet)
-..$42 dn., as low as $25 mo
GRA- 227 -1, Walnut cabinet... no money dn., $6 mo
GRA- 227 -2, Mediterranean Oak cabinet (shown above),

...

$41995

...

no money dn., $10 roo,

$1995

New Remote Control
For Heathkit Color TV

$419.95
$59.95

Now change channels and turn your Heathk it color TV off
and on from the comfort of your armchair with this new remote
control kit. Use with Heathkit GR -227, GR -295 and GR -I80
color TV's. Includes 20' cable.

$94.50

Kit GR -295

Kit GR -180

$47995

$34995

(less cabinet)

(less cabinet
& cart)
530 mo.

542 mo.

Deluxe Heathkit "295" Color TV
Has sante high performance features and built -in servicing facilities
new GR -227, except for 295 sq. in. viewing area (industry's
largest picture( ... 24,000 volt picture power ... universal main conand 6" x 9" speaker.
trol panel for versatile in -wall installation
as

...

Kit

Kit GRA -27

(less cabinet)
525 mo.

GR -295, (everything except cabinet), 131

lbs....

S48 dn., 542 mo.

$479.95

GRA- 295 -4, Mediterranean cabinet (shown above), 90 lbs....
$112.50
no money dn., $11 mo.
Other cabinets from $62.95.

Deluxe Heathkit "180" Color TV
Same high performance features and esclusive self- servicing facilities as new GR -227 (above) except for 180 sq. in. viewing area.

Kit

GR -180, (everything except cabinet), 102 Iba....

535 dn., $30 mo.

GRA -180 -5, table model cabinet & mobile cart
(shown above), 57 lbs.... no money dn., $5 mo.
Other cabinets from $24.95

5349.95
S39.95

Deluxe 12" Transistor Portable B &W TV- First Kit With Integrated Circuit
Unusually sensitive performance. Plays anywhere .. runs on household H7 v. AC, any
12 v. battery, or optional rechargeable battery
pack ($39.95); receives all channels; new integrated sound circuit replaces 39 components;
preassembled, prealigned tuners; high gain IF
strip: Gated AGC for steady, jitter -free pictures; from -panel mounted speaker; assembles
in only 10 hours. Rugged high impact plastic
.

cabinet measures

," H.

27 lbs.

a

compact

111/2." H x

15Y," W

Kit GR -104

$11995
511

mc.

Kit GR -104,
$11 mo

No Money Down On $25 to $300 Orders

27

lbs....

no money dn_

- Write For Credit

5119.95

Form
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11 New

Kits From Heath .. .

New! Heathkit Wireless Home Protection

New! Heathkit 2- Channel, 200 Watt SSB
Transceivers for CAP, MARS &160 Meters

System for Your Family's Safety
GD -97

Utility Transmitter

for Uni

1

Protection

t$

e/a
GD -87

Wireless Smoke Hear
Detector -Trans natter

/Alarm
fail -sale. always alert

GD -77 Wireless Recervar

...

nlimited
%Indications
Customize Your Own System. Here's reIiable, low cost. 24 -hour protection for your family and property. System warns of smoke, fire, intruders, freezing, thawing. cooling, rising
or receding water. pressures
any change you warns to he warnal
about. Uses unique new signaling method developed by Berkeley
Scientific Labs.; exclusively licensed to Heath. Your house is already
wired for this system, just plug the units into any AC outlet. "Load
transmission" design (not a carrier type as in wireless intercoms)
generates unusual signal that is practically unduplicable in other devices
or random noise sources. Solid -state circuitry has built-in fail -safe
capability. to sound alarm if power fails. if power supply components
w any unit fail, or if 50,000 hour bulb in smoke detector fails. Receiver
Alarm has 2800 Hz transistor alarm and receptacle for extra 117 VAC
bell or buzzer to extend range, plus rechargeable battery (always kept
chargcdl to sound alarm if power fails. Smoke -Heat Detector-Transmitter capability may be extended to other areas by adding extra heat
sensors to its built -in sensor. Utility Transmitter accepts any type of
switch or sensor for any purpose; examples: magnetic reed switches
for doors and windows to warn of entry; step -on switches for door or
driveway; micro switches with trip wire around yard; heat sensors;
water pressure switches warn of pump failure; thermal switches warn
of freezing in gardens, or thawing in freezers; two wires act as switch
to warn of changing water levels in sump -pump wells, pools, etc. Units
are small and unobtrusive in beige and brown non -reflecting velvet
finish. Any number of units may be used in the system. All units feature
circuit board construction; each unit takes only 3 hours to build.
Operating cost similar to electric clocks. Invest in safety for your
family now with this unique Heath system.

...

Kit G D-77, receiver /alarm, 4 lbs
Kit GD -87, smoke /heat det.- trans.,
Kit GD -97, Utility trans.. 4 lbs

$39.95
$49.95
$34.95
(numerous accessory switches available front Heath)
5 lbs.

.

New! Heathkit /Kraft 5- Channel Digital

Proportional System with) Variable
Capacitor Servos
,

$219.95
$21 me.

r,ts,
r$w.

rts

Kit GOA -47 -1, transmitter, battery, cable,
Kit GDA -47 -2, receiver, 3lbs...
G

DA -47 -3, receiver rechargeable battery,
servo only, 1 lb

Kit G DA -47 -4, one
12

1

3 lbs

lb

$179.95

with crystals

Kit HW -18.2
MARS model
less Crystals

160 Meter model
less crystals

$119.95

$109.95

$109.95

KH HW -18

1

CAP model

Kit HW-18-3

Good News For CAP, 'MARS And 160 Meter Ups. This unique series
of Heathkit SSB Transceivers was designed with your needs in mind.
No more adaptations. no more conversions, no more make-shift rigs.
These new transceivers are tailored for your needs with the sensitivity,
selectivity, power output and operating convenience that make for
effective communications at a fraction of previous costs.
Compare. 200 watts PEP SSB input. 25 watts input with carrier for
compatibility with AM stations. Crystal filter sideband generation.
2 channels, switch -selected, crystal controlled. Fixed tuned for easy
PTT operation. Transmit and receive freqs. locked together for true
transceive operation. Clarifier control adjusts transceiver frequency
+_250 Hz. Relayless transmit -receive switching. Local- Distance switch
prevents receiver overload from strong local stations. Built -in speaker.
PTT mie. & mobilemount included. Carrier & sideband suppression
45 dB. Sensitivity
uV. Selectivity 2.7 kHz. 50 ohm coax output. Accessory power supplies (Kit HP -13, mobile. 564.95; Kit HP -23, fixed
1

station, 549.951.

New! Solid -State Portable
Volt- Ohm -Meter

So Handy, So Low Cost we call

it "every man's" meter. Just
right for homeowners, hobbyists, boatowners, CBer's, hams
.. it's even sophisticated enough
for radio & TV servicing! Features 12 ranges ... 4 AC & 4 DC
volt ranges, 4 ohm ranges; II
megmegohm input on DC,
ohm input on AC; 41/2' 200 uA
meter; battery power; rugged
polypropylene case and more.
Easy 3 or 4 hour kit assembly.

Kit IM 17

$19.95

1

New! Heathkit Solid -State Utility

Monophonic Amplifier

This Heathkit version of the internationally famous Kraft system saves
you over $200. The system includes solid -state transmitter with built-in
charger and rechargeable battery, solid -state receiver, receiver rechargeable battery, four variable capacitor servos, and all cables. Servos
feature sealed variable capacitor feedback to elinlinatd failure due to
dirty contacts, vibration, etc.; three outputs: two linear shafts travel
'/.' in simultaneous opposite directions plus rotary wheel. Specify
freq.: 26.995, 27.045. 27.145, 27.195 MHz.

System Kit GD -47, all of above, 5 lbs.

with crystals

4 lbs.

111 iar4`
System Kit GD.47

Assembled
HWW -18.1
CAP model

$219.95
$58.50
$49.95
$9.95
$21.50

Kit
AA 18

$19.95
This amazing little amplifier accepts ceramic phono cartridges, AM
tuners, FM tuners, tape recorders, etc., and delivers a solid 4 watts of
music power from 20 Hz to over 100 kHz at a low 1.5% THD. Drives
high efficiency speakers of 4 to 16 ohms. Ideal for small music system
or testing amp. for service shops. Circuit board construction is easiest;
just 5 short hookup wires and 6' cable. Single knob tone control. Headphone jack. Pilot lamp. Transformer operated, 120/240 VAC, 50 -60 Hz,

POPULAR ELECTRONICS

See 300 More in FREE Catalog
What would you expect to pay
for a Vox "Jaguar" Combo organ
with a 180 -watt 3- channel amp?
$1000? $1250? $1500? More?

You can get both for only $598

during this Special Heathkit Offer!

Now you can get this famous professional combo organ with a versatile
high-power piggy -back amp. and matching speaker system for just a
little more than you'd expect to pay for the "Jaguar" alone! The Heath kit /Vox "Jaguar" is solid- state; two outputs for mixed or separated
bass and treble; reversible bass keys for full 49 key range or separate
bass notes; bass volume control; vibrato tab; bass chord tab; four voice
tabs (flute, bright, brass, mellow); keyboard range C2 to Cg in four
octaves; factory assembled keyboard, organ case with cover, and stand
with case. Also available separately; you'll still save $150 (order Kit
TO -68, $349.95).

nels with 2 inputs each;

The Heathkit TA -17 Deluxe Super-Power Amplifier & Speaker has 180
watts peak power into one speaker (240 watts peak into a pair); 3-chan-

$598.00

"fuzz", brightness switch; bass boost; tremolo,
reverb; complete controls for each channel; foot switch; 2 heavy duty
12" speakers plus horn driver. Also available separately kit or factory

assembled (Kit Amplifier TA -17, $175; Assembled $275; Kit Speaker
TA -17 -1 $120; Assembled $150; Kit TAS -17 -2, amp. & two speakers
$395; Assembled TAW -17 -2, amp. & two speakers $545).

Kit TOS -1

Organ Kit, Assembled
& Speaker (240 lbs.)

Amplifier

$698.00

New! Heathkit

New! Heathkit Solid -State

Guitar Headphone
Amplifier

"Fuzz Booster" For
Guitar Amplifiers

Kit TA -58

$9.95

Kit TA -28

$17.95
"Fuzz"

Kit TOS -2

Organ, Amplifier
& Speaker Kits (240 lbs.)

is what it's called, harmonic distortion is what it is, and you

it to your guitar amp with this kit. Transistor circuit is contained in die cast footswitch housing and powered by internal battery
(not supplied). Two controls adjust tone and intensity of "fuzz".
Build it in one evening. 4 lbs.
can add

Now you can play and practice your electronic guitar in private! Just
plug this miniature amplifier into the jack of your guitar and use a pair
of headphones. Solid -state circuit has tailored response; automatic
off-on switching; self-contained battery (not supplied); and capability
of operating one or two pairs of mono or stereo headphones of 4 to 2
meghohms. Ideal for practice or instruction. Easy to build.

Kit TA -58,

$9.95

2 lbs

r HEATH

NEW

COMPANY, Dept. 10-5
Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022
In Canada, Daystrom Ltd.

FREE 1968

Enclosed is $

CATALOG!

Please send model (s)

tris petal & amplifier, amateur
radio, marina, educational, CB,
home & hobby. Mail coupon or
write Heath Company, Benton
Harbor. Michigan 49021

including shipping.

Please send FREE Heathkit Catalog.

Now with more kits, more color.
Fully describes these along wilts

over 300 kits for stereo /hi -fi,
color TV, electronic organs, etas.-

,

Please send Credit Application.
Name
Address
City

State
Prices & specifications subject to change without notice.

Zip
CL-325
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FULLY EQUIPPED FOR
IMMEDIATE OPERATION
CHANNELS
ON ALL

PARTS/METHODS/IDEAS/GADGETS/DEVICES

tips&

23

techniques

y oui

with

the NEW
CAM-8

LOW- FREQUENCY COMPENSATION FOR
FICO MODEL 460 OSCILLOSCOPES

The transconductance of vacuum tubes
changes between d.c. and low- frequency a.c.
This effect is noticeable in EICO's Model 460
oscilloscope as a change in gain between d.c.
<,.

.....

23- CHANNEL CB
mobile and base station

AM TRANSCEIVER
GREATER RANGE POWER with the exclusive
new DYNA -BOOST circuit that intensifies speech
signals and extends the signal range.
The new Cobra CAM -88 is rugged, handsome and
field proven. Compare it, feature for feature, with
other CB equipment and you'll be convinced that
the Cobra CAM -88 is by far the best.

Outstanding Features
Fully- Equipped for Immediate 23- channel Transmit
and Receive

Double Conversion Superheterodyne Receiver
Transistorized 117V AC /12V DC Power Supply
Speech Compression with Switch
Delta -Tune Fine Tuning
Squelch Control and Standby Switch
Illuminated Dual- Purpose Meter
Power -in (Receive) -Power -out (Transmit)
Modulation Indicator
Detachable Press-to -talk Microphone
Convertible to a Public Address Amplifier

Carefully engineered design makes the Cobra completely reliable and easy to operate. Completely
self-contained. No additional crystals needed. i21495

and a.c. signals, and a pronounced sloping of
low- frequency square waves. The compensation network shown here will compensate for
low- frequency losses in the Model 460. For
best results, you might have to allow a slight
variation in the value of the resistors for individual tubes. The easiest way to install the
capacitors is to connect one lead of each to a
ground lug held by terminal board TB-16,
and the other lead directly to pin 9 on the re-Donald Stauffer
spective tube sockets.
ADD
TO

SCREW BASE
NE

-2 NEON LAMP

At one time or another you have probably had
(or will have) a need for an NE -2 neon lamp
with a screw base for one of your projects.
Unfortunately, NE -2 lamps come with wire
leads not designed for screwing into pilot
lamp sockets. However, you can solve the
problem quickly enough if you have an in-

candescent pilot lamp you're

willing to

-

or
sacrifice
one that has
burned out and

you never

threw away.

DIVISION OF

DYNASCAN CORPORATION

1801 W. BELLE

PLAINE AVE. CHICAGO, ILL. 60613
Made in U.S.A.

Export: Empire Exporters,

123

CIRCLE NO.

14

Grand St., New York 13, U.S.A. Also available in Canada

5 ON

READER SERVICE PAGE

Carefully

break the glass
envelope of the incandescent lamp, and remove the elements and whatever glass remains in the screw base. Insert one of the
POPULAR ELECTRONICS

READER
SERVICE PAGE

free information service:

Here's an easy and convenient way for you to get additional information about
products advertised or mentioned editorially (if it has a "Reader Service
Number ") in this issue. Just follow the directions below... and the material
will be sent to you promptly and free of charge.

1

Print or type your name and address on the
lines indicated. Circle the number(s) on
the coupon below that corresponds to the key
numbers) at the bottom of the advertisement or
editorial mention(s) that interest you. (Key numbers for advertised products also appear in the
Advertisers' Index.)

2

Cut out the coupon and mail it to the
address indicated below.

3

This address is for our product "Free
Information Service" only, Editorial inquiries should, be directed to POPULAR ELECTRONICS, One Park Avenue, New York 10016;
circulation inquiries to Portland Place, Boulder,
Colorado 80302.

POPULAR
ELECTRONICS

VOID AFTER JUNE 30, 1966
P.O. BOX 8391

PHILADELPHIA, PA. 19101
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1
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NAME (Print clearly)
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STATE
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FREE!
1,

V
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ALL NEW
SPRING & SUMMER
CATALOG
ELECTRONICS INDUSTRY'S FIRST
1968 RELEASE!

Phonos

&

wire leads on the NE -2 through the bottom
contact of the lamp as shown in the photo;
the other lead goes to the metal case. Insulate
the leads from each other, solder both in
place and, you'll have a screw -base NE -2
lamp.
-Hubert Melin
BALL -POINT PEN BARREL
DOUBLES AS INSULATING SPACERS

When the ink cartridge of your non -refillable
ball -point pen dries up, don't throw the pen
away. The plastic barrel can be cut down to
make insulating spacers. Remove and discard
the empty ink

YOUR BUYING GUIDE
FOR:
Stereo & Hi Fi
Systems & Components
Tape Recorders Electronic Parts, Tubes, Tools

Ham Gear

(Continued from page 14)

TIPS

Records
Test In-

cartridge, pen
point and plastic (or metal)

struments & K:ts Cameras & Film PA Citi-

.-

Xa. E7$

Radio & TV
zens Band
Sets
Musical Instruments

sox

end. Then,

when you need
spacers, simply

442:4

cut the pen

MAIL TODAY TO:
BURSTEIN- APPLEBEE
Dept. PEQ

3199 Mercier, Kansas City, Mo. 6411

Name

Address
City

State

L

barrel to the

desired lengths
with a fine -toothed hacksaw. The dielectric
strength of your fabricated spacers will compare favorably with the commercially available product.
-B. J. Thompson
TWO BLOCKS OF WOOD
BECOME WIRE LEAD STRAIGHTENER

Zip Code

Resistors, capacitors, diodes, and other small
parts that have wire leads are easier to
store and use
if the leads are
straight. After

CIRCLE NO. 6 ON READER SERVICE PAGE

CLAIM OUR-

ELECTRONIC

you breadboard a project or cannibalize parts
from surplus

equipment,

"

!GMT!+
SYST..

IS BEST...;

there is often
a considerable

number

of

leads to be straightened. You can save a lot
of time and effort if you place roughly hand straightened leads between two blocks of
hard wood, and stroke the top block back and
forth a few times to get rid of bends and
-James E. Arconati
kinks.
NEOPRENE FAUCET WASHERS
MAKE HANDY RUBBER FEET

lux)

s

OMIT& TODAY. FOR FREE

SEARCH .AND
S ' CROCK/Si

A.

LIT_R,ítATIARA,

tic)
U.S.A.

CIRCLE NO. 19 ON READER SERVICE PAGE

Neoprene faucet washers are almost as handy
in electronics as they are necessary in plumbing. They are fairly hard, will stand a lot of
abuse, and do not leave "eraser" marks on
polished surfaces when used as feet for the
chassis of an electronic project. These washers are available in a variety of sizes, are relatively inexpensive, and can be obtained from
all plumbing supply stores and many hardware stores. When you install them, use a
good all- purpose household cement.
-Robert E. Kelland
POPULAR ELECTRONICS

DOES YOUR CB RADIO HAVE A

BUILT -IN "TACHOMETER "?

CB -24 "REACTER

III"

$199.95

New 23 channel CB -24 from Hallicrafters with
exclusive Dual Noise Suppression takes the
"Needle Swinging Noise" out of mobile radio.
"S"

meters in mobile radios need no longer
swing back and forth with engine RPM. Communications range need no longer be stifled
because the mobile receiver cannot hear the
base. The superb, new Hallicrafters' CB -24
"Reacter Ill" citizens band radio ushers in a
new state -of- the -art for suppression of wide band noise.
Remarkable Dual Noise Suppression circuits
in the "Reacter Ill" reduce both radiated and
conducted noise to previously unattainable
lows. Heart of the exclusive conducted noise
filter is a 0Hz(DC) to 100MHz torroid that
virtually eliminates all forms of ignition, regulator, generator, or alternator interference that
is normally carried to the radio by the vehicle
electrical system. Radiated interference is
literally chopped from the signal by an advanced series limiting noise suppressor devised by Hallicrafters, the people who invented
noise limiting in 1939.
Every detail of the CB -24, from the functional
beauty of its professional styling to the costly
ceramic filters, foretells of timeless endurance. If you are ready to buy a 23- channel
radio, choose thoughtfully. Choose the brand
backed by more communications experience
than all others combined. Hallicrafters.

SPECIFICATIONS
25°%, smaller than all other leading radios. Has
all 23 channels (ready to operate); dual -con-

version receiver, costly ceramic filters for
extra -quiet operation; increased transmitter
range through an advanced "Expander"

modulation system; illuminated channel
selector; meter for checking signal strength
and output. Built -in circuitry permits use as
a public address system.

Sensitivity:

0.4

microvolt typical for

10 db

S/N ratio.

Audio Power Output: 3.5 watts.
Semiconductor Complement: all solid
state -21 transistors. 8 diodes, 4 thermistors.

Modulation: high level push -pull, Class

B,

limited to 100% with wave shaping.
RF Power Output: 3.5 watts typical.
Power Supply: 13.8 V DC. (AC supply
optional accessory).
Dimensions: 2'/,a" s 6' x 8" HWD.
Weight: 5'/x lbs.

the new ideas
in communications
are born at .

hall/Crafters

600 Hicks Road,

Export: International Dept.,
Canada, Gould Sales Co.

Rolling Meadows, Illinois 60008 U.S.A.
A SUBSIDIARY OF NORTHROP CORPORATION
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In

today's electronics boom, the demand for

men with technical education is far greater than

the supply of graduate engineers. Thousands
of real engineering jobs are being filled by men

without engineering degrees -provided they
are thoroughly trained in basic electronic theory
and modern application. The pay is good, the

future is bright... and the training can now be
acquired at home -on your own time.

18

POPULAR ELECTRONICS

electronics boom has created a
The
new breed of professional man -

the non -degree engineer. Depending
on the branch of electronics he's in,
he may "ride herd" over a flock of
computers, run a powerful TV transmitter, supervise a service or maintenance department, or work side by
side with distinguished scientists on a
new discovery.
But you do need to know more

than soldering connections, testing

circuits and replacing components.
You need to really know the fundamentals of electronics.
How can you pick up this necessary knowledge? Many of today's
non -degree engineers learned their
electronics at home. In fact, some
authorities feel that a home study
course is the best way. Popular Electronics said:
"By its very nature, home study
develops your ability to analyze and
extract information as well as to
strengthen your sense of responsibility and initiative."

oped techniques that make learning
at home easy, even if you once had

trouble studying. Your instructor

gives the lessons and questions you
send in his undivided personal attention-it's like being the only student
in his "class." He not only grades

your work, he analyzes it. And he
mails back his corrections and comments the same day he gets your lessons, so you read his notations while
everything is still fresh in your mind.
Students who have taken other
courses often comment on how much
more they learn from CIE. Says Mark
E. Newland of Santa Maria, Calif.:
"Of .11 different correspondence
courses I've taken, CIE's was the best
prepared, most interesting, and easiest to understand. I passed my 1st
Class FCC exam after completing my
course, and have increased my earnings by $120 a month."
Always Up -to-Date
Because of rapid developments in
electronics, CIE courses are con-

stantly being revised. This year's

Cleveland Method Makes It Easy

If you decide to advance your

career through home study, it's best
to pick a school that specializes in
the home study method. Electronics
is complicated enough without trying
to learn it from texts and lessons that
were designed for the classroom instead of the home.
The Cleveland Institute concetttrates on home study exclusively.
Over the last 30 years it has devel-

courses include up -to-the -minute lessons in Microminiaturization, Laser
Theory and Application, Suppressed
Carrier Modulation, Single Sideband
Techniques, Logical Troubleshooting, Boolean Algebra, Pulse Theory,
Timebase Generators...and many
more.

CIE Assures You an FCC License
The Cleveland method of training
is so successful that better than 9 out

of 10 CIE men who take the FCC

exam pass it -and on their first try.
This is despite the fact that, among
non-CIE men, 2 out of every 3 who
take the exam fail! That's why CIE
can promise in writing to refund your
tuition in full if you complete one of
its FCC courses and fail to pass the
licensing exam.
This Book Can Help You
Thousands who are advancing their
electronics careers started by reading our famous book, "How To Succeed in Electronics." It tells of many

non -degree engineering jobs and

other electronics careers open to men
with the proper training. And it tells
which courses of study best prepare
you for the work you want.
If you would like to cash in on the
electronics boom, let us send you
this 40 -page book free.
Just fill out and mail the attached
card. Or, if the card is missing,write to:

CIE

Cleveland Institute
of Electronics

1776 E.17th St., Dept. PE -66
Cleveland, Ohio 44114

Accredited Member National Home Study Council

ENROLL UNDER NEW G.I. BILL

courses are available under
the new G.I. Bill. If you served on
active duty since January 31, 1955,
or are in service now, check box on
reply card for G.I. Bill information.
All CIE

CIRCLE NO. 7 ON READER SERVICE PAGE
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NEW
PRODUCTS

er gain of 4 dB. The short, sturdy radials at
the tip also direct an extremely low-angle
signal take -off for maximum distance coverage. Designed for operation in a frequency
band of 27 to 29.7 MHz, the vertically polarized, heavy -duty antenna has a VSWR of less
than 1.4:1 on all 23 Citizens Band channels.
CB'ers: take note.
Circle No. 77 on Reader Service Page

Additional information on products covered in this section is available from the
manufacturers. Each new product is
identified by a code number. To obtain
further details on any of them, simply fill
in and mail the coupon on page .15 or 95.
FET

FM

STEREO TUNER

FOUR -WAY

It should take only one afternoon to put together the LT-112B -1 FM broadcast monitor
kit announced by H. H. Scott, Inc. The kit incorporates both field effect circuitry for
maximum sensitivity and selectivity with
minimum cross- modulation and drift, and an
integrated circuit i.f. strip for improved capture ratio. All difficult or critical circuitry is

or 95

"BOOKSHELF" SPEAKER SYSTEM

Pioneer Electronics is presently marketing
a four -way speaker system housed in what is
believed to be the smallest enclosure ever
used for this type of system. Designated the
Model CS-63, the system sports a big 15"
woofer, 61/2" mid -range

speaker,

KIT

15

horn -type

tweeter, and 21/2" cone type super tweeter. Frequency response is 25
Hz to 20 kHz, with
crossovers at 600 Hz, 4
kHz, and 13 kHz. Input
impedance is 8 ohms;
power -handling capacity, 60 watts. Two tone
controls are provided,
one for the mid-range
frequencies, and another
for the high- frequency
range. The system is
housed in a 28" X 19" X 13" oiled walnut enclosure- -small enough to fit on most bookshelves.

Circle No.

pre-wired, pre-tested, and pre -aligned at the
factory. An exclusive combination front panel
meter is used initially to align the tuner, then
to indicate signal strength, zero- center tuning, or multipath distortion. The LT- 112B -1
comes with Scott's full-color, life -size construction book, with parts sealed in clear envelopes which are number -keyed to the book,
and with all wires pre -cut and pre- stripped to
the proper lengths.
Circle No.

78 on

Reader Service Page

15

or 95

SEVEN -BAND RECEIVER

The seven bands covered by Lafayette Radio
Electronics' "Explor -AirTM VI" receiver are:

weather /marine (150 -400 kHz); standard AM
broadcast; standard FM broadcast; and four
short-wave bands (5.9 -6.25 MHz, 9.45 -9.85
MHz; 11.85 -12.05 MHz, and 15.05 -15.55 MHz).
Features include individually tuned circuits

75 on Reader Service Page 15 or 95

AUTOMATIC RATCHETING BOX WRENCH

For those hard -to- get-at places where there
is not enough room to efficiently turn the
handle of an ordinary box wrench, Kenbil
Engineering Company is providing an "automatic" type wrench. It can be used in the conventional manner where possible, but in tight
spots you just squeeze the spring -loaded pliertype handles to rotate a box socket. Each
closing action rotates the socket 60 °. To reverse the direction of socket rotation, the
wrench is simply turned over. It's available
in 1/;" to 7," sizes.

Circle No. 76 on Reader Service Page

15

or 95

for each band, automatic volume control, 455 kHz mechanical filter, a tuned r.f. stage, and
a shock -free high -voltage transformer -operated power supply. Special feature: an illuminated wide -view slide rule dial clearly
labeled with names of primary cities and
countries.
Circle No. 79 on Reader Service Page

15

or 95

UNIQUE BASE STATION ANTENNA

"Power on top" could be the slogan for the
Avanti "Astro Plane." An all -directional antenna, it packs maximum signal power at the
highest, most efficient position
has a pow-

-it
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MAGNETIC RECORDING TAPES

Two new series of audio tapes for the home
recording enthusiast are available from Ampex Corporation. The 304 Series promises
POPULAR ELECTRONICS

NOW. THE BEST COSTS 540. LESS!
This special "get the best for
less" offer available at the
following KAAR dealers ...

KAAR

Skyhawk

Sassaman Co., Inc.
Mobile, Alabama
Millet's Radio Communication;
Mesa, Arizona
R. H.

Hunter Electronics

Tucson, Arizona
Carlton -Bates Company
Fort Smith, Arkansas
Carlton -Bates Company

Little Rock, Arkansas

Dick's Radio & TV

El Sobrante. California
Two Way Radio Sales
Fresno. California

Squire Communications
Gridley. California
Valley Transformer Co.
Stockton, California
Buddy Sales
Reseda R Ventura. California
Weatherbie Electronics
San .lose, California
Fortiers T.V., Inc.
Santa Rosa, California
Unicomco
Denver, Colorado

Marine Sound Lab
Wethersfield, Connecticut
Sumac Services
Atlanta, Georgia
Morton Electronics

23 channels

Boise, Idaho

Allied Radio Corporation
RMD

with

all crystals included

Chicago, Illinois

Chicago, Illinois
Puts Radio Sales
Peoria Heights, Illinois

Industrial Electronics

W. Lafayette, Indiana
Electronic Applications Co.
Burlington, Iowa
Howard Electronics
Wichita, Kansas
Electronic Products Co. (EPCOR)
New Orleans, Louisiana
Boyers Two Way Radio
Headquarters
Hagerstown, Maryland
Glen Marine Products
Glen Burnie. Maryland
Radiophone of New England
Bedford, Massachusetts
Rad -Comm Systems, Inc.
Detroit- Michigan
Electronics Unlimited
St. Paul. Minnesota
Midwest Mobile Radio Service
St. Joseph. Missouri
Electronic Specialists
Great Falls, Montana
Deuce Way Radio Sales
Reno, Nevada

Wheeler Distributing Co.
Albuquerque. New Mexi
Coastal Electronics
New Bern, North Carolina
Heath Communications
Heath, Ohio
Brewer Communications
Porter, Oklahoma
United Radio Supply
Portland, Oregon
Mobile Communications
Charleston Heights,
South Car.,tina
Electronic Equipment Co.
Nashville, Tennessee
Radio Communications Co..
San Antonio. Texas
Manwill Supply Co.
Ogden & Salt fake City. Utah
Central Utah Electronic Supply
Provo, Utah
House of Insurance
Richmond, Virginia
E. Smola & Co.
Newport News & Norfolk, Va.
Photo-Tronics. Inc.
Seattle, Washington
Amateur Electronic Supply
Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Denco TV
Casper, Wyoming
C.

It's the new 5- year - ahead 23- channel
MARK II. Complete with the industry's
only 2 -year guarantee.
Now... move up to Skyhawk and save!
No

other transceiver gives you all
these space-age features

Tantalum capacitors
Sealed plug-in relay
Filtered power leads

circuit board
Provision for plug -in
Glass epoxy

selective call

Paging
External speaker jack
Illuminated signal level

Amplified Zener diode
voltage regulator

meter with dynamic
modulation indication

25/8" high x 61/2" wide
91/a" deep

You've always wanted Kaar quality ... now
get it at the price of an ordinary CB transceiver.
Inside its handsome epoxy wood grain panel
is the powerhouse of the CB world ... judged
first in quality and beauty, by experts
the country over.

Save on KAAR Skylark!
Get all the features of the Skyhawk in this rugged
11- channel beauty. Reg. $119.95, now! $159.95.
Includes channel 9 crystals.
KAAR ELECTRONICS CORPORATION
1203 -P WEST ST. GEORGES AVE., LINDEN, N.J. 07036

CIRCLE NO. 20 ON READER SERVICE PAGE

MOBILE CB TRANSCEIVER

PRODUCTS (Continued from page 22)
minimal background noise and improved
high- frequency response at standard and
slow recording speeds, and features a high quality oxide binder similar to that used in
Ampex's professional low-noise tapes. The
301 Series, which replaces the 500 Series in
the Ampex line, provides excellent performance in voice recordings at slow speed, background music at intermediate speed, and hi -fi
music at standard speed. Both series are
available in acetate and polyester base materials, and 7" and 5" reel sizes.
Circle No.

80 on Reader Service Page 15 or 95

MOBILE AM -FM TUNER

Suitable for use with any 4- or 8 -track cartridge, GW Electronics' "Auto Tuner" is a
low- priced, high -quality AM /FM cartridge
tuner. It will add AM -FM radio to any 4or 8 -track

car stereo

system,

slipping in
and out of

the tape

deck like a
regular cartridge. The
"Auto Tuner" uses the
existing amplifiers and stereo system to produce a full sound comparable to stereo for
AM and FM broadcasts, and is said to be the
only cartridge tuner of this type on the
market which contains a built-in a.f.c. in its
all- solid -state circuitry.
Circle No.

81

on Reader Service Page 15 or 95

"STEREO

COMPANIONS"

Priced within the reach of conservative budgets, the Knight -Kit "Stereo Companions"
offered by Allied Radio also have sophisticated design features for sound purists. Both
the KG -865 50 -watt amplifier (shown in the

Low in cost, and small in size, Amphenol's
Model 750 5 -watt solid -state CB transceiver
exceeds FCC Type Acceptance standards. In
spite of its small size (43/4" x 2" x 51/4 "), the
transceiver boasts an adjustable squelch con-

trol for noise -free monitoring, an automatic
noise limiter, and
excellent sensitivity (0.5 pV for
10 dB signal -plus
-noise /noise) and
selectivity over
the entire 27MHz band. The
Model 750's microphone doubles as a speaker
in the "receive"
position, and on
"transmit" a

bright

panel

light signals when the push -to-talk button
is depressed. An illuminated and magnified
channel selector switch reveals at a glance
which channel is in use. The 750 comes complete with a set of crystals for channel 9 plus
sockets for five more transmit and receive
channels.
Circle No.

83 on

Reader Service Page

or 95

15

DYNAMIC MICROPHONE

Tailored to amateur requirements, the Altec
687B available from Altec Lansing is a rugged
moving-coil dynamic microphone. A continuously variable low frequency response is
made possible by the rotation of a shutter on
the rear of the mike housing, permitting reduction of interference while at the same
time maintaining excellent speech reproduction. Other features include a built-in pressto -talk switch, and an extra set of contacts
for other purposes; high sensitivity; uniform
response over voice frequencies; and protection from metallic particles, dust, etc.
Circle No.

84 on Reader Service Page 15 or 95

SOLID -STATE STEREO

RECEIVER

Although the Olson "Max- Cube" Model RA -25
stereo receiver lends itself to any kind of custom installation, it is especially suitable for

bookshelf mounting. Frequency response is 20 to
20,000

photo) and the KG-795 FM tuner are solid state units utilizing all- silicon transistors.
The amplifier's frequency response is 20 to
20,000 Hz, full power, and within 1 dB from
18 to 30,000 Hz. The tuner boasts two tuned
r.f. stages, a precision tuning indicator, automatic stereo switching and indicator light.
Large printed circuit boards are provided for
easy assembly, and the critical r.f. and i.f.
stages of the tuner are factory- assembled.
Walnut cases optional.
Circle No.
24

82 on

Reader Service Page

15

or 95

hertz, power

output 55 watts
(27.5 watts per

channel). Sensitivity is rated at 3 pV
for 20 dB quieting,
and multiplex separation is 25 dB.
Features of the
solid -state receiver
include an illuminated slide rule dial and
tuning meter, a.f.c., and a circuit- breakerprotected amplifier.
Circle No.

85 on

Reader Service Page

15
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Learn Lue-s...13-una tf is new
RCA Audio Amplifier Kit
RCA's new Integrated Circuit Experimenter's Kit,
KD2112, is the first of its kind. You get a "short course"
in integrated circuits, anc you can build a 500 -milliwatt
audio amplifier or a variable -tone audio osc llato -.
The heart of this new "all- parts -included kit' is an RCA
linear integrated circuit- a multipurpose wide -band
audio amplifier containing the equivalent of 7 transistors, 11 resistors, and 3 diodes.

-

Each kit comes with a 20 page manual whici gives
complete step -by -step ki: construction details. Ai extra
I.C. "chip," with case rerroved, is also supplied SD that
its circuitry can be examined.

RCA's new Integrated Circuit Experimenter s Kit
KD2112 is available from your RCA Distributor. A3k him
for it, and learn more about I.C.'s.
RCA Electronic Components, Harrison, N. J. 07029
Kb2112

lNrfOttArf0

cincuir
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JOHNSON'S Spring GO
YOU MAY HAVE ALREADY

WrKtili;:1(
GOLD AWARD MESSENGER

III's. Every

CB call area will have a
winner. YOUR call number may be
lucky! See your Johnson dealer and
find out if you have already won.

IT «11H!

PLUS! Participating Johnson

dealers in most areas will also give
away Gold Award Messenger III's.
See your dealer to find out how you
can strike it rich! You have TWO
chances to WIN!

Jo8AS11

.

_

_

-_

(Contest ends June 30,1968)

In commemoration of Johnson's production of its 100,000th Messenger

III, the E. F. Johnson Company is releasing a limited number of 24 -carat
gold -plated Messenger III's to be given away free? Incorporating all the
famous features that have made the Messenger III the standard of the industry, these Gold Award models will truly become CB collectors' items!

Hundreds

of

Winners

ANTENNA METER -MATCHBOX (Expires June 30, 1968)
COMBINATION ($30.90 value)
Get maximum range from your CB unit
HALF PRICE SALE
eliminate mismatch between transceiver
and antenna. Either of above with purPORTABLE
chase of Messenger or 110; both with
POWER PACK ($79.95 value)
purchase of any other Johnson 5 watt
Permits full -power, portable optransceiver -for only $1.00'.
for up to 8 hours without

-

I

eration

recharging. With purchase cf

($32.95 value)
Converts any transistorized Johnson
transceiver into a full -power base station
Mounts beneath transceiver. With your
AC POWER SUPPLY

Johnson Messenger 111,100, 300,
320 or 323 for only $39.97 *.

purchase of Johnson Messenger 111, 100,
300, 320 or 323 -for only $1.00'.

'at participating Johnson dealers

SEE YOUR JOHNSON
f Void where prohibited by law.

®

E. F.

DEALER TODAY

JOHNSON COMPANY

2465 Tenth Ave. S.W., Waseca, Minnesota 56093
CIRCLE NO. 18 ON READER SERVICE PAGE
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SENSITIVITY

1,

Build
The tNonolite"
AUDIO- MODULATE 500 WATTS OF LIGHT,
OR CONTROL THE SPEED OF A MOTOR
IT'S ALL THE SAME TO THIS DEVICE

-

BY

DOUBLING IN BRASS as either the
basis for a 500 -watt color organ or as
a general-purpose (up to five amperes)
power controller, the "Sonolite" is easy
to build and low in cost (approximately
$10 per unit). For a home color organ,

three "Sonolites" are required -one for
the low audio frequencies, one for the
mid -range, and the third for the high
frequencies -plus suitable filtering.
If you have a musical group using electronic instruments, a really "far out"
effect can be produced by connecting one
"Sonolite" in parallel with a loudspeaker
for each instrument, using a high -wattage lamp (preferably one having a builtin reflector) and a different color filter
for each instrument, to illuminate the
stage. The interplay of color and intenMay, 1968

DANIEL MEYER

sity variations as each instrument is
played will produce a "wild" scene.
The addition of only a 200 -ohm potentiometer and a flashlight cell will convert the "Sonolite" into a wide -range
power controller, useful for controlling
the power supplied to almost any device
(500 watts or less) that can operate on
117 volts a.c.
The complete circuit
Construction.
(Fig. 1) can be mounted as shown in
Fig. 2, with controls RS ("Background")
and R2 ( "Sensitivity ") mounted on one
side, and the power outlet (SOI) and
a.c. power and audio lines on the other
side. The author chose to mount the circuit on two five -lug terminal strips.
Before drilling the mounting holes for
27
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SOI

R3

FROM
SPKR

250K

85050

optical coupling between
lamp II and the photores star (PCI) for best results.
Fig. 1. There must be close

PARTS LIST
C1. C'2- -0.(47 -µF capacitor
D1, D2, D3, 114 50 volt I i
F1-.--5 -ampere lose
11- - -#49 pilot lamp

silicon diode

PCI-- Photorceistor (RCA 2529 cr similar)
Q1 -Triac (RCA 40431)
R1 --10-ohm. !z -watt resistor

R2--- 200-ohm, 3 -watt wire -wound potentiometer
R3 --250,000 -eh,n potentiometer
-watt re.rislcr
R4 --22,0,00 -ohm,
-

'-o1 - -Ill -soil a.c. socket
li.rc: -C'abiuci-(Spectrum Products #533 or similar), plastic electrical tape, heat sink grease,
two finc -lug terminal strips, /use holder, power
-

V

-

the terminal strips, make up a heat sink
for the Triae (Fig. 3) and then solder
the Triac to the heat sink. The two
mounting holes for the heat sink are also
used for supporting the two terminal
lugs. Use a piece of mica sheet, with both
sides covered with heat sink grease to
electrically insulate the heat sink from
the metal chassis.

line, audio line, knobs, etc.
A complete kit of parts and the cabinet
shown are available from Southwest Technical
Products Corp., 219 W. Rhapsody, San Antonio,
Texas 78216 (kit 147CSL, $10.50). Individual
parts are also available.

Note:

With the heat sink mounting holes as
a guide, drill the holes in the chassis. Put
the greased mica sheet down first, followed by the heat sink, with the terminal
strips mounted above the heat sink. Use
insulating washers on both sides of the
mounting hardware. Remember at all
times that the strip lug affixed to the
Triac heat sink will be "hot" to the other

Fig. 2. The circuit is built
up on two five -lug terminal

strips (the type with center
lug support, and two lugs on
either side). The four diodes
(D1 through D4) are enclosed
in a piece of tubing. DO NOT
use the metal chassis as a common tie point for any reason.
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MAIN

TERMINAL
MAIN

TERMINAL 2

HEAT
SINK

CASE)

GATE

MICA SHEET
TRLSC SOLDERED
TO TEAT SINK

HEAT SINK GREASE

(DOW CORNING 340

OR SIMILAR)

Fig. 3. The heat sink is two inches long with
1/2" lips. Don't forget to use heat sink grease.

side of the a.c. line. When wiring the
"Sonolite," do not use the chassis as a
common point for any part of the circuit.
Place the sensitive face of the photo resistor (PC1) against the pilot lamp
(11) at the filament end of the bulb, and
wrap the pair with opaque plastic electrical tape so that only the leads of PC1
protrude. In the "Sonolite" shown in the
photograph, a metal pilot -lamp reflector
was used to direct the light onto PC1.
Although the author soldered the lamp
wires directly to 11, a socket can be used
if you prefer.
HIGH

FREQ.

o

LOW
FREQ.

connect the audio input leads in parallel
with a speaker. With the audio system
operating, adjust R2 until the lamp goes
to full brilliance on music peaks.
To make a color organ, you will need
three "Sonolites," as previously mentioned, with each supplying its own lamp.
A suitable color filter for each lamp can
be made from tinted plastic, with red,
green, and blue being the most popular
colors. The electrical filters for each
group of frequencies can be made in accordance with Fig. 4.
The electrolytic capacitors in Fig. 4
can be either non -polarized types or
two polarized units connected back to
back. For example, the 5 -µF unit in the
high-frequency filter can be a pair of
10 -µF electrolytics with their negative
leads connected together, and the two
positive leads representing a 5 -µF non polarized capacitor. Similarly, a pair of

HOW IT WORKS
The -Sonolite" is a basic Triac power control
system in which a low -level signal from an audio
source controls the conduction time of the Triac,
and therefore the amount of power supplied to the
load. (A Triac is a four -layer semiconductor device, similar to an SCR, that can be switched between a conducting and non -conducting state by
an external trigger voltage. Unlike an SCR, however, the Triac is a full -wave device and switches
on both- positive and negative half cycles of the
applied a.c. power. As in SCR operation, by triggering the Triac on later in each half cycle less
power is applied to the load, and conversely,
switching it on earlier increases the power to the

load.)

MID
FREQ.

o

COMMON

1

Fig. 4. Simple filter system for a three-channel color
organ. Each output feeds a separate "Sonolite."

Testing. Connect a 500 -watt (or lower
wattage) lamp to socket SO/ and plug
the "Sonolite" into a 117 -volt a.c. source.
Rotating the "Background" control (R3)
between its extremes should cause the
lamp to go from completely out at one
end to full on at the other end. Adjust
R3 until the lamp just goes out.
Now set the "Sensitivity" control (R2)
to its maximum resistance position, and
May, 1968

Resistors R3 and R4, in conjunction with capacitors Cl and C2, form a double time- constant
circuit. By changing the resistance of R3, the
firing point of the Triac can be set from about
15° to approximately 170° of the a.c. voltage
cycle. In this circuit, R3 ( "Background ") controls the amount of time necessary for the voltage
across C2 to reach the triggering requirement of
the Triac. When the voltage across C2 reaches
this voltage point, the Triac fires, turns on the
power to the load for the remainder of the cycle,
and also discharges C2, making it ready for the
next charging cycle.
Photoresistor PC/ is connected in parallel with
potentiometer R3. When the photoresistor is dark,
it has a very high resistance, and therefore does
not greatly change the eficctive value of R3.
However, if PC1 becomes illuminated, its resistance drops greatly, effectively changing the
charging time of the time constant.
The light reaching PC/ is generated by pilot
lamp Il. This lamp, in turn, is powered by a
voltage present at the audio input leads. The four
diodes act as a voltage limiter to prevent blowing
out the pilot lamp if the input voltage exceeds
that required by the bulb. Sensitivity control R2
determines how much of the input voltage reaches
the pilot lamp.

29

500 -WATT
tOR LESS)
LAMP
AUDIO

INPUT

LEADS

--0.-

20011

SONOLITE
II7VAC

1.5V

Fig. 5. Adding only two components makes

the device

a

500 -watt power controller.

substitute for the
the mid -range filter.
When the "Sonolite" is used in a musical group, with each instrument amplifier feeding a loudspeaker and a single
"Sonolite" in parallel, each instrument
can be identified with its own color.
The "Sonolite" can be turned into a
general -purpose power controller (up to
five amperes) by adding a 200 -ohm potentiometer and a 1.5 -volt dry cell as
shown in Fig. 5.
-{
50 -µF electrolytics can
25 -µF unit in

The author elected to use a pilot lamp reflector
to couple 11 and PC1. If you don't have a reflector,
place 11 and PC1 in close contact and tape the
two together. Ambient light must not reach PC1

it will affect the background control operation.

as

Souping Up
The Heath
GR -54

.

4;40,,

Ark

Resistor R19 is directly adjacent to tube V3, the
first i.f. amplifier. After the overall conversion is
completed, the GR -54 becomes a really "hot" set.
30

BY WALTER

PFIESTER

W2TQK

HE Heath GR -54 deluxe SWL receiver
is a good general- coverage receiver
that has found favor with hams and
SWL's. With very little effort, the sensitivity of this receiver can be improved
considerably at a cost of under $5 ( only
two tubes and two resistors are involved) . There is no outward change
either in the chassis or in the receiver's
appearance or calibration.
Remove V1 (6BH6 r.f. amplifier) and
V3 (6BA6 first i.f. amplifier) from the
GR -54 and insert a 6DK6 at both sockets. Remove R15 (470 -ohm resistor) on
the RF- Oscillator -Mixer circuit board
and replace it with a 47 -ohm, '/z -watt resistor. Then remove R19 (100 -ohm resistor) on the Audio -IF circuit board and
insert a 47 -ohm, 1/2-watt resistor in its
place.
Now realign the GR -54 as described
in the Heath manual. If the test signal
suddenly becomes weak or the set breaks
into oscillation, slightly detune the antenna or mixer coil. You should find quite
a difference in the sensitivity of the
modified set, particularly on bands "C"
and "D."

-I-
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60 -WATT SOLID -STATE
GUITAR AMPLIFIER

WITH TREMOLO,
REVERB,
AND FUZZ

BY DANIEL MEYER

11,1111 t'il

tier

t

PART

1 of the "M /M /M Instrument
Amplifier," presented last month, gave
details on building a power amplifier and
an instrument preamplifier for use either
with a complete sound system or separately. Part 2 will cover a straight preamplifier, reverberation unit, a power
supply capable of operating the entire
system, assembly of the complete instrument amplifier, and it will provide some
suggestions for using individual portions
of the system with any other amplifier.
Incidentally, if you are interested in
constructing a speaker system to go
with the "M /M /M Instrument Amplifier,"
drop a line to the Advertising Department of Electro- Voice, Inc., Buchanan,
Mich. 49107, and ask for plans for either
the TB1 (a 30" woofer) , or the TB2 ( a
pair of 15" woofers) These plans will be
free while the supply lasts.
.

May,

1

5'68
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Straight Preamplifier. The circuit for the
conventional straight preamplifier, useful for vocals or general announcement
purposes, is shown in Fig. 9. It is basically similar to the instrument preamplifier
without the special effects circuitry, and
can make an excellent preamplifier for
any hi -fi system. It incorporates both

bass and treble tone controls and has
its own volume control.
An actual -size printed board for the
straight preamplifier can be seen in Fig.
10; the components are installed as in
Fig. 11. A completed board, before semiconductor installation, is shown in Fig.
12.

STRAIGHT PREAMPLIFIER
PARTS LIST
CC

Cl.

C'15 -100 -µF, 50 -volt electrolytic capacitor
C2. C11
-µF, 15 -volt electrolytic capacitor
C3, C12- 30 -µF, 15 -volt electrolytic capacitor
C4, C13
-11F, 15 -volt electrolytic capacitor
CO, C14- 10 -µh-, 25 -volt electrolytic capacitor
C7, C10-0.05-AF capacitor
CS- 0.47 -µF capacitor

N

-2

-5

C9-0.005 -µF capacitor
13, 14- Closed- circuit phone jack

Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4--11PS6566 transistor (Motorola)
R1, RS. R21 -2200 ohms

R2, R3, R4, R7, R14, R17 -- 47,000

ohms
R5, R9, R15, R18, R19- 10,000 ohms all
ie -watt
R6, R16- 22,000 ohms
resistors
RIO, R11, R13 -4700 ohms
R12 -470 ohms
R20 -330 ohms
R32- 50,000 -ohm audio taper potentiometer
R33, R34- 50,000 -ohm linear potentiometer

QY

"0

MO

0CC

M

mñ
ca

0

©

NMY

mM0

4¢O)

0

CO

411--+n^nvNe-411

óñ

mY

The author's M /M /M Instrument Amplifier, shown on page 31, is assembled in
a leatherette- covered, sloping -front wooden case measuring 25" long, 10" high,
and 7" deep. The various electronic assemblies are mounted on a metal chassis
as shown on page 40, running the length
of the case, and the reverb spring unit
is secured to the bottom of the case.

N
LL

Fig. 9. The straight preamplifier is a high quality unit having its own bass, treble,
and volume controls. Components C5,
J1, J2, and R22 through R31 are omit-

ted from schematic and Parts List since
they are not used here but in the instrument preamplifier (presented last month)
which is built on a similar PC board.

o
CO)

- m
12. The author's

Fig.

preamplifier

Imai

c.,Nci.
rte

prototype of the straight
installation of transistors.

Reverberation Unit. This unit consists
of a two -transistor driver for a spring type reverb unit, and another two -transistor amplifier to make up the signal
loss (typically about 40 dB) encountered
in the spring unit. See Fig. 13.
The input signal for the reverb unit
is taken from the output of the preamplifier. Because it is desirable to have as
high an input signal to the spring unit
as possible in a reverb system (to reduce hum and vibration noise), the input
signal is amplified by QI, while Q2 is an
impedance matcher used to drive the reverb spring unit. The echo signal at the
other end of the spring is amplified
by Q3 and passed via emitter follower
Q4 as the output. Open- circuit jack J1
is provided so that an external footswitch
can be used to activate the reverb as desired.
An actual -size printed board for the
reverb unit is shown in Fig. 14 ; the as-

5cor1741'D

10. You can make this actual -size
printed board for the straight preamplifier
yourself, or buy it etched and drilled.
Fig.

l!

A7

R1

Fig. 11. Mount the components
used in the straight preamplifier on the PC board as shown.
The letter designations correspond to those in the schematic.

before

A2

..

C6;

.

C9

+

T

Rn

Rl
12

l

1
R5

Ì

R18

A6

i

RB

1

1

R9

!

R4

+

.f ,
ÌC

+

1
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R12

1

R14

l

CB

!

Cto

R11

+

1

R15

v

;C121

R A19
1

l

1

+
C13
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INPUT

C5

.22yF

REVERB
UNIT

RII

R35

RI

OK

OK

OUTPUT

IOK

-.- I
JI

Fig. 13. Jack J1 connects to an external footswitch to
turn the reverb on and off. Reverberation gain control
R35 is not on the PC board but on the front panel.

REVERBERATION UNIT PARTS LIST

C3? -µF,

-voll electrolytic capacitor
-volt electrolytic capacitor
C5-- 0.22 -0, capacitor
C6
100 -µF, 50 -volt electrolytic capacitor
J1 -3- conductor phone jack
Q1, Q ?, Q3,04-311'S6566 transistor (Motorola)
C1,

C'2, C4

15

5 -gF, 15

R1-1000

olnns

RS- 100,000 ohms
RS, RO, R11, R1? 10,000 ohms
R4, R10 47,000 ohms
RS, R7 --2200 ohms
R6 -4700 odors
R ?,

I

Ì

sk9

4

-watt

resistors

R35-10,000-ohm linear poteotiarreter
1 -Gibbs Type 1l' -C reverberation spring unit

o

1014, 141

all

I1
111
R'1

C6

A4

;

A8

1

1

R3

R6

1`-

Q

1

vir1R

A18

R12

1

t
R9

1CS

(41)

All

11:g2 11%G
Fig. 15. Assemble the components on the
printed circuit board as shown above.
Fig. 14. Actual -size PC board (left) con-

tains

sociated components are added as per
Fig. 15. The completed board, before semiconductor installation, appears in Fig.
16.
Power Supply. The circuit for a power
supply capable of driving the complete
system is shown in Fig. 17. It is a conventional full -wave rectifier and filter
34

the

entire

reverberation

circuit.

capacitor combination that will deliver 60
volts at the required current. Indicator
/1 tells when the power has been applied to the system, while S2 is placed
in the position that produces the lowest
hum level (if any).
Assembling Complete System. The various components are interconnected as
POPULAR ELECTRONICS

The reverberation PC board should look
this before you install the four transistors.

Fig. 16.

like

shown in Fig. 18. As shown in the photograph on page 31, the entire system can
be mounted within a suitable case (partially sloping front), with the electronics
all supported on a single cabinet -length
metal chassis and with the reverb spring
unit secured to the bottom of the case.
The various potentiometers and switches
can be mounted on the front apron of
the chassis and transfer decals used to
identify them. See Fig. 19 for the chassis
arrangement used by the author; any
other arrangement will suffice.
(Continued on page 40)
STRAIGHT
PREAMP

T

INSTRUMENT
PREAMP
REVERB
POWER

+60V

POWER SUPPLY PARTS LIST
75 -volt electrolytic capacitor
C2-0.01 -µF capacitor
F1 -2-ampere fuse
11 -Neon lamp and limiting resistor
2- ampere silicon rectifier bridge, 100REGT
PIV (Varo VS148 or similar)
S1- S.p.s.t. switch
S2-S.p.d.t. switch
T1 -Power transformer: secondary, 45 volts at
2 amperes

C1- 2500 -#F,

1-

TREMOLO

I

1

I

I

I

I

Fig. 18. Follow this hookup if you assemble
entire instrument amplifier for use
as a system. The diagram also shows the
various inputs, outputs, and controls of
each of the four individual subsystems.

the

FUZZ DEPTH SPEED
I

Fig. 17. This power supply is capable of operating
the entire instrument amplifier, or any one unit.

ON -OFF

(JI

INSTRUMENT PREAMP

INPUTS{
J2

POWER

t

I

AMP

I
I

BASS TREBLE VOLUME

VOLUME BASS TREBLE
I

I

REVERB
ON-OFF

I

J3
STRAIGHT

INPUTS

PREAMP

J4

1

R35
TO "C "OF INSTRUMENT PREAMP
TO "C"OF STRAIGHT PREAMP

TO "T "OF REVERB

ri-T0 "9 "OF
POWER
SUPPLY

I
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I

POWER AMP

REVERB

o=©
MECHANICAL
SPRING UNIT

I7 VAC
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SOMEONE SHOULD DEVELOP AN EASY WAY
TO LEARN ELECTRONICS AT HOME

RCA INSTITUTES DID!
Here is a whole new approach to learning
electronics at home! RCA Institutes,
one of the nations' largest schools devoted
to electronics, has developed a faster,
easier way for you to gain the skills and
the knowledge you need for the career
of your choice. Here for the first time, is a
student proved, scientifically designed way
to learn. If you have had any doubts in
the past about home training in electronics
you have hesitated because you thought
you might not be able to keep up -or that
electronics was too complicated to learn
here is your answer! Read how
RCA Institutes has revolutionized
its entire home training ideas!

-if
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NEW CAREER PROGRAMS

BEGIN WITH "AUTOTEXT" INSTRUCTION METHOD!
Start to learn the field of your choice immediately!
No previous training or experience in electronics needed!

With this new revolutionized method of
home training you pick the career of
your choice -and RCA Institutes trains
you for it. RCA's Career Programs assure
you that everything you learn will help
you go directly to the field that you have
chosen! No wasted time learning things
you'll never use on the job! The Career
Program you choose is especially designed to get you into that career in the
fastest, easiest possible way!
And each Career Program starts with
the amazing "AUTOTEXT" Programmed
Instruction Method -the new, faster way
to learn that's almost automatic! "AUTO TEXT" helps even those who have had
trouble with conventional home training
methods in the past. This is the "Space
Age" way to learn everything you need
to know with the least amount of time
and effort.
CHOOSE A CAREER PROGRAM NOW
Your next stop may be the job of your
choice. Each one of these RCA Institutes
Career Programs is a complete unit. It
contains the know -how you need to step
into a profitable career. Here are the
names of the programs and the kinds of

jobs they train you for. Which one is
for you?
Television Servicing. Prepares you for a
career as a TV Technician /Serviceman;
Master Antenna Systems Technician; TV
Laboratory Technician; Educational TV
Technician.
FCC License Preparation. For those who
want to become TV Station Engineers,
Communications Laboratory Technicians, or Field Engineers.
Automation Electronics. Gets you ready
to be an Automation Electronics Technician; Manufacturer's Representative;
Industrial Electronics Technician.
Automatic Controls. Prepares you to be
an Automatic Controls Electronics Technician; Industrial Laboratory Technician;
Maintenance Technician; Field Engineer.
Digital Techniques. For a career as a
Digital Techniques Electronics Technician; Industrial Electronics Technician;
Industrial Laboratory Technician.
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Telecommunications. For a job as TV Station Engineer. Mobile Communications
Technician, Marine Radio Technician.
Industrial Electronics. For jobs as Industrial Electronics Technicians; Field
Engineers; Maintenance Technicians; Industrial Laboratory Technicians.
Nuclear Instrumentation. For those who
want careers as Nuclear Instrumentation
Electronics Technicians; Industrial Laboratory Technicians; Industrial Electronics Technicians.
Solid State Electronics. Become a specialist in the Semiconductor Field.
Electronics Drafting. Junior Draftsman,
Junior Technical Illustrator; Parts Inspector; Design Draftsman Trainee
Chartist.
SEPARATE COURSES
In addition, in order to meet specific
needs, RCA Institutes offers a wide variety of separate courses which may be
taken independently of the Career Programs, on all subjects from Electronics

Fundamentals to Computer Programming. Complete information will be sent
with your other materials.
LIBERAL TUITION PLAN
RCA offers you a unique Liberal Tuition
Plan -your most economical way to
learn. You pay for lessons only as you
order them. No long term contracts. If
you wish to stop your training for any
reason, you may do so and not owe one
cent until you resume the course.
VALUABLE EQUIPMENT
You receive valuable equipment to keep
and use on the job -and you never have
to take apart one piece to build another.
New Programmed Electronics Breadboard. You now will receive a scientifically programmed electronic bread-

-

Accredited Member
National Home Study Council

board with your study material. This
breadboard provides limitless experimentation with basic electrical and electronic circuits involving vacuum tubes
and transistors and includes the construction of a working signal generator
and superheterodyne AM Receiver.
Bonus From RCA- Multimeter and
Oscilloscope Kits. At no additional cost,
you will receive with every RCA Institutes
Career Program the instruments and kit
material you need to build a multimeter
and oscilloscope. The inclusion of both
these kits is an RCA extra.
CLASSROOM TRAINING
ALSO AVAILABLE
RCA Institutes maintains one of the largest schools of its kind in New York City

where classroom and laboratory training is available in day or evening sessions. You may be admitted without any
previous technical training; preparatory
courses are available if you haven't completed high school. Coeducational classes start four times a year.
JOB PLACEMENT SERVICE, TOO!

Companies like IBM, Bell Telephone
Labs, GE, RCA, Xerox, Honeywell, Grumman, Westinghouse, and major Radio
and TV Networks have regularly employed graduates through RCA Institutes'
own placement service.
SEND ATTACHED POSTAGE PAID CARD
FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION, NO OBLIGATION. NO SALESMAN WILL CALL.

ALL RCA INSTITUTES COURSES
AVAILABLE UNDER NEW GI BILL.

RCA INSTITUTES, Inc., Dept.

PE -58

320 West 31st St., New York, N.Y. 10001
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Fig. 19. The M /M /M Instrument Amplifier can be mounted on one long metal chassis. Note (below)
that a complete amplifier kit is available as well as individual unit kits. All you need is a 60 -watt speaker.

PC BOARDS AND PARTS KITS
The following are available from Southwest
Technical Products: etched and drilled PC
board for instrument preamplifier (#141),

$3.00; straight preamplifier (#141P), $2.50;
reverb unit ( #141R), $2.10; and power amplifier (#141A), $2.10. A complete amplifier kit
including all parts and punched chassis, less
cabinet and panel markings (#MMC141) is
$85.00. Send self- addressed envelope for
price list on separate parts kits for each portion of the system to Southwest Technical
Products Corp., 219 W. Rhapsody, Box 16297,
San Antonio, Texas 78216.

FROM

PREAMP

TO POWER

AMP

SEE TEXT

Fig. 20. Method of connecting reverb unit to any amplifier. See text at right for resistance values.

switches, available wherever electronic
musical instruments are sold.
When the complete system is used, do
not place it on a speaker enclosure as
acoustic feedback can cause the reverb
spring to produce a disturbing howl. Also,
make sure that the speaker used can take
the full 60 -watt output of the power amplifier.
Set the guitar output control to maximum, plug it into the instrument preamplifier and make the desired volume,
bass, and treble adjustments. Then set
in the desired amount of fuzz, reverb, or
tremolo, and use the external foot switches to turn them on or off as desired.
Individual Use. Either preamplifier can
be used with any power amplifier merely
by applying the correct d.c. voltage, and
using the signal from terminal "N" of

each printed board as the output.
The reverb unit can be installed in any
audio system by following the arrangement in Fig. 20. In vacuum -tube systems,
R1 and R2 will be between 47,000 and
100,000 ohms, with the exact values determined by tests start with a 47,000 ohm unit, remembering that there will
be some signal loss. In transistor circuits, R1 and R2 will be between 1000
and 4700 ohms (a good compromise is
2200 ohms) again remember that some
signal loss will be introduced by these
two resistors.
-®;

The speaker is connected to the amplifier via a telephone -type jack, as are the
on -off footswitches that control fuzz, reverb, and tremolo circuits. The on-off

footswitches are conventional instrument
40
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CONCAVE MIRROR'

"CYCLOPS"
INTRUDER
DETECTOR
BUILD
SOLID -STATE PHOTOCELL

ALARM TO KEEP
AN EYE ON THINGS
BY

14 ERE

JOHN S. SIMONTON, JR.

[S a little unit that is about as
useful as another pair of eyes when
you want to protect an area from intruders. If anyone, or anything, crosses an
invisible line formed by a beam of light,
an alarm sounds and does not turn off
even though the intruder backs away
from the line. The only way to shut off
the "Cyclops Intruder Detector" is to use
a special "key" that will be in your possession.
May, 1968

This circuit has several advantages
over most other optical intrusion alarms.
It has no mechanical parts that might
conk out when you need them most ; when
armed, but not triggered, power consumption of the alarm portion is very
low and a set of batteries will last a long
time and, finally, it generates a distinctive sweeping audio tone that can be very
easily heard even at low audio volume.
Sensitivity is quite good. You can de;
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Fig. 1. The "Cyclops" will drive (and power) almost any small
commercially available transistor amplifier module. The light
bulb and associated transformer can be any type (see text).

7VAC

PARTS LIST

B1-9-volt battery

C1- 60 -µF, 6 -volt electro!vlic capacitor
C2-- 8 -1zF, 6 -vall electrolytic capacitor
C3-0.01 -MF capacitor
C4-- 25 -pF,

electrolytic capacitor

12 -volt

-Pilot lamp to suit T2
71---- Closed- circuit phone jack
PI-- Mating plug for1 (unwired)
11

1

PC'1- Photocell (Clairer CL707111, or similar)
(?l, Q3- -2;13160 uniiunction transistor

Q2- 2X1304 transistor
R1- 12,000 -ohm, t,i -watt resistor
R2- 1- mc;olrm potentiometer, linear taper
R3- 100,000-ohm. -watt resistor
1

21-18,009-ohm, '4-watt

25- 25,000 -ohm,

re

iistnr

,V,-watt resistor

termine just how much of an area you
want to cover, and build a light source

as needed. It is even possible to use a
red filter over the light source so that
it will be almost invisible at night.
The alarm is made up of three sections: the trigger circuit; the tone generators; and the audio amplifier. This
latter unit can be any commercially made
amplifier and is not considered as part
of the alarm circuit in this article.
Construction. The alarm circuit appears
in Fig. 1. To reduce the possibility of
wiring errors, an actual -size printed board
Fig. 2) can be used. Install the corn(
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R6-51,000 -oiuu, -watt resistor
R7 --- 6800 -ohm, -watt resistor
SCRI -- Silicon -controlled rectifier, 50 volts, 1
amp
TI Miniature driver transformer, 10,000-ohm
primary, 2000 -often 5ecnndary
Filament transformer to suit II
Reflector as desired --see text
Misc. -- Transistor amplifier and speaker (if desired), printed circuit board *, 1 -1/ 16 ".- dia+neter pill bottle, flat black paint, plastic cabinet,
solder, wire, etc.

72-

,

*iln etched and drilled PC board is available
from PA1A Electronics, Inc., P.O. Box 14359,
Oklahoma City, Okla. 73114, for $2.50.

ponents according to Fig. 3, observing
the polarity of the electrolytic capacitors
and the semiconductors.
Although the alarm output signal can
be fed to any type of amplifier, the author used a low -cost transistor amplifier
of the type available at almost any electronic distributor to permit the entire
alarm to be mounted in a single package. After completing the alarm circuit,
connect the alarm "Amp +" output to
the amplifier positive -voltage lead, connect the alarm "Amp -" lead to the amplifier negative lead, and connect the
alarm signal output to the input of the
amplifier.
POPULAR ELECTRONICS

Photocell PC1 is mounted inside a conventional 11/16-inch plastic pill bottle, the
inside of which has been painted flat
black. To mount PCI, first extend the
leads of the cell by soldering a length
of wire to each of the two cell leads (use
a heat sink) . At the rear of the pill bottle, drill a couple of %6" holes to accommodate the two cell leads. Place a couple
of drops of adhesive on the rear of the
cell, then slide it into the pill bottle (sensitive end towards the open end of the
bottle), and secure the cell to the rear
face of the bottle.
The light source in the prototype uses
a reflector salvaged from an old flashlight with the associated bulb holder.
The bulb can be powered either by a lantern battery or by a filament transformer
from the power line. (If the a.c. supply
is used, the alarm will signal the instant
that the a.c. power is interrupted, either
by accident or design.) In either case,
make sure that the power supply and the
bulb filament voltage agree.
HOW IT WORKS
The trigger circuit consists of PC1, R1, R2,
and SCR /. The SCR is normally in its non -conducting state; therefore, no power is supplied to
the alarm. When PCI is illuminated by a beam
of light from bulb 11, its resistance is low; essentially no voltage is applied to the gate of the
SCR, and the SCR remains in the off condition.
If the light beam is interrupted, the resistance
of the photocell increases and the voltage at the
junction of R2 and PC1 goes up. If R2 is properly adjusted, the increased voltage at the gate_-ái
of the SCR will be enough to trigger the SCR
on. Once this happens, power is applied to the
alarm circuit. Because an SCR will not automatically turn off when operating on d.c., the
alarm can only be shut off by inserting the
proper plug in normally -closed jack J1.
The tone generator consists of unijunction
transistor Ql, resistor R3, and capacitor Cl. Before power is applied, Cl is discharged. When
power is applied, Cl charges through R3 until
the LTJT (91) fires, thus discharging the capacitor, and the process repeats itself as long as
power is applied. This action produces a saw tooth voltage
major fraction of a second long
the junction of R3 and CI, which is applied
--via current limiter R4 and d.c. blocking capacitor C2 -to the base of 92. Transistor 92 acts
like a variable resistor whose value depends on
the current flow between the base and emitter
junction. This current is the sawtooth voltage
created by Ql. The sawtooth output of 92 then
charges C3 which is the frequency- determining
element of UJT tone generator Q3. The output,
taken from 93, via Tl, is the sweeping frequency
alarm signal which is coupled to the audio
amplifier.
Ii a transistor audio amplifier is used for the
alarm, it will receive its operating power at the
same time as the alarm, and the entire system will
go into operation almost instantaneously.

-at
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for those who want
commercial unit is available.

Fig. 2. Actual -size PC board

to make their own.

A

The author elected to package both
the alarm system and the light source in
the same plastic case (see illustration on
page 44), although they can be separate
if desired.
Installation. Regardless of where the
alarm is to be used, the light beam is
reflected by one or more mirrors so that
eventually it shines on the photocell,
thus keeping the alarm from sounding
until the light beam is broken by an
intruder. Physical arrangements can differ, of course, and Fig. 4 illustrates one
method of protecting a room. Use the
largest mirrors available, and if several
different sizes have to be used, arrange
them so that the light first falls on the
smaller mirrors. The author has found
that a concave mirror, of the type used
for shaving, makes a good final mirror.
03

JI
B11

+)

Bit -)

AMP+
TO AMP

INPUT

R2
SCR

I

PCI

Fig. 3. Install the components as shown here, observ-

ing the polarity of semiconductors and capacitors.
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PLASTIC
CASE

FLASHLIGHT
REFLECTOR

CONCAVE MIRROR

INTERIOR
PAINTED
FLAT
BLACK

Method of construction used by the
author in which both light source
and photocell are in a single case.
Alarm circuit and audio amplifier can
also be included in same housing.

Fig. 4. Typical arrangement for protecting a room. The use
of mirrors enables any shape of area to be protected. The
concave mirror focuses the light on the photocell surface.

To cover just one opening (door, window, etc.) , the light source can be either
on one side of the opening shining into
the alarm on the other side
they are

-if

packaged separately, or both units can
be on the same side of the opening with
the light reflected off a mirror placed on
the opposite side. The light can be "zigzagged" to fully cover the opening.
The amount of light required to keep
the alarm from sounding is determined
by the light beam length, the light output of the bulb, and the type of reflector
used with the bulb. Obviously, a high power bulb in an efficient reflector
(or lens system) will produce a long and
useful beam path, while a lower power
bulb in a poorer reflector may be good
only for a few feet. Also, if a bright
light source is available, it is possible
to use a red filter (tinted plastic) over
the reflector output so that the light beam
will almost be invisible during the night.
The photocell called out in the Parts List
will operate in the red portion of the visible spectrum.
44

Operation. After the apparatus is set
up, turn on the light beam and rotate
R2 (sensitivity control) to its maximum
resistance position. Then set up the optical path so that the light beam shines
on PC1, and remove PZ from J1. This

arms the "Cyclops" system.
Now back down on R2 until the alarm
comes on. When this point is reached,
turn R2 very slightly back (towards a
higher resistance) , and reinsert PI in J1.
When P1 is removed at any time, the
alarm is ready to go the instant that the
light beam is interrupted. Once it sounds,
the only way that the alarm can be cut
off is to insert P1 in J1 again.
The alarm will give the best results
when operated indoors or at night. The
ambient light of a sunny day outdoors
may not provide enough light differentiation to trigger the alarm when the beam
is broken. Under sunny outdoor conditions, additional shading of the photocell
by extending the pill bottle with an appropriately-sized cardboard tube may
help.
POPULAR ELECTRONICS
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LIGHT CONTROL
to Battery-Powered Togs
JUST TWO TRANSISTORS
AND A FLASHLIGHT

BY WILLIAM

S. GOHL

DO THE TRICK

BY ADDING only two semiconductors

to a miniature battery -powered toy
car (or any other battery- driven toy),
you can control its operation with a conventional flashlight at distances up to 15
feet or more. Two circuits are shown in
Fig. 1, one for pnp power transistors
(a) , and one for npn power transistors
(b) . Regardless of which type of power
transistor you elect to use, operation is
similar.
Phototransistor Ql is an npn photo Darlington amplifier (General Electric
L14B) whose emitter-collector current is
a function of the light level present on
the active surface of the transparentpotted transistor. Power transistor Q2
May, 1968

can be any type that will carry the motor current of the toy.
When Q1 is supplied with enough light,
it causes Q2 to saturate and act as a
closed switch for the battery -powered
motor. The motor will operate as long as
Q2 is saturated, or as long as light is
present on the sensitive surface of Q1.
When the light is removed from Ql, Q2
cuts off to break the circuit, just like an
on -off switch.
Mounting of Ql and Q2 is determined
by the configuration of the toy to be
controlled. A heat sink for the power
transistor is not required for ordinary
operation- however, it is important that
the round portion of the phototransistor
45

oI

L14B

LI4B

Plastic -encapsulated transistor saves space and
gives neat appearance to station wagon installation.

(B)
CLIGHT

Q
B

E

Fig. 1. Whether you use circuit
(A) or (B) depends on the type
of power transistor you have on
hand, pnp or npn. Motor M, bat tery B1, and switch Si are com-

ponents within the toy

itself.

be exposed as this is the light- sensitive

side.
The motor, battery, and on -off switch
(Si) are an integral part of the toy.
The easiest installation procedure is to

break the lead from the battery terminal
to the on -off switch and connect the
power transistor as shown in either Fig.
1(a) or (b).

Approximately 52 footcandles are required to start the car, with 12 foot candles as a running minimum. The car
should not be used in bright sunlight, as
it will "run away" due to the amount of
light striking the phototransistor. With
artificial light, the problem is reduced.
As the average light level in a home
is about 5 footcandles, the car can easily
be controlled with a flashlight. A typical 2 -cell flashlight has to be held about
3 to 6 feet away from the phototransistor to start the motor, but it will keep it
running for about 15 feet.
-®In the toy sports car at left, Q1
is bent to face through the rear
window. In this toy, as in the

station wagon shown above, the
collector tab of the npn power
transistor is soldered to the battery negative connector and the
emitter lead is wired to a solder
lug which fits between the battery case (negative) and its
connector. The lug side facing
the connector is insulated with
tape. This puts the transistor in
series with the battery, switch,
and motor. The photo -transistor
collector is soldered to the motor frame (positive), the emitter connects to Q2's base, while
the base lead of Ql and the
collector lead of Q2 are removed

to avoid accidental contact.
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LCUDSPEAKER?
MUSIC FROM THE FIREPLACE
MAY BE AROUND THE CORNER
BY JAMES JOSEPH

WE LIVE IN an era jaded by science's

seemingly roitine discovery of basic
phencmena ---- coherent light and the laser; superconductivity and the super -cold
realm of zero resistance; weigh.lessness
and its impact -_upon space electronics.
And r.ow, /lame amplification.
"Flame which behaves physicaly and
electrically like a high -fidelity loudspeaker
and has inherent amplifie ition besides, ' explains Dr. A. G. Cattaneo, manager of United Technology Center's
Sunnyvale, Calif., Physical Scierces Laboratory, and one of flame amplification's
three co- discoverers.
So saying, Dr. Cattaneo strikes a match
to an acetylene - oxygen fueled welding
torch poised on a test stand
one of
UTC's highly classified and restricted

...
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laboratories. Carefully, he adjusts the
torch's flame until, blue-hot (about
4200 °F), it burns with livid intensity.
"Notice the electrodes," Dr. Cattaneo
continues, pointing to two small tungsten electrodes which, immersed in the
flame, are set one above the other and
separated by a few inches of fire.
Next, he indicates the high -fidelity
sound system's handful of basic components: (1) a tape recorder which feeds
a (2) power amplifier which, in turn,
energizes the (3) primary windings of a
transformer; and (4) a d.c. power supply
whose negative and positive terminals
are connected, through the transformer's
secondary, to the two flame- immersed
electrodes.
"Please observe that we have here all
the necessary components of a high -fidelity sound system -everything, that is,
except a loudspeaker," says Dr. Cat taneo as, deftly, he switches on the d.c.
supply, then the power amplifier, and, finally, the recorder whose tape is transcribed with Beethoven's Fifth Symphony.
Suddenly, music inundates the lab.
"The flame," gestures Dr. Cattaneo, "is
the sound system's loudspeaker. More
correctly-although we're not yet cer-

-it

tain precisely how or why it works
is
probable that ions in the two fuels,
oxygen and acetylene, actually perform
the power conversion. That is, ions in
the burning gas stream convert the amplitude- modulated input signal to audio.
"Generally," he continues, "the hotter
the flame, the greater the ionization of
the fuels . . . and the louder and more
faithful the sound reproduction."
To demonstrate, Dr. Cattaneo turns
down the flame (reducing the oxygen acetylene supply). Beethoven's Fifth is
still audible, although muted in volume
and far less faithfully reproduced than
when the flame burned with blue-hot and
ionizing intensity. He turns up the flame
-and Beethoven comes on in volume and
fidelity again.
Pluses of the Flame Speaker. Dr. Cat taneo might have added some other pertinent facts about flame amplification and
the remarkable "ion speaker." For example, it is likely the world's first truly
omnidirectional loudspeaker. The sound
emitted from the flame is broadcast with
equal force in all directions
spherically through a full 360 degrees.
Frequency range and fidelity are other

From the eerie glow of the flame from an ordinary we ding torch comes Beethoven's
"Fifth Symphony" in full fidelity-and the electrical flame loudspeaker is born.

...

sizable pluses of the flame speaker. Its
frequency response range is three to four
times that of any known mechanical
speaker -and future tests, far beyond
the audio spectrum, may well show even
higher response. Where, for example,
even the best and costliest of diaphragm type speakers can reproduce, at their
highest range, only about 30,000 Hz (at
best, about 12,000 Hz above what even
the most acute human ear can hear),
the flame speaker has shown it can reproduce at least 100,000 Hz.
Moreover, where response of mechanical speakers begins to fall off toward the
high audio side (beginning at about
10,000 Hz) the flame speaker shows no
evidence of this defect at all. It reproduces with equal fidelity the lowest lows
(down to 16 -20 Hz) and highest highs
thus far measured.
,

"Seeding" The Flame. Dr. Cattaneo had,

thus far, demonstrated for POPULAR
ELECTRONICS only part of the phenomenon

-its use as a high- fidelity sound
reproducer. Now, to conclude an already
profound visual and audio experience, he
thrust a short length of sodium silicate
glass tubing into the hot flame.
The reaction was immediate. The flame
changed color, turning from blue to blaze
orange. At the same instant the flame speaker's volume seemed almost to double, until the lab fairly reverberated with
sound.
"Amplification -in the order of 32
times," Dr. Cattaneo said. "By `seeding'
the flame with some easily ionized alkali
metal-the sodium in this sodium glass
tube, for instance, or even a pinch of
sodium chloride, common table salt
many more ions are introduced into the
flame -stream. Super- ionization not only
permits the flame to carry more current,
but quite significantly reduces the resistance between the electrodes-from a
high of about 1 megohm when the gas
stream is unignited to a low of 2500
ohms when the flame is super- ionized by
`seeding.'
"So more current flows through the
modulating circuit and between the electrodes. And you have what you hear-real
and basic amplification. The gain, insofar as we've been able to measure, is 15
decibels ... amplification, as I say, in the
order of 32 times."
of flame

-
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Exciting, Yet Simple. Certainly one of
the most exciting and significant physical science breakthroughs of the decade,
flame amplification is also one with farreaching application in electronics,
physics and rocket research. For example, UTC plans to use a rocket's own
fiery exhaust as a sound detector of internal rocket engine ailments. Such trouble
potential rocket -destroying resonance, to name but one -likely modulates
the rocket engine's flame -stream and can
be readout and diagnosed by a "sound
doctor" familiar with rocket ills.
The phenomenon is so basically simple
and easy to duplicate that any electronics experimenter can concoct a flame
speaker at home-using nothing more
than a Bunsen burner, or perhaps one of
those disposable fuel- cartridge welding
tools. Even your kitchen stove's pilot
flame will reproduce some sound, though
the flame temperature is too low (being
methane-natural gas- fueled, rather
than fueled with hotter burning oxygen acetylene) to give really good or faithful
sound.
The members of United Technology
Center's flame amplification team
headed by Dr. Cattaneo, with much of
the theory put to lab practice by Wayne
Babcock, a brilliant innovator, and K. L.
Baker -were not the first or only experimenters through the years to recognize

-a
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flame's audio response. Indeed, UTC's
flame amplification team claims (and has
patented) only one sizable advance in the
state of the art: they were first to
achieve electrical modulation of flame.

Previous experimenters had merely physically modulated flame using various
pressure -wave generating devices
speaker diaphragm, for example. Such
basic systems left much to be desired in
acoustic output.

-a

When It All Started.

Back as far as

1858, British scientist John Leconte no-

ticed, while at a concert, that the theater's gas lights responded to certain beats
of the music. What Leconte observed was
the gas light's response to the bottom
end of the audio spectrum, on the order
of a few hertz. For the unaided human
eye cannot detect frequency response
much above 16 or 17 Hz. It is noteworthy
that very low frequency response can
likewise be observed in the flame -speak49

er's flame. At any rate, Leconte reported
his observations to the Royal Academy,
declaring, "we must look upon all jets
as musically inclined."
"Oscillatory Combustion" was the subject of a special session of the fourth
symposium of the Combustion Institute,
in 1952 -where combustion experts dis-

cussed flame's response to external

modulating pressures. Involved was some
pretty basic physics, for it has long been
axiomatic that combustion temperature
increases as pressure increases. (Sound
pressure in the flame loudspeaker, the
UTC researchers report, gets the same
and expected- result: as sound pressure
rises, so does flame temperature. And as
temperature rises, ionization increases.
This may be one factor in the flame speaker's fidelity and amplification over
so impressive a frequency spectrum.)
More recently, Stanford Research Institute came up with what its scientists
dubbed a "dragon horn" : a diaphragm type speaker horn (the kind used in public address systems) screened at the end
and through which, when additional volume was required, methane and air were
introduced and ignited. The screened
horn -end, converted to a burner, belched
flame ( thus, "dragon horn") , and, SRI
found, effectively boosted audio output
by some 15 dB. Significantly, this is precisely the gain of UTC's flame amplifier
speaker.

-

The UTC's researchers probed deepest,
however, and stumbled, quite by accident, upon the full significance of the
phenomenon while trying to duplicate in
the lab the jet -flame exhaust of rocket
motors.
Experimental "Put- Together." Says
Wayne Babcock, who did much of the
experimental put- together, "One day,
about two years ago, some of our people
came in and asked if we could simulate a
rocket's exhaust flame. The idea was to
feed sound into the propulsive exhaust
system at one place and take it out at
another-for a better understanding of
the relationship between rocket combustion and noise. For one thing, we
hoped to discover what various noises
told about a rocket's internal behavior.
And especially if certain undesirable
internal resonances could be detected
by analyzing noise from a rocket's fiery

exhaust."
Babcock's first "put- together" was
purely mechanical (Fig. 1) . Adjacent to
and level with the visible part of the natural gas flame of a Bunsen burner, he
set a "modulation unit "-nothing more
than a loudspeaker voice coil attached
to an air chamber, one of whose flexible
sides could be vibrated by the voice coil.
When hooked to an audio frequency
source, the diaphragm responded, and
"modulated" a stream of low- pressure

From left to right are Dr. A.G. Cattaneo, Wayne Babcock, and K.L. Baker -United Technology Center's
"flame amplification" team- listening to their flame amplifying loudspeaker as it reproduces taped music.
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"modulator' consisted
speaker mechanism and a Bunsen- burner flame.

Fig. 1. Original mechanical

of

a

air jetted at the flame through the chamber and out a copper tube nozzle.
"If you put your ear to the flame, you
could hear sound . . quite good and
faithful sound, considering so simple and
.

loss -prone a flame- modulating device,"
remembers Babcock.
Babcock and Baker experimented with
other mechanical modulators. In one,
Fig. 2, they rigged a diaphragm to modu-

late the natural gas and oxygen supply
to a welding torch. This hotter fuel mix
(about 3200°F) produced louder sound
and good fidelity over the diaphragm's
limited frequency range. The hotter the
flame, found the researchers, the more
efficient the flame amplifier, and the louder the flame's audio output.

Why modulated ionized current might
"couple" with adjacent air molecules in
a power conversion of electrical energy
to audible sound energy had already been
suggested by some researchers who had
explored the behavior of highly ionized
gases. One researcher, as far back as
1951, came up with the following provocative theory:
Athough the molecules in a gas do
not normally "hang together" as in a liquid, highly ionized gas molecules do.
And thus, in such special cases of high
ionization, the ions in gas exhibit cohesion much as in a liquid. Being cohesive,
the ions have substance enough to exhibit "surface tension " -again, just as do
ions and molecules in a liquid. As such,
gaseous ions form a kind of invisible diaphragm which might logically be expected to couple with and to exert force
upon adjacent air molecules. If such were,
in fact, the case, a modulated highly
ionized electrical current in a combustion
zone might "beat" against adjacent air
molecules, converting its electrical energy to audio energy, much like the physical behavior of a loudspeaker's solid
diaphragm on the air around it.
The Present UTC Setup. Figure 3 shows
the basic components and their hookup.
The output of a Sony 365 tape recorder
is fed to the input of a McIntosh 75 -watt
amplifier and the amplifier's output to
the 8 -ohm secondary winding of a reverse- connected power output transformer. A Hewlett- Packard Model 712 -B
FLAMES

How, And

Possibly Why. Combustion,

by its very nature, produces ions. Ions
are the stuff of electricity. The hotter the

u

combustion, the relatively greater the
number of ions that will be naturally
produced. Moreover, this ionization of
the combustion zone can be artificially
increased by "seeding," as previously ozb
mentioned.
Given a highly ionized flame, the conditions would seem right for current to
flow, ion-supported, between two electrodes immersed in the ionized combustion zone, thus completing an electrical
circuit. Were this current externally
modulated with a frequency within the
audible range, it might naturally follow
Fig. 2. Variation
that the flame would reproduce the sound.
provided a louder
May, 1968
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of mechanical flame modulator
sound and better audio quality.
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(500 volts d.c. at 200 mA) power supply
is connected through the transformer's
primary winding to the two tungsten (or
carbon) electrodes which, immersed in
the flame, are spaced 2 to 4 inches apart.
Neither the spacing of the electrodes nor
their positioning within the flame zone is

particu'arly critical.

The welding torch, fueled by acetylene and oxygen and fitted with a $k0 tip
whose small opening produces an almost
hissless flame, is the kind any welder
might use. How the easily ionized alkali

metal is introduced to the combustion
zone is relatively non -critical too, except
that for best results super-ionization
should take place below the lowest electrode. hat is, the lower, hotter part of
the fla ne should be ionized so that the
ions "f )at" upward, past both electrodes.
(Lack nig a sodium glass rod, an asbestos
wick d 'awing from a salt solution quite
readily achieves super- ionization.)
Operationally, the procedure works like
this:
The torch is lighted and adjusted
slightly on the "rich" fuel -mix side (more
oxygen than acetylene) This makes for
a hotter flame. The flame itself is adjusted
for minimum hiss. What you get is a
quiet. 1: rilliant blue flame.
Now the power supply is turned on.
With one eye on a milliammeter connected in series with the electrodes, the
flame -speaker's operator begins to "seed"
(if he's "seeding" with a sodium glass
rod, he gently intrudes its end into the
base of the flame). As the flame turns
brilliant orange, indicating super- ionization, he adjusts the power supply, flame
controls, and the sodium rod for maximum current -which may go as high as
200 to 300 mA.
_

.

Finally, the tape recorder is turned on.
And from the flame booms amplified
sound.
Getting All the Frequencies Out. One

critical factor is the physical height of
the flame. Sound from UTC's 6 -inch high
torch flame, while good, obviously is
missing some in the low frequencies.
"But," grins Babcock, "we know that
the tape's every frequency is actually being reproduced in the flame. The flame's
height is simply too short to make them
all audible."
So saying, he turns to a 6 -stage photomultiplier which, set on a tripod nearby,
is focused like a telescope on the flame.
With its photocell masked by a yellow
Sodium -D line filter (5890 angstrom
units) , the multiplier "sees" only the
light from the sodium ions. The multiplier is plugged into a Dynakit amplifier
driving a hi -fi speaker. Now Babcock
powers the hookup -and from the speaker comes a flame- rendition which contains all the lows missing in the flame
reproduction itself !
"One way to explain our loss below
about 2000 Hz," explains Babcock, "is
this : physically, our 6- inch -long ionized
flame -front -really, just 2 to 4 inches of
modulated ions, depending on the distance between electrodes -simply isn't
long enough and therefore hasn't either
ions or energy enough to vibrate to audibility the far more numerous air molecules you'd need to excite in order to
produce these longer wavelength, lower
frequencies."
Continues Babcock, "There's just not
flame length enough for a satisfactory
flame-to -air molecule coupling when the
wavelength you're trying to excite is

CARBON
OR

TUNGSTEN
ELECTRODES

SODIUM GLASS TUBE,
OR ASBESTOS WICK
SOAKED IN KNO3
SOLUTION, OR
OTHER ION SOURCE

NO.0
HI

-FI

WELDING TIP

AMPLIFIER
50W

PROGRAM
SOURCE

OXYGEN AND ACETYLENE
FROM WELDING
GAS SUPPLY

Fig. 3. The electrical arrangement of the
present flame amplifier is simplicity it.
self. Acoustic output is omnidirectional.
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Because the welding torch flame is too small
to support the low audio frequencies, a photo multiplier system "picks them out" and supplies them to a separate amplifier system.
Overall frequency response is from a few cycles
to well over 100 kHz at high sound level.

measured in inches and feet, and is far
longer than the flame itself.
"We think there's an analogy here,"
he concludes, "between the kind of reproductive performance you get from a
large-diameter diaphragm loudspeaker
and from a small one. If we used a really
long flame -perhaps one of those oil field
gas flames which are sometimes 20 to 30
feet long, we would probably get out every frequency we put in."
Actually, of course, Babcock's team
does get all the frequencies out -by using
the photomultiplier to pluck unheard low
frequencies from the flame itself.

Electrical signals are fed in via two insulated alligator clamps while glass rod "seeds" the flame.
May, 1968

Talking Flames. Flame amplification's
most immediate uses are highly classified,
involving missile and rocket engine research. But momentarily you can expect
"talking flames" to make their appearances as crowd-pleasing oddities at fairs
and trade shows.
Far deeper, however, will be the impact of flame amplification on the future
of electronics. For flame has become an
electronic component.
-MI53

Only NTS penetrates below the surface. Digs
deeper. Example? Take the above close -up of the
first transistorized digital computer trainer ever
offered by a home study school.
It's called The Compu -Trainers- an NTS exclusive. Fascinating to assemble, it introduces you to
the exciting world of computer electronics. Its design includes advanced solid -state NOR circuitry,
PROVE

IT

NEW CATALOG. SEE THE LATEST,.
AND COURSES EVER OFFERED BY A HOME STUDY SCHCOL.

YOURSELF. SEND FOR OUR

MOST ADVANCED
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flip-flops, astable multivibrators and reset circuits.
Plus two zener and transistorized voltage- regulated
power supplies. The NTS Compu- Traliners is capable of performing 50,000 operations per second.
Sound fantastic? It is! And at that, i'''s only one of
many ultra -advanced kits that National Technical
Schools offers to give you incomparable, in -depth
career training.

KITS

POPULAR ELECTRONICS

NTS...THE FIRST HOME STUDY SCHOOL
TO OFFER LIVE EXPERIMENTS

WITH INTEGRATED CIRCUIT KITS

You build a computer sub -system using the new,
revolutionary integrated circuits. Each one, smaller
than a dime, contains the equivalent of 15 resistors
and 27 transistors.
And your kits come to you at no extra cost. These

kits are the foundation of the exclusive Project Method home study system ... developed in our
giant resident school and proven effective for thousands of men like yourself.
With Project- Method, all your kits are carefully
integrated with lesson material. Our servicing and
communication kits are real equipment -not school designed versions for training only. As you work on
each of the projects, you soon realize that even the
most complicated circuits and components are easy
to understand. You learn how they work. You learn
why they work.
NTS Project- Method is a practical- experience
approach to learning.The approach that works best!
An all- theory training program can be hard to understand difficult to remember. More than ever before
you need the practical experience that comes from
working with real circuits and components to make
your training stick.

COMMUNICATIONS

25" COLOR

This transceiver is included
in Communications courses.
You build it. With it, you
easily prepare for the F.C.C.
license exam. You become
a fully- trained man in com-

TVY

munications, where career
opportunities are unlimited.

Included in Color TV Servicing
Courses. With it you advance

yourself into this profitable
field of servicing work. Color is
the future of television, you
can be in on itwith NTS training.

-

YOUR OPPORTUNITY IS NOW

NTS SENDS YOU KITS TO BUILD THESE

IMPORTANT ELECTRONICS UNITS!

25" COLOR TV
21" BLACK & WHITE TV
SOLID -STATE RADIO
AM -SW TWIN- SPEAKER RADIO
TUBE- TESTER
TRANSCEIVER
COMPU- TRAINER"

GET THE FACTS! SEE ALL NEW
COURSES AND KITS OFFERED IN
THE NEW NTS COLOR CATALOG.

SEND THE
CARD
OR COUPON
TODAY!

There's no

.

by mail
only. No
salesman

_._

will call.
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MASTER COURSE IN

PRACTICAL TV &

COLOR TV SERVICING

RADIO SERVICING
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PUTER ELECTRONICS

MASTER COURSE
IN ELECTRONIC
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NAME

WORLD -WIDE TRAINING SINCE 1905

4000 So. Figueroa Street, Los Angeles, Calif. 90037
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4000 S. Figueroa St., Los Angeles, Calif. 90037
Please rush Free Color Catalog and Sample Lesson, plus
information on field checked below. No obligation.

O

SCHOOLS

Accredited Member: National Home Study Council
Accredited Member: National Association of
Trade and Technical Schools

-

NATIONAL TECHNICAL SCHOOLS

CLASSROOM TRAINING AT LOS ANGELES: You can take classroom training at Los Angeles in sunny California. NTS occupies a city
block with over a million dollars in facilities devoted exclusively to
technical training. Check box in coupon.

NATIONAL

or BONICS

obligation.
You enroll

VTVM
SIGNAL GENERATOR
See them all illustrated in
the new NTS Color Catalog.

YTS GUIDE

it

New ideas, new inventions, are
opening whole new fields of
opportunity. The electronic
industry is still the fastest growing field in the U.S. There's a
bigger, better place in it for the
man who trains today. So, whatever your goals are
advanced
color TV servicing, broadcasting,
F.C.C. license, computers, or
industrial controls, NTS has a
a highly professional course to
meet your needs.
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D
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STATE
in Veteran Training under new G.I. Bill.
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Neon Lamp Qui:
lamp will not conduct until a specific minimum "firing" voltage is applied, after which a
lower "maintaining" voltage can keep it on. A nonconducting lamp has high internal resistance but,
when it is conducting, this resistance drops sharply
and varies to keep the voltage across the lamp fairly
constant even though the circuit current changes.
A neon

A

BY ROBERT P. BALIN

The lamp goes out when the applied voltage drops
below its "extinguishing" voltage level. Also, when
the applied d.c. voltage contains a.c., the color of
the glow depends upon the frequency. To test your
knowledge of neon lamps, try to match the appli-

cations listed
shown (A -J).

below (1-10)

with

the

diagrams
88)

(Answers appear on page
F

1

2
3
4
5

6
7

8
9
10

CONDITION INDICATOR
COUPLING NETWORK
FREQUENCY DIVIDER
MEMORY ELEMENT
SAWTOOTH GENERATOR
STATIC DRAIN
SURGE PROTECTOR
TUNING INDICATOR
VOLTAGE LEVEL INDICATOR
VOLTAGE REGULATOR

G

B

7-1
T
H

C

E
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a properly designed transALTHOUGH
mitting antenna is important to any
amateur station, it is vital to the Novice

UP, UP,

AND AWAY
WITH YOUR SIGNAL
BY GEORGE COUSINS,

VEITG

who wants the most he can get out of
his transmitter. The newcomer to amateur radio, limited to low -power operation, wants an antenna system capable
of maximum radiation efficiency. He
must, therefore, give prime consideration to the location of his station, the

space available for his antenna, and the
mode of operation he wants to use.
While there are literally dozens of
different antenna designs from which to
choose, almost all are derived from the
horizontal half -wave, vertical quarter wave, or a combination of these two elements. For the Novice just getting
started, it is generally best to concentrate on one of the time -proved designs
presented on the following pages.
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HALF WAVE AT OPERATING FREQUENCY
SOLDER JOINT
INSULATOR

BASIC HALF -WAVE DIPOLE ANTENNA
half -wave wire dipole
THE
usually hung in a straight line and censhown above is

ter -fed with a coaxial or twin -lead transmission line. The collective length in feet
of the two elements is calculated by dividing your operating frequency in megahertz
into 468. A dipole for the Novice segment
of 80 meters (3.7 to 3.75 MHz), for example,
will be about 125' -long.
After computing the antenna length,
measure off the proper amount of #12 or
#14 solid or stranded wire for spans exceeding 100' for shorter spans, a lighter
wire will suffice. The wire for the antenna
elements can be soft- or hard-drawn copper, or copper -clad steel. Soft -drawn copper is best since it has the lowest r.f.
resistance and can be pre- stretched be;

fore being cut to final length. The only
advantage to using hard-drawn copper or
copper -clad steel is that smaller wire
gauges can be used for a given span.
The center impedance of the half-wave
dipole antenna varies with the antenna's
height above the ground, proximity to
other objects, wire size, etc. However, it is
safe to assume a 73-ohm impedance and
use a 75-ohm coaxial or twin -lead trans-

mission line between the antenna and

transmitter.
When hanging the dipole, set it as high

as possible above the ground and away
from other objects, and orient it to favor
the direction you are interested in. It will
radiate a certain amount in all directions,
but maximum radiation is in a doughnut
pattern at right angles to the plane of the
wire.
Support both ends of the antenna with
weather -resistant rope, and if you use pulleys, make sure they are brass or bronze.
Avoid pulling the elements too tight; leave
just enough sag to be noticed.
For improved low-angle radiation, use
the inverted V configuration of the dipole
(center insulator supported in the air and
the element ends brought down close to
the ground). In limited spaces, the center
of the antenna can be hung horizontally
between two closely spaced poles and the
ends hung vertically.
All modern transmitters employ pi -networks that load into 50- to 75 -ohm transmission lines. So you will not have any
tuning or matching problems if you use
72- to 75 -ohm coax or twin lead.

MECHANICAL SUPPORT AND ELECTRICAL CONNECTIONS
prevent the transmission line from
breaking away from the antenna elements, it should be secured to the center
insulator as shown here. Place the transmission line into one of the insulator's
depressions, bend the line over double, and
tie it securely in place with lacing cord.
Almost any glass or porcelain axial
ribbed insulators will serve for low -power
Novice transmitting antennas, but the insulators must be able to bear the antenna
load under any wind and icing conditions.
When securing the antenna elements to
the insulators, twist and solder the element ends together to prevent them from
separating under mechanical stress.
Finally, wrap about 2" of bare wire
from each of the conductors in the transmission line to the elements as close as
possible to the center insulator. Solder
them in place.
TO

FLEXIBLE LOOP

IN COAX WIRES
TO PREVENT STRAIN

LACING CORD
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80

METER
DIPOLE

40

750HM

METER
DIPOLE

300

COAXIAL CABLE
OR TWIN LEAD

OHM TWIN LEAD:
UPPER WIRE 8O
LOWER WIRE 40 METERS

METERS

MULTIBAND DIPOLE ARRAYS
40 -meter elements -but completely outside the 40-meter band. Such operation is
illegal and must be corrected immediately.
By inserting properly designed filters be-

Aseparate antenna can be made for
each band you want to work, although
a 40 -meter dipole will work on 15 meters
as well (but not the other way around).
This is the only case of a dipole cut for
one frequency working properly on another. Any other combination will result
in poor efficiency, large mismatches, and
increased risk of TVI.
The elements of the multiband dipole
array are hung one above the other and
center -fed as shown in the drawing at the
top of the page. An economy low-power
array made from 300 -ohm TV lead -in is
shown in the drawing beneath it. If the
longer dipole is cut for 80 meters and the
shorter for 40 meters, operating capability
for 80, 40, and 15 meters is provided for.
This, however, introduces a problem of

tween the transmitter's output connector
and the transmission line feeding the antenna, the problem of harmonic radiation
can be greatly reduced. The schematic
diagram of a harmonic filter and a list
of components that should be used for
the 80 -, 40-, and 15 -meter bands are shown
below. Construction is fairly critical, and
a metal box and metal partition are needed for complete r.f. shielding of the circuit. The box must also be thoroughly
grounded to provide high attenuation of
all frequencies above the band being
worked.
A separate filter is needed for each band
you are interested in, but they can all
be housed in a common box and switched
into the line as needed. For proper shielding, it is necessary to use coaxial cable
between filter and antenna.

harmonic radiation.
If, for example, a transmitter is operating in the Novice segment of 80 meters
into a parallel -fed array, the second harmonic of 80 meters will radiate from the

METAL ENCLOSURE,,

80 METERS

L2 -13 turns of Miniductor #3014
Cl, C2, C3, C4- 850 -pF silver mica

Ll,

-METAL PARTITION

or ceramic capacitor

40 METERS
Ll, 1_2 -8 turns of Miniductor #3014
Cl, C2, C3, C4- 440 -pF silver mica or
ceramic capacitor
15 METERS

Ll,
Cl,

L2

-8

turns of Miniductor #3002

C2, C3, C4- 150 -pF silver mica
or ceramic capacitor
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ELECTRICAL HALF-WAVE AT LOWEST RESONANT FREQUENCY
HALF -WAVE
AT
HIGHEST RESONANT

FREQUENCY

TRAP ANTENNA
THE "trap" antenna is an excellent
choice for the Novice who has plenty of
space and wants multiband operating capability. It resembles a wire dipole with
traps (tuned circuits) that isolate part of
the antenna to the lowest band being
worked. If the antenna length from trap
to trap in the above drawing is cut for 15
meters, then from end insulator to end insulator the same antenna can also cover
the 80 -meter band.
Two traps are required for each band
you want to operate on. Component selection should be made with care, and fine
tuning will be required.
The traps are parallel -tuned circuits

made to resonate at the frequency of the
band for which they are designed. At resonance, they present a very high impedance (effectively act as insulators) to the
signal so that any portion of the antenna
beyond the traps will be out of the circuit.
(For a more detailed explanation of the
theory of operation and use of trap antennas, see The Radio Amateur's Handbook published by the American Radio
Relay League, Inc.)
The advantage of the "trap" antenna
over other multiband arrays are: a single
antenna length will suffice for any number of bands; and there is no need for
harmonic filters.

GROUND -PLANE ANTENNA
THE ground -plane antenna at left is a
logical choice where space is at a premium and if you want to work DX. It has a
low radiation angle, can be mounted in the
air or on the ground, and can be fed with
coax. Its disadvantages are the need for a
good radial system and the fact that it is
generally a single -band affair with a tendency to cause TVI and broadcast inter-

HEIGHT

I/4 WAVE

STAND OFF

INSULATORS

ii
AT LEAST
4 RADIALS.
EACH 1/4 WAVE

LONG

52
OHM

COAx

INSULATOR
ROPE
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1

SUPPORT POST
CLAMP

ference.
The quarter -wave vertical element must
be insulated from ground to allow coaxial
cable feeding. The feed impedance is between 35 and 50 ohms, so a 52 -ohm coax
will make a relatively good impedance
match.
Since the height of the 80 -meter vertical
element will be about 66', ground mounting (via insulated standoffs between vertical element and mast) is the only practical method of erecting the antenna. The
radials will, therefore, serve as guy wires
for the antenna.
The radials must not touch any other
metal objects -including the mast -or a
r.f. arc will be generated when the antenna is powered. In connecting the transmission line, the center conductor goes to
the vertical element and the shield goes to
the common tie point of the radials. Tie
coax to mast to serve as strain relief.
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FULL -WAVE
REFLECTOR

FULL -WAVE
DRIVEN
WIRE ELEMENT

ELEMENT

BOOM
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PORT
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INSULATOIR

INSULATOR

72AMM
COAX

SINGLE -BAND MULTI -ELEMENT ARRAYS

THE yagi and cubical quad antenna
arrays (left and right, respectively) are

highly efficient units, providing considerable power gain not available from the
simple dipole and vertical antenna. Both
arrays are commercially available, but
they can be fabricated by the individual
with the help of The A.R.R.L. Antenna
Book.
Of the two, the yagi provides the greater gain and front- to-back ratio. However,
it is difficult to make into a multiband
array without the use of traps that are
too difficult to home -brew. On the other
hand, the yagi is mechanically strong and

features a very tight unidirectional radiation lobe for DX work.
The cubical quad is slightly better than
the yagi for DX work. It can be easily
built for single and multiband operation,
but it is tricky to handle and mount in the
air.
Both arrays are efficient, offering considerable power gain over the other antenna designs discussed in the previous

For DX work, a properly designed and
carefully built transmitting antenna is
almost as important as the transmitter.
It is impossible to obtain maximum
transmitter efficiency and power output
using a poorly designed antenna system.
With the low power limitation imposed
on Novices, a well- designed antenna is
the only means by which the beginner
can obtain maximum DX.
When fabricating the antenna, make
May, 1968

pages. Since a power gain of only 3 dB is
equivalent to doubling the radiated power
from the antenna, an antenna capable of
from 5- to 8-dB gain is highly desirable.
The front -to-back and front -to -side ratios of the yagi and quad considerably
reduce the QRM from these directions
while concentrating the transmitted signal into a unidirectional beam. As a rule,
a three -element yagi will have about 8 dB
gain and 20 to 28 dB front -to -back ratio.
These figures are rather arbitrary since
they can vary with tuning, height of the
antenna above ground, proximity of the
antenna to other objects, etc. However,
they are representative of the desirable
characteristics of the yagi.
In practice, there is virtually no difference between the three-element yagi and
a two -element cubical quad array. But the
Novice who wants to build or buy either
type of array is advised to familiarize
himself with antenna theory to determine
which he needs or if he really needs either
of these more sophisticated arrays.

all measurements carefully, and use the
best quality materials available. Tune
the antenna properly before going on the

air. Hang or erect the antenna as high as
possible above the ground and away
from large objects that can affect its operation. However, don't be afraid to set
up your antenna in a poor location if
necessary. The simpler the antenna, the
better the results and the fewer the
problems you'll encounter.
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REVIEWS AND COMMENTARY ON ELECTRONIC GEAR AND COMPONENTS

CB BASE STATION TRANSCEIVER

(Tram "Titan

II ")

In the comparatively short life of the 11meter Citizens Radio Service, a remarkable
transformation has taken place with regard
to optimizing transmitting and receiving
equipment. It is unlikely that the end is in
sight, but after using the Tram Corp. (Lower Bay Road, Box 187, Winnisquam, N.H.
03289) "Titan II," we can tell some of the
other CB equipment manufacturers what
roads they should be investigating. Here is
a base station transceiver that meets its
specs and fills every need in the book.
Unlike most of the other radio communications services, CB suffers from two major
problems -popularity plus stringent frequency and power requirements. All CB transceivers must literally start at the same jumping off point -it's the transceiver that does
something the others can't do, or just does
it better, that separates the breed. Even in
the face of "Type Acceptance," there are
differing ways of accomplishing the same
objectives. The "Titan II" just does 99%
of them better.
From a circuit viewpoint, the "Titan II"
consists of a 23- channel (individually crystal controlled) transmitter with a pair of
6GK6 output tubes producing either a
double -sideband suppressed -carrier signal
or a conventional 5 -watt input carrier with
straight amplitude modulation (AM). The
choice of operating mode (DSB or AM) is
switchable from the front panel. Before feeding the antenna, the output of the 6GK6's is
sampled by a built -in factory- calibrated
SWR bridge, affording a continuous check
on the output power and the VSWR to the
antenna.
The transmitter has plate and screen
modulation, with attention given to shaping
the voice frequency, passband, and simultaneously providing adequate speech compression to maintain the fullest possible
modulation percentage. The microphone supplied with the "Titan II" is a desk -type
Turner 254X high- output unit with a crystal
element.
In the receiver section, the "Titan II"
starts out with a low -noise cascade r.f.
stage into a double- conversion superhet with
i.f.'s at 4.4 MHz (tunable) and 455 kHz.
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Selectivity is optimized by a mechanical
filter in the 455 -kHz strip. Two different detectors follow the i.f. -a diode for AM and a
product detector/BFO for selectable upper
or lower SSB tuning. Separate a.g.c. time
constants are used on AM and SSB receiving modes.
Squelch is controlled through a special
dual triode tube circuit. A panel control
for reducing the gain of the r.f. and i.f.
stages is a handy item in areas where strong
signals predominate. The S -meter is "notorious" -it's just plain honest and accurately
set to read 6 dB per S unit. Don't expect
every signal to be 20 dB over S9 -in reality
few are.

Receiver tuning is manual and the dial
calibration accurate. A "spot" switch turning on the oscillator permits setting the re-.
ceiver right "on the nose." Provision is also
made for a single fixed frequency- receive
crystal -switchable in and out of the circuit
from the front panel.
In developing the "Titan II," the manufacturer has taken out all stops so far as
quality control is concerned, and the transceiver practically shrieks ruggedness and
stability. No matter how you look at it,
the "Titan II" is big and apparently little
effort was expended to reduce the physical
size (it measures 163/4" W X 73/4' H X 12"
D). As a result, the transceiver may occupy a
little more desk space than solid -state transceivers with only half the features. Our only
negative feeling about the "Titan II" has to
do with the position of the S- meter /power
output /SWR switch on the rear skirt-it's
just a little inconvenient to get at.
We maintain that the test of any CB unit
is whether or not it will transmit an understandable female voice. Many transceivers
will not respond properly to a woman's
voice frequency pattern -it contains more
highs and in compression and modulation
circuits may only be able to push 30 -40%
modulation. The "Titan II "- possibly because it is a base station design- doesn't
suffer from this common defect. In fact, on
DSB women sometimes sound more intelligible than men!
Your reviewer found it particularly difficult to adequately test the DSB transmitting and selectable sideband receiving
characteristics of the "Titan II." POPULAR
POPULAR ELECTRONICS

TRAM "TITAN

II"

CB UNIT

If you judge by the physical size of
the microphone, it becomes obvious
that the Tram "Titan II" is a husky
piece of CB equipment designed for
base station use. The manufacturer has
successfully combined quality and versatility in the "Titan II." Each transmit channel is individually crystal -controlled. The receiver is tunable and
can be checked by the "SPOT SW" on
the front panel. On receive, the "Titan
II" tunes straight AM or either the
upper or lower sideband. On transmit,
the unit emits either a fully modulated
AM signal, or a double -sideband signal
with suppressed carrier. Some of the
controls are on the rear skirt of the
transceiver (see photo below), a fact
that did not please your reviewer.
Nevertheless, the "Titan II" is a great
Citizens Band transceiver -and the
only one of its kind on the market.
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designed to absorb the strain of being up in
the outdoor weather year after year. A fine
design change.
Does the SWL -7 work well? Definitely,
yes; compared with a 125 -foot flat -top, the
SWL -7 raised the average signal 2 to 3
S -units on a Drake SW -4A receiver.

tpg

Circle No. 87 on Reader Service Page
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CONTINUED
ELECTRONICS must assume that Tram intends
to augment its CB line -up with an appropriate SSB or DSB mobile unit. However,
in working base station to base station,
it was possible to add 5 miles of range in
an area where interference was bad.

Circle No.

86 on Reader Service Page
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or 95

UPDATED SHORT -WAVE ANTENNA
(Mosley Model SWL -7)
On occasion this department will review
products that have been on the market for
some years, particularly if a product has
been noticeably improved or upgraded. A
good instance is the Mosley Electronics
(4610 N. Lindbergh Blvd., Bridgeton, Mo.
63042) Model SWL -7 receiving antenna

($18.95).
This antenna has been a favorite of shortwave listeners for several years. A few
months ago your reviewer had the opportunity to erect a "new" SWL -7 to replace
one that had collapsed last fall during a
severe windstorm. We were surprised to find
several important improvements.
Basically, the SWL -7 is a trapped dipole
with a flat -top length of just under 40 feet.
It is fed by 75 -ohm twin lead. Each half of
the dipole is divided into five sections by
four preassembled and pretuned traps. The
traps are parallel resonant circuits and
are either isolators (electrical) or help resonate the sections to one of seven bands
(roughly the 11 -, 13 -, 16 -, 19 -, 25 -, 31 -, and
49 -meter international broadcast bands).*
In the years between erecting the original
SWL -7 and the present -day version, we
note that Mosley has switched from hand drawn stranded copper wire to solid aluminum. Although this change may have been
necessary for economic reasons, the alum num wire is easier to handle and just as

sturdy.
Of far greater importance, Mosley has vastly improved the construction of the traps.
Gone are the dipped traps with 6 -32 bolts,
and in their place are encapsulated traps
Two bands are resonant because of the harmonic
relationship of sonie of the broadcast bands, e.g.,
49 and 25 meters.
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BATTERY INVERTER /CHARGER
(Knight -Kit Model KG -666)
If your family is one of the hundreds of
thousands of families that spend some part
of their summer vacation in the great outdoors, get busy -you'll want to take this
inverter /charger along. The KG -666 (sold
by Allied Radio Corp., 100 N. Western Ave.,
Chicago, Ill. 60680) costs only $44.95 and
will "up" 12 volts d.c. to 120 volts a.c. or d.c.
with a continuous power rating of 200 watts.
Obviously, this is more than enough "household- type" electricity to operate a variety of
items -TV sets, CB rigs, tools, etc. If you're
camping in a spot where there is partial

electric service, the KG -666 will recharge its
own wet cell battery at a top rating of about
6 amperes per hour.
Assembly of the KG -666 kit is relatively
trouble -free and consumes between four and
five hours. Be careful when mounting the
power transformer (T1) the varnish on the
mounting bolts must be thoroughly removed
before mounting or the nuts will force the
bolts to rotate in the transformer frame.
Also, if you have some difficulty with the
plastic protectors that supposedly slip over
the 12 -volt wing -nut connections, soften the
protectors in boiling water beforehand.
The usefulness of the KG -666 is dependent
on the ampere -hour rating of the 12 -volt
wet battery. On the average, consider that
for each 10 watts of drain at 120 volts you
will be demanding 1 ampere /hour from the
battery. In other words, don't attempt to
run a 120 -watt TV set for seven or eight
hours on a single 60- ampere -hour battery
it can't be done. And the KG -666 must always be turned off when not in use -it has
a static drain of about 3 amps when not
supplying a.c. to a 117 -volt device.
Although the a.c. waveform output of the
KG -666 is a square wave, this seems to
have little effect on most TV receivers and
portable record players. The frequency of
the square wave is normally 60 hertz at
12.6 -volt input, and a voltage change will
drive this frequency up or down by about
2 to 5 hertz.
A 120 -watt output version of the inverter/
charger is sold by Allied Radio Corp. as
the KG -662 ($34.95).
;

-
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MOSLEY
SWL ANTENNA

On

the

years,

for
Mosley

market

the

several
SWL -7

receiving antenna is a trap
dipole resonant to seven different international broadcasting bands. Mosley now uses
heavy -gauge aluminum wire
and plastic -encapsulated traps

-a

significant improvement.
trap in the antenna is
identified by a particular color.
Each

KNIGHT -KIT
INVERTER /CHARGER
You can assemble this kit in under five
hours, and you may find it one of your
more worthwhile investments. The KG666 is operated from, or will charge, a
12 -volt wet cell battery. The inverter
output is about 120 volts, a.c. or d.c.,
at 200 watts, maximum. The charging
rate is around 6 amperes. Pictured here
is the high -power model with four transistors. A low -power version (125
watts), with only two transistors, is sold
as the KG -662. The flat -laying handle on
top of the sheet metal case is just
above the center of gravity, making the
inverter /charger very easy to carry.
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INFORMATION CENTRAL
By CHARLES J. SCHAUERS, wcoty

EACH MONTH Information Central receives many troubleshooting questions,
and although we cannot answer them all, we
do our best to come up with correct advice.
Not all problems encountered in electronic
equipment can be solved merely by reference
to an instruction manual. However, if you will
describe the malfunctions and the steps you
have taken to find the trouble, there is a
good chance that we may be able to help.
Please do not send original manuals or
schematics to Information Central, since
they cannot be returned. Send copies of schematics or other information.
We continue to receive requests for specific design assistance, but time does not
permit this kind of work. We do, however,
attempt to publish design information when
we believe that it will interest the majority
of our readers.

Vibrator Replacement. Is there a solid state unit which can replace an old electromechanical vibrator in a mobile radio set?
If there is, can you provide a diagram of
such a unit?
A typical circuit is shown below. The
transistors can be 2N277's, 2N278's, GE -4's,
SK- 3012's, DS- 501's, or any other good power transistor having similar gain and current handling ability mounted on a heat
PIN

SOCKET
2

SOCKET

Simple P.A. System. I would like to build
a bull -mike public address system but, being a student, do not have much money. The

i

BATTERY

sound output need not be great, for I plan
to use it during a church bazaar in a booth
to attract customers. Any suggestions?
You can build the bull mike shown below
for less than $8. If you wish, you can mount
2N301

2N307

2N1359
2N1535

+

2N235A

the speaker on the booth front and run a
long mike line. The mike is a carbon unit
and can be found in surplus stores or in inexpensive telephones. The old military T -17
mike will work fine. (Any one of the transistors listed above is suitable.)
Light Dimmer. I need a light dimmer for
two lights totaling 150 watts, and I would like
to have an electronic dimmer. Can you help?
See the "Sonolite" article starting on page
27 of this issue.
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*

SEE TEXT

sink. The transformer can be any unit having a 20,000 -ohm primary and a 2000 -ohm
center -tapped secondary -an Argonne AR103 is recommended. This device will operate on 6 -, 12 -, or 24 -volt d.c. systems.
Note that the ground is negative.
TV -AM
Interference. Our black -andwhite TV set operates perfectly but raises
havoc with all the AM radio sets in the
house. The noise seems to be strongest when
the AM set is tuned to a station. What
could be causing it?
Usually the horizontal oscillator of the
TV set can be blamed for radiated interference. First, install a coaxial capacitor (0.1µF) in series with each side of the a.c. line
to the TV set. The outer shell of each capacitor is connected to the chassis, and the
chassis is grounded. If the noise persists,
shield the inside top, bottom, rear, and sides
of the TV set with copper screening. Make
sure that all sections of the screens are conPOPULAR ELECTRONICS

nected together and grounded to the TV
chassis. If this does not solve the problem,
extra shielding may be required on the back
of the set; the screen for this purpose must
also be connected to all of the other screens.
S -Meter Circuit. I am sure that you receive many requests for information as to
how to add the easily obtainable 0 -1 milliampere S -meter to popular radio receivers.
Can you suggest a circuit that will work and
yet not require a lot of skill for its installa-

tion?
See the circuit below. It is a forward -reading circuit and can be installed in either an
r.f. or i.f. stage. This unbalanced S -meter
scheme works very well and will accommodate any of the small 0 -1 mA S- meters ob-

tainable from Allied Radio, Lafayette, Ra-

dio Shack, Olson Electronics, etc.
To install the circuit, disconnect the B -line going to the r.f. or i.f. stage (plate and
screen), and insert the S -meter circuit between the B 4- line and the stage. Use the
second r.f. stage if your set contains two r.f.
IF OR

through a small coupling capacitor or directly, the grid being connected to ground
through a high value resistor. If the input
impedance is low, you will probably find
a transformer connection to the grid of the
first stage. However, many low- impedance
microphones (dynamic type) contain a
matching transformer within the case.
Zero Beat Indicator. i have a frequency
meter that uses headphones for zero beat indication. Can you come up with a visual
null (zero beat) indicator that will work
with it?
The circuit below is self -explanatory. It
will work with most frequency meters that
have a headphone jack. You plug in the unit
and adjust your frequency meter. As you
approach zero beat, the needle will begin to
move and vibrate at the null. With a con-

0-1

mA

*SEE TEXT

RF STAGE

stant signal (not null), the meter needle will
remain steady, its deflection being proportional to the amount of signal available.
The resistor across the plug should match
the output impedance of the headphone jack,
which can be 2000, 4000, or 8000 ohms.
Remote Thermometer. I know that electronic thermometers are available on the
market, but I would like to build my own.
What I want is one that will read the outside temperature at the push of a switch.
Is there a simple circuit for this purpose?
The diagram below shows a circuit that
will do the job. For the thermistor, a GE
3D054 or similar unit valued at 100 ohms

stages, or use a second or third i.f. stage. The
pot zeros the meter with no signal.
Some adjustment in value of the resistor
between the meter minus side and ground
may be required. Also, it may be necessary
to adjust the values of screen and plate feed
resistors (up or down) by a few thousand
ohms for proper S -meter action.
Low or High Impedance Mike? I acquired
a used tube -type audio amplifier from a
friend. How can I find out what kind of a
mike (high or low impedance) to use with it?
Trace the wires from the mike jack to the
first amplifier stage. Usually, if a high -impedance mike is required, you will find that
the shielded wire from the mike jack goes
to the grid of the first amplifier, either
May, 1968

1% at 25° C can be used. All resistors
are precision units (IRC 1% metal film)
which can be obtained from most supply
houses; they cost less than a dollar each.
(Continued on page 89)
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-WAVE LISTENING
SHORT
BENNETT,
By
HANK

W2PNA/WPE2FT

Shorf-Wc.r, Ec::cr

THE HIGHER FREQUENCIES ARE "COMING BACK"
WITH the continuing increase in the number of sunspots, DX'ers have been noticing a similar increase in the use of higher

frequencies by short-wave broadcast stations.

A couple of years ago, when the sunspots were
at a minimum, it was a rarity to hear stations
operating for any length of time in the 13meter band. Although a scattered few did

maintain schedules in that band, most transmissions were in the 11 -, 15 -, and 17 -MHz
bands during daylight hours and in the 6 -, 7 -,
9 -, and 11 -MHz bands during the dark hours.
Nowadays, with a sunspot maximum approaching, many of the stations have resumed
transmissions not only in the 17 -MHz band
(16 meters) and the 21 -MHz band (13 meters) but as far up into the spectrum as the
25- and 26 -MHz band (11 meters). Your
Short-Wave Editor has picked up the VOA
station in Munich, Germany, on 26,150 kHz
(from about 1500 to 1650) relaying dispatches
for use by other VOA stations.
The band to watch now is 40 to 44 MHz.
During the last sunspot maximum, the audio
channels of several European TV stations
were logged with regularity. Among them
were Mt. Pincon (Caen), France, on 41,250
kHz and Crystal Palace, England, and Divis,
Northern Ireland, both listed for 41,500 kHz

Martha Freeman, WPE4JQH, Reidsville, N.C., has
wealth of equipment in her listening post: a National NC- 240 -D, a Hallicrafters S-200 "Legionnaire" and a Heathkit GR -64. Martha has logged
43 countries, but so far only 17 verles have come
in. She plans to become a ham as well as an SWL.
a
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but actually a few kHz apart so that both
stations were clearly audible. German stations were heard on approximately 41,800
and 42,800 kHz, several British stations on
48,250 kHz, and one British station on
58,250 kHz.

Not everyone can tune in these extremely
high frequencies but those of you who have
equipment capable of tuning above the 10meter amateur band might well keep an ear
open for the 41 -MHz stations. The best
tuning time is around mid - morning to early
afternoon (your local time). Few, if any,
ID's will be heard, but a British accent may
be a clue.
Finally, during the last sunspot maximum
a number of stations were heard in the range
from 28,125 to 28,480 kHz, broadcasting in
Russian, Arabic, and other Eastern languages.
These stations were believed by some DX'ers
to be sub -harmonics of Russian TV stations.
Let us know if you're able to hear any of
these transmissions.
Short -Wave Re -Runs? Speaking of TV,
we all know that one of the surest things on
earth, besides death and taxes, is an endless
number of re -runs on TV. But have you
(Continued on page 100)

Rick Collier, WPE3HIE, New Carrollton, Md., now
has a Hallicrafters SX -122, but all of his DX -ing
until just recently was done with a Hallicrafters
"Sky Buddy." Rick reports considerable difficulty
in getting veries from Cairo and Beirut-his current record is 43 countries heard, 39 verified.
71

"Get more

education
or
get out of
electronics
...that's my advice."

72
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Ask any man who really knows the electronics industry.

Opportunities are few for men without advanced technical education. If you stay on that level, you'll never
make much money. And you'll be among the first to
go in a layoff.

But, if you supplement your experience with more
education in electronics, you can become a specialist.
You'll enjoy good income and excellent security. You
won't have to worry about automation or advances in
technology putting you out of a job.
How can you get the additional education you must
have to protect your future-and the future of those
who depend on you? Going back to school isn't easy
for a man with a job and family obligations.
CREI Home Study Programs offer you a practical way

to get more education without going back to school.
You study at home, at your own pace, on your own
schedule. And you study with the assurance that what
you learn can be applied on the job immediately to
make you worth more money to your employer.
You're eligible for a CREI Program if you work in electronics and have a high school education. Our FREE
book gives complete information. Airmail postpaid
card for your copy. If card is detached, use coupon
below or write: CREI, Dept.1205G, 3224 Sixteenth
Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20010. _,,..1MR...; :1!

r-

CREI, Home Study Division
McGraw -Hill Book Company
Dept. 1205G, 3224 Sixteenth Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20010
Please send me FREE book describing CREI Programs. am
employed in electronics and have a high school education.
I

NAMF

AG

ADDRESS
CITY

STATF

ZIP

CODE_

EMPLOYED BY
TYPE OF PRESENT WORK

0

G

I

BILL

I am interested in 0 Electronic Engineering Technology
O Space Electronics O Nuclear Engineering Technology
0 Industrial Electronics for Automation
0 Computer Systems Technology

APPROVED FOR TRAINING UNDER NEW G.I. BILL
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SOLID STATE
By LOU GARNER, Semiconductor Editor

JUST A few short years ago, it would
have been difficult to find a microwave
design engineer who would even consider
using solid -state devices -other than diodes
-in his work. Most would admit that
transistors were fine for audio and low frequency r.f. circuits, but at microwave
frequencies? "Don't be ridiculous! Ask anybody- semiconductors will never replace vacuum tubes in UHF and SHF applications!"
Today, however, a quiet, but far -reaching
revolution has taken place in microwave design, and engineers who once would have
chuckled at the mere thought of using transistors are now boning up on semiconductor
design techniques. Specialized transistors and
related semiconductor devices are even beginning to challenge the more exotic vacuum tubes.
In a single recent issue of one microwave
engineering journal, for example, there were
fifteen full -page and a half dozen smaller
advertisements offering solid -state microwave devices or equipment items. In the
"New Products" section, the solid -state
products announcements outnumbered the
new tube products by almost two to one,
while, more significantly, not one technical
article in the journal discussed vacuum -tube
circuitry or design methods. At a solid -state
circuit conference held in Philadelphia last
February, some thirty -three technical papers and reports were devoted to microwave
applications.
The solid -state microwave products now
being offered as stock or "off the shelf"
items cover the full range from individual
devices, such as special diodes, transistors
and varactors, to sophisticated systems. One
firm, for example, is offering a series of self contained UHF oscillators, with a typical
unit delivering 100 mW at 390 MHz-all
in a 1 -cubic -inch package! Another manufacturer can supply transistorized amplifiers
offering 16 dB gain at 1 GHz (1000 MHz),
while a Florida -based company catalogs a
whole series of solid -state signal sources,
including a crystal -controlled unit capable
of supplying 50 mW at 16.5 GHz.
If you are beginning to wonder how these
advances in technology will affect you personally, don't forget that microwaves are
used in small boat radars, police radar speed
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meters, home and commercial r.f. ovens,
planned "safety radar" systems for passenger
cars, new types of burglar alarms, experimental radio "eyes" for the blind, radio
and TV relay networks, and in a variety of
consumer - oriented products now undergo'ng development.

One -cubic inch package contains a solid -state
100 -mW oscillator operating at 390 MHz.

Reader's Circuit. Professor Raoul J.
Fajardo, of Pasadena City College's Engineering Department (1570 E. Colorado Blvd.,
Pasadena, Calif. 91106) is becoming one of
the more prolific contributors to this column.
His latest circuit (Fig. 1) is an inexpensive
two -transistor audio -visual metronome. Professor Fajardo writes that he developed the
circuit to satisfy a music teacher's require-

ments.
Transistors Q1 and Q2 are connected in a
direct -coupled complementary relaxation oscillator configuration. The collector load for
Q2 consists of a loudspeaker voice coil and
series resistor R6 shunted by (pilot -lamp)
bulb Il, while a bypass capacitor (C2)
serves to shape the output signal waveform
and thus to insure the "tic- like" sound characteristic of a traditional mechanical metronome. Capacitor Cl provides the interstage
feedback needed to start and maintain oscillation. Operating power is supplied by Ell,
controlled by Sl.
In practice, the circuit's operating frequency (or rate) is determined principally
by the RC time constant of the feedback
network, hence by CI's value in conjunction
POPULAR ELECTRONICS

Fig. 1. Unique metronome devised by Prof. R.J. Fa
jardo has simultaneous visual and audible outputs.

with Ql's effective input impedance. The
latter value, in turn, is determined by shunt
base resistor RI and Ql's base bias. The
variable resistors in Ql's bias network (R3
and RS) serve as the "Rate" and "Calibration" controls, respectively.
Capacitors Cl and C2 are 6- to 10 -volt
electrolytics, RI, R2, R4 and R6 are half watt resistors, while R3 and R5 are conventional volume -control potentiometers.
Professor Fajardo used a speaker with a
3.2 -ohm voice coil in his model but suggests
that R6 could be eliminated if a speaker
with an 8 -ohm voice coil is substituted.
The audio -visual metronome can be assembled on a perforated board, etched circuit board, or small chassis, depending on
individual construction tastes. It can be
housed as desired with the cabinet size being
determined principally by the dimensions of
the speaker.
Final adjustment is simple. First check
for wiring errors, making sure that all d.c.
polarities have been observed. Second, set R3
and R5 to their maximum resistance positions. Third, with switch SI closed, adjust
R5 until the desired minimum beat rate is
achieved (corresponding to adagio tempo).
Both an audible "tic" and a visual light
flash should be obtained.
Variable resistor R3 will select any speed
from adagio to allegro, as needed. If you
wish, a pointer knob can be used on R3's
shaft, with a small dial added for actual
beat rate calibration, which can be easily
accomplished by using a stopwatch or another metronome as a reference standard.
Manufacturer's Circuit. If you've been
hesitating to work with integrated circuits
May, 1968

because of cost or lack of knowledge, a new
item recently introduced by Radio Corporation of America should enable you to "take
the plunge" with minimum effort and at
comparatively low cost. Dubbed the RCA
"Linear Integrated Circuits Sampler," Model
QK2200, the new item is a "package deal"
consisting of 26 IC devices representing some
11 different circuit configurations. Included
in the deal is a well - written 350 -page linear
IC design and applications manual (which
normally sells for $2 as a separate item),
a complete set of specification data sheets,
and a goodly assortment of detailed application notes.
The entire QK2200 package -virtually a
practical lab course in linear IC applications -sells for $39.95 and can be obtained
from most franchised RCA semiconductor
distributors. Unless my slipstick is off, this
figures out to about a buck -fifty per IC
device, a price many of us would consider
reasonable for a single good -quality transistor.
Among the devices included in the QK2200
sampler are d.c., i.f., r.f., and general -purpose audio amplifiers, transistor and diode
arrays, video and operational amplifiers,
and even a dual Darlington array. Dozens of
practical applications are suggested or described in the application notes and manual
furnished in the package.
The circuit in Fig. 2 is typical of the
practical applications described in the QK2200 IC sampler's literature. A general -purpose audio amplifier delivering better than
half a watt to a PM speaker, this circuit has
an input impedance of 50,000 ohms, a signal -to -noise ratio of 77 dB, and, with an
idling current of only 22 mA, can deliver
its full output when driven with a 45 -mV
signal. It can be used in portable phonographs or tape recorders, in intercoms, in
receivers, in audio signal tracers, or in any
similar application requiring moderate power
levels.

Fig. 2. This 500 -mW audio amplifier is one of many
circuits that can be made with RCA's QK2200 kit.
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Potentiometer Rl is an audio taper unit;
R2 and R3 are half -watt resistors; Jl is a
phono, coaxial microphone, or similar jack;
and Cl, C3, and C4 are low voltage paper,
plastic film, or ceramic capacitors. Capacitor
C2 should (preferably) be a low- voltage
metallized paper or plastic film unit, but
could be a low- leakage 10- to 15 -volt electrolytic. Power switch S1 can be a rotary
type mounted on RI or a separate toggle or
slide type, as preferred. The 9 -volt d.c.
power source, Bl, can be a line- operated
power supply, a moderate -size 9 -volt battery, or six flashlight cells connected in
series. Any of several output transformers
can be used for Ti, depending on speaker
voice coil impedance. Typically, an Argonne
Type AR -122 is suitable for 3 -4 ohm voice
coils, an Argonne Type AR -139 for 8 -ohm
speakers.

Transitips. "You and many of your readers must be geniuses. I've been studying
electronics for two years, understand it easily,
but how do you design those circuits? I've
tried my hand at circuit design but I can

SPKR

(D)

Fig. 3. Evolution of a new design: (a) basic circuit; (b) use of a different transformer; (c) modification to enable speaker operation; and (d) the
same basic circuit in yet another configuration.

An RCA Type CA3020 IC multipurpose
power amplifier serves as the heart of the
unit. Assembled in a 12 -lead TO -5 -style
package, the CA3020 includes 7 transistors,
3 diodes, and 11 resistors on a single monolithic silicon chip. Inherently a wideband
amplifier, the CA3020 has a 3 -dB response to
6 MHz, but its actual response, in practice,
will vary with the characteristics of the
external components.
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only design switching circuits. You people
come up with amplifiers, radios, and even lie
detectors. For once, I would like to design
an original circuit." Thus reads, in part, a
recent letter from a reader in the Midwest.
And his problem is not unique; many readers
have written similar letters.
Circuit design, like medicine, can be practiced at different levels. Almost anyone can
practice First Aid with a minimum of training, but college training, advanced study,
and years of experience are needed before
one becomes a physician or surgeon. By the
same token, almost anyone with a basic
knowledge of electronics can design and redesign circuits, but advanced training and
experience are needed to become a design
engineer.
In practice, very little truly "creative" design takes place, even among advanced engineers. Rather, most circuit design involves
the direct adaptation and modification of
known circuit configurations to meet special
needs. A practical example will help illustrate the methods and thought processes involved.
Consider the typical "tickler feedback"
audio oscillator circuit illustrated in Fig.
3(a). Component values are not given, for
these will vary with the type of transistor,
supply voltage, transformer characteristics,
operating frequency, and other factors. But
the basic circuit is, or should be, a familiar
one. A small winding on transformer TI
provides the feedback needed to start and
sustain oscillation; Ci serves as a d.c. blocking and a.c. coupling capacitor; Q1's base
(Continued on page 89)
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ON THE CITIZENS BAND
By MATT P. SPINELLO,

IN FEBRUARY your CB Editor announced

KHC2060, CB Editor

plans to visit several parts of the United
States throughout the year to meet with
CB'ers and to monitor their operations. The
first stop on the POPULAR ELECTRONICS
"Monitour" (monitoring tour), was Denver,
Colorado. The second collection of "statistics" was compiled on a recent Sunday/
Monday weekend visit to Kansas City.
Thanks go to Mike
Barelli, George MarMISSOURI
tin, and Chris Whitehead, WOKCM, for
MONIdirecting us to local
TOUR

were interspersed, however, with housewife
gabfests by women who apparently find gossiping on the Citizens Band more fun than
watching TV soap operas.
Evening transmissions are surprisingly
few, with legal calls running a close second
to those which might be labeled "questionable" in a roundtable discussion. Near midnight we heard a local station give directions
to an out-of -state mobile. Then a woman
driver contacted her home to announce she
would be stopping on the way to pick up
sandwiches. Both calls were short, to the
point, and legal.

ically, none of these three is a licensed CB'er.
Mike is in the process of being licensed;
George is in close contact with CB and amateur operators in the area; and Chris is a
licensed amateur. Their knowledge of CB
communications and operators in the area,
however, enabled us to gather information
from local CB'ers, and to compare their comments with actual on- the -air monitoring.
Daytime messages in Kansas City are
mostly legal. Your CB Editor heard several
transmissions that were made to dispatch
service and delivery vehicles. These calls

mick, he employs the word "mercy" several
times within each sentence. "Mercy- mercy,"
he might say, "you're comin' in like a thousand watts; mercy, it's good to hear you;
mercy, mercy!"
At no time during our monitoring sessions
in the Kansas City area did we note the use
of code names in place of call- signs. There
was no intentional carrier jamming to block
transmissions, and there were no souped -up
rigs or linear boosters.

CB and amateur
contacts who provided off -the -cuff information regarding the
Kansas City, Missouri/Kansas, area. Iron-

The average illegal "breaker" usually attempts to color his conversation with worn
and torn phrases like "you betcha, by golly,"
and "you better believe it." Kansas City
has a mobile operator with a different (but
equally trite) approach. As his verbal gim-

There are no FCC restrictions on
how new an auto must be to qualify as a CB mobile unit. Although
the dash isn't visible in this
1905 renovated "White Steamer,"
the car must be CB- equipped since
it sports an Antenna Specialists'
M -176 on the rear right fender.
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1968 OTCB JAMBOREE CALENDAR

Planning a jamboree, get- together, banquet, or
picnic? Send the details to: 1968 OTCB Jamboree Calendar, POPULAR ELECTRONICS, One
Park Avenue, New York, N. Y. 10016. For more
information on the jamborees listed below, contact the clubs or club representatives at the
addresses given.
Lawrenceville, Georgia
May 4 -5
Event: CB Jamboree. Location: City Park, Highway 29. Sponsor: The Gwinnett Communications
Club of Georgia. Contact: William L. Bell, R.F.D.
4, Lawrenceville, Ga. 30245.

Rockford, Illinois
May 19
Event: Fourth Annual RRVCBC Jamboree. Location: Rockford Armory, 605 N. Main Street.
Sponsor: Rock River Valley Citizens Band Radio
Club. Contact: Pierre LaBounty, KPK3273, 2015
Glenwood, Dept. AP, Rockford, III.
Wooster, Ohio
May 31 -June 2
Event: Annual Wayne County REACT Campout
and Jamboree. Sponsor: Wayne County REACT.
Contact: Jamboree, P. O. Box 281, Wooster,
Ohio.

Middlesex, Vermont
June 1 -2
Event: Third Annual Jamboree of Central Vermont. Location: Middlesex Campgrounds. Sponsor: Central Vermont CB Club, Inc.

Lockport, New York
June 9
Event: CB Jamboree. Location: Cinderella Park
on Niagara Street. Sponsor: Western New York
Pioneer Radio Association. Contact: Sue Isele,
2789 Quaker Rd., Gasport, N. Y. 14067.

Lexington, Massachusetts
June 16
Event: CB Jamboree. Location: Suburbs of Boston, Mass. Sponsor: Paul Revere Emergency
Radio Service. Contact: Robert Sweet, Secretary,
P.O. Box 495, Lexington, Mass.
London, Ontario, Canada
June 29 -30
Event: Campout '68, held in conjunction with
London's Annual Fortnight Festival. Sponsor:
South Western General Radio Association. Contact: Peter Harding, Campout '68 Chairman, 26
Grosvenor St., London, Ontario, Canada.

June 30
Warminster, Pennsylvania
Event: First CB Jamboree. Location: Willow Grove
Amusement Park. Sponsor: Eastern Pennsylvania
REACT, Inc. Contact: Eastern Pennsylvania Jamboree, Box 309, Warminster, Pa. 18974.
Louisville, Kentucky
July 28
Event: Third Annual Jamboree. Location: Fun
land Amusement Park, Louisville. Sponsor: Iroquois Gentlemen CB Club. Contact: Ronald Zibart, 111 Juneau Dr., Middletown, Ky. 40043.
-

Lexington, North Carolina
August 17 -18
Event: First CB Jamboree. Location: Davidson
County Fairgrounds. Sponsor: Pioneer CB Club.
Contact: Virginia Athay, KOK3171, 11 Hawthorne
Lane, Lexington, N.C. 27292.
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Among our off- the -air discussions with
CB'ers, the one with Elmer Leonard, Jr.,
KPH5286, was most profitable. It seems
that skip transmissions from California play
more of a part in disrupting Kansas City CB
operations than the local interference created
by chit -chat. Local gabbing does appear on
the band late at night, but clears immediately for emergency traffic.
Elmer indicated that conditions on the
band over a two -year period have improved
considerably. He believes part of the problem was solved when CB'ers in Kansas City,
Kansas, and Kansas City, Missouri (separated only by a state line) decided to use
channel 11 for monitoring on the Missouri
side and channel 9 on the Kansas side.
How important two -way radio is to Elmer
(he drives to work every day from the northernmost corner of Kansas City, Missouri, to
the southern tip) might be summed up in a
recent incident in which he was involved.
At 6:25 a.m. one morning, while parked at a
stoplight, Elmer noticed an auto switching
lanes. He tried to move his car far enough
out of reach, but the oncoming vehicle drove
a second car into Elmer's, severely damaging
the car in the middle. Aware that Betty
Willar, KRH6702, monitors the band from
approximately 5 a.m., Elmer contacted her
and passed on the information. By 6:28 a.m.
the police had arrived. And by 6:35 a.m. the
wreckage (there were no injuries) had been
cleared and traffic was back to normal.
Club activity appears somewhat limited
in the Kansas City area. The Kanmo Headquarters Group of REACT has been lauded
in this column for its emergency activities.
But the North Area Emergency Radio Team
and the CB Association of Greater Kansas
City are teams that have not been heard from
here for several years. If these groups or
newer organizations are active in the Kansas
City, Kansas /Missouri area, we would like
to have the details.
REACT Reacts. On a recent Thursday,
KOX7865, of Whittier, Calif., indicated to
the San Gabriel Valley REACT monitor that
he had urgent traffic and requested he be
called by phone. The message revealed that
the Hoffmans, KQX3283, were on vacation in
the state of Oregon, that their son had been
hurt in California, and that authorities
needed permission to operate. The caller requested that the information be relayed only
as an accident, with the request that the Hoff -

mans contact the proper authorities.
A 10 -17 (urgent) call was put out. REACT
member Bob Clark, KQX5402, made contact
with ham operator Bob Smith, WA6WPP.
After compiling as many of the details as
possible, Smith, a member of the West Coast
(Continued on page 94)
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--- ----AMATEUR
RADIO
------- -

By HERB S. BRIER, W9EGQ
Amateur Radio Editor

NEWS ON LICENSING FROM THE FCC
that, although the Technician Class license is normally issued by
mail, under special circumstances an applicant can qualify for it at an FCC office?
James E. Barr, Chief of the Safety and Special Services Bureau of the Federal Communications Commission explains how it is
done.
If an applicant applies for a General Class
license in the normal manner but fails the
13 -wpm code test, upon request the examiner
will check to see whether the applicant copied
25 consecutive letters without an error. If he
did, he may immediately modify his application for a General Class license to apply
for a Technician Class license, pass the code
DID you know

sending test, and take the written Conditional /General /Technician Class examination
(they are all the same). If the applicant
passes the written examination, he will be
issued a Technician Class license. Furthermore, he can return later, pass the General
Class code test, and be issued a General
Class license without taking the written test
again. These procedures are in accordance
with Section 97.25 of the FCC amateur rules.
Since the FCC reinstated the Advanced
Class license and revamped the Extra Class
license last August, most amateur club papers have been full of plans and methods
for coping with the new situation. Many
clubs, including the Aeronautical Center

AMATEUR STATION OF THE MONTH

One of the approximately 10,000 licensed women radio amateurs in the United
States, Sue Yerian, WAIIHD, Loring Air Force Base, Maine, has run up a rather
impressive record since last July. She has worked 43 countries and all states
except Virginia and West Virginia. Her Heathkit- equipped station contains an SB100 transceiver, an SB -200 amplifier, SB -610 monitor scope, and a phone patch.
The antennas in service are a Mosley TA -33 tri -band beam up 55 feet for 20, 15.
and 10 meters, and inverted V's for 80 and 40. Sue will receive a one -year subscription for submitting the winning entry in our Amateur Station of the Month
Photo Contest. To enter the contest, send a clear photo of your station with you at
the controls and some details on the equipment you use and your ham radio career
to: Amateur Photo Contest, c/o Herb S. Brier, P. 0. Box 678, Gary, Indiana 46401.
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Phil Yukovich, WN9UNL, Chesterton, Ind., reached
his goal of working all states as a Novice with
months to spare. He worked most of Canada, too.
An EICO 720 transmitter driving a Mosley NS -3
antenna and a Drake 2 -A receiver are his tools.

guide, because the new examinations ask
questions not covered in older study guides.
For example, all amateur examinations-in cluding the Novice exam -contain questions
about transistors. The most easily obtained
source of the study guides for most people
is the Radio Amateur's License Manual,
published by the American Radio Relay
League, Inc., Newington, Conn. 06111, and
available from the ARRL or amateur supply houses for 50 cents, postpaid.
In general, the consensus is that any General Class amateur should be able to pass
the new Advanced Class exam after a few
weeks of study. But the main reaction to the
Extra Class exam is surprise at the wide
range of amateur radio subject matter it
contains. Fortunately, few of the individual
questions are difficult in themselves, but
several months of conscientious spare -time
study of the "License Manual" and the
"Handbook" plus a quick review of elementary algebra in the old high school math
book are required for the average General
Class ham to pass the Extra Class exam.

Amateur Radio Club, Oklahoma City, the
Denver Amateur Radio Club, the Garland,
Texas, Amateur Radio Club, and the Rochester, N.Y., Amateur Radio Club, have been
conducting advanced code and theory classes
in addition to their beginners' courses. Some
amateur phone nets have been devoting part
of their regular net periods to acquiring the
knowledge required to pass the new examinations. And thousands of amateurs are
studying alone with the same aim.
As a result of all these activities, on the
days when amateur examinations are scheduled, the various FCC offices are crowded
with applicants for General, Advanced, and
Extra Class licenses. The experiences of
these applicants stress the wisdom of basing one's preparation for any amateur radio
written examination on the latest study

The Indianapolis 500 Festival. Each
spring, a 2 -mile parade is held as part of
the events climaxing in the Indianapolis
500 -mile automobile race. This year's parade will be held on the evening of May 28
and will be covered nationwide by over 100
TV and broadcast stations. The Marion
County CD Amateur Radio Communications unit will furnish communications under the direction of Dick Andrews, K9SVB.
At least 26 mobile and portable stations
and 16 fixed stations will be used in the operation. Units will be available at major
intersections along the parade route to furnish communications for police officers stationed at these points. Other units will be
placed at high lookout points to relay information about the parade and crowd conditions to officials on the ground.
(Continued on page 97)

or

David Daniel, WAOSVO, Lawrence, Kansas, operated as a Novice with the ARC 5 war -surplus transmitter and Lafayette receiver shown at the left in the
photo. He now uses a National NCX3 transceiver on CW and SSB phone.
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Squires

OUT TO LAUNCH THE SS FLEET, that is.

'

NOW HEAR THIS... the all new Squires -Sanders fleet of top performance CB transceivers is now
being launched. Shiver -me- timbers, you've never seen such an array of fine CB equipment this side
of Davy Jones' locker. This is the ALL SOLID STATE fleet with the best in performance, features,
and styling at prices to suit every requirement or desire. Top deck is the luxurious ADMIRAL 23
channel base station ... then the COMMODORE mobile with the patented Pulse Eliminator. On the
bridge the SKIPPER is blasting out on all 23 and in the wheelhouse is the terrific 2 channel 3 watt
YEOMAN portable. The SS all solid state fleet is for you ... from port to portable! You are invited
to the launching Ask your distributor for details and write today for full color literature.

-

-

The ADMIRAL: luxurious new all solid
state 23 channel CB
base station highly
sensitive receiver
Pulse Eliminator

\\`

5

watt transmitter
Speech Compression

+2 mike dual antenna
HiLo sensitivity Public
Address Delta Tune adjustable squelch ON -THEAI R light illuminated S meter digital panel clock
earphone jack regulated AC power supply
The COMMODORE: 23
channel, solid state mobile CB transceiver Ultra
sensitive'% pv double conversion receiver
crystal

filter,

7 KC

selectivity

The SKIPPER: new low priced
çj E9.95
solid state 23 channel CB transceiver superb dual conversion
A
FET /IC no- overload receiver
advanced design noise limiting
illuminated S meter and channel
solid state T/R switching
Speech Clipping
100% modulation
P.T.T. mike
Local /Distant sensitivity external speaker jack Public Address Exclusive "All Position" Safety Breakaway Mount only
3 lbs.: 1% x 6 x 8"

YEOMAN' fine, powerful
portable CB transceiver 2 channels, equipped with ch 7
Sensitivity '/ pv AGC Adjustable
Squelch Noise Limiter 3 watts
input, 2% watts output Operates
on 8 pen-lite batteries
Battery/
RF Power Call signal 54" whip
The

$199.95

adjustable squelch
flat
3
AGC
Pulse Eliminator removes ignition noise
watts audio 5 watts input 100% modulation PTT
mike 26 transistors, 7 diodes 4 lbs, 3% x 7 x 8

antenna

3x8x1%

Earphone

under 2 lbs

PAIR $149.95

SQUIRES- SANDERS, INC., Box A, Martinsville Road, Liberty Corner, New Jersey 07938 U.S.A.
CERCLE NO. 33 ON READER SERVICE PAGE
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OPERATION
ASSIST

Through this column we try to make it
possible for readers needing information
on outdated, obscure, and unusual radio electronics gear to get help from other
P.E. readers. Here's how it works: Check
the list below. If you can help anyone with
a schematic or other information, write
him directly -he'll appreciate it. If you
need help, send a postcard to Operation
Assist, POPULAR ELECTRONICS, One Park
Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10016. Give
maker's name and model number of the
unit. If you don't know both; the maker's
name and the model number, give year of
manufacture, bands covered, tubes used,
etc. State specifically what you want, i.e.,
schematic, source for parts, etc. Be sure
to print or type everything legibly, including your name and address. Because we
get so many inquiries, none of them can
be acknowledged. POPULAR ELECTRONICS
reserves the right to publish only those
items not available from normal sources.
Philco Model 38 -3 receiver. circa 1930's; has 9 tubes;
tunes 550 -1700 kHz and 2.2 -22.0 MHz. Schematic, operating manual, parts source, and any other available
information wanted. (Karl Salmon, 2915 5th Ave.,
York, Pa. 17402)
Atwater Kent Model 20 receiver. Schematic, service
data, operating instructions, and tubes needed. (W.
Hoyt Poston, Rte. 2, Box 156, Pamplico, S.C. 29583)
Crosley Model 66CT receiver. Schematic and parts list.
needed. RCA Model 7- EY -2HH 45 r /min automatic
turntable and amplifier. Schematic needed. (Cliff
Briere, RFD #4, Box 283, Mechanicsville, Va. 23111)
RCA Victor Model D 22 -I all -wave radio -phono combination. Schematic needed. (T.L. Pettit, Box 284,
Lewisburg, W. Va. 24901)

Precision Apparatus Model P -25 battery eliminator
and charger. Operating manual needed. (Erwin Stanley, Benton, Ark. 72015)
Radiation Instruments Model 117B "Scintillator."

Schematic and operating manual needed. (A. Anderson. 13931 102 Ave., North Surrey, B.C., Canada)
Hallicrafters Model S -38D receiver. Schematic and
alignment data needed. Clough -Brengle Model CRA
3" oscilloscope. Schematic needed. (Dennis Tolomel, 577
Carlisle Way, Sunnyvale, Calif. 94087)
Hoffman TV receiver, circa 1955; chassis #704 -21.
Schematic and service information needed. (R. Cartier,
1035 Cilley Rd., Manchester, N.H. 03103)
Allen B. DuMont Labs Type 164 -E 3" cathode ray oscillograph. Schematic and operating manual needed.
(Bryant Hudson, 1321 SW 67 St., Oklahoma City, Okla.
73159)

Majestic Model 360 -B receiver. Schematic needed.
(Louis R. Altazan, Jr., 368 Avenue E, Port Allen, La.
70767)

Atwater Kent Model 427 receiver, circa 1935. Schematic
needed. (James L. Bochantin, Rte. 1, Box 54, DuBois,
IIl. 62831)
Gonset Model 3316 CB transceiver. Power cable assemblies for 12 volts d.c. and 117 volts a.c., operating manual and schematic needed. (Paul H. Gorrell, P.O. Box
228, Mashpee, Mass.)
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National Model SW -54 receiver, 1951. Tuning /bandspread shaft needed. (Wayne Korn, 3318 W. Bertona,
Seattle, Wash. 98199)
Fujiya Corder Model 555. Schematic needed. (Joseph
M. Tucci, Jr., 49 Albro St., Pittsfield, Mass. 01201)
Supreme Model 1604 electronic volt- ohmmeter. Schematic or manual needed. (William F. Pommerening,
Box 211, Milton- Freewater, Ore. 97862)
Westrex Type 524A "VOGAD" automatic gain control
unit. Schematic needed, especially connector wiring for
input, output, and power. (William Wokoun, Box 413,

Aberdeen, Md. 21001)
Pierson Model KE -93 SW receiver, made by Automation
Electronics. Schematic and manual needed. (Tim
Hain, Box 88, Nachusa, Ill.)
Moss Model TV -50 "Genometer." Schematic, operating
manual, and source for 6B -1000 tube needed. (Robert
Wurth, 495 Myrtle, Florissant, Mo. 63031)
E.H. Scott Model 510 radio-phonograph. Schematic
needed. (Timothy G. Walnatl, 12 Griffin Terrace, S.
Weymouth, Mass. 02190)
Setchell Carlson Model 591 receiver. Instruction manual or schematic needed. Barker & Williamson Type
JEL 3102, 3104, and 3105 coils. Source needed. (Mark
T. Colan, 2305 W. Wagner, Peoria, Ill. 61614)
Knight -Kit C -22 CB transceiver. Schematic needed.
(Jim Bobal, 842 Tombler St., Bethlehem, Pa.)
Hammarlund Model HQ 129 X receiver. Cover or case,
and service manual needed. (Roy Carroll, 1315%
Eighth Ave., Neptune, N.J.)
Philco Model 7005 VOM, circa 1945. Meter and manual
needed. (Daniel Gibbons, Apartado No. 84, Talara,

Peru)
Dokorder Model 7020 stereo tape recorder. Schematic
and operating manual needed. (Lester R. Naylor, RR
#1, Hastings, Minn.)
Ambassador (JVC) Model 4T -40 UHF transistor TV
receiver. Source for antennas and power adapter
needed; also address of distributor of Ambassador parts
and schematics. (Gary DuFour, 14 Gilmore St., Uniontown, Pa. 15401)
Silver- Marshall 225 audio transformer. Four -gang,
.00035 -9F capacitor and General Radio "Variometer"
needed. (William Greig, 80 Coney St., E. Walpole, Mass.
02032)

Heathkit Model AR-3 receiver. Manual needed. (Greg
Scoggan, 712 Fernwood Ave., W. Covina, Calif. 91790;
and Joe Hutnick, RD #2, Catawissa, Pa. 17820)
Jewel radio test set, 1926, pattern 95. This or closely
related meter by Jewel Electrical and /or instruction
manual needed. (Mark J. Hagmann, 7030 S. 260 East,
Midvale, Utah 84047)
Solar Model CF "Capacitor Exam -eter." Simpson
Model 310 signal generator. Clough-Brengle Model OC
signal generator. Schematics and operating manuals
needed. (Francis S. Lewis, Hebron, Ohio 43025)
Crosley "Bandbox" Model 601 neutrodyne receiver,
circa 1923 -26. Schematic and operating manual needed.
and especially source for tuning capacitors. (Darcy
Brownrigg, Chelsea, Quebec, Canada)
Sylvania Model 3305BL AM (transistor) receiver, circa
1953. Schematic needed, or will buy good used set for
best offer. (Billy Flynn, 77 School St., N. Woburn,
Mass. 01801)
Superior Instruments Model 82A tube checker. Up -todate tube socket and test chart needed. (Alfred Beckman, 88 -14 183 St., Jamaica, N.Y. 11423)
Hallicrafters Model SX-25 "Super Defiant," 1945.
Source of parts needed. Sparton Model 1072 a.c. receiver, 1948. Atwater Kent Model 86. Victor Radio
Model R-15 receiver unit RC 3. Earl Radio Model 31 or
32 electric neutrodyne receiver. Schematics needed.
(Charles C. Dedon, Rte. 1, Box 199, Walker, La.
70785)
Webster-Chicago Model 800 wire recorder. Recording
head and wire needed. (Roman Kochan, 18 -V, 331
Blake St.. Winnipeg 3, Manitoba, Canada)
Western Electric BXX- 410430- X- 61713B oscilloscope,
circa 1945 or 1950. Instruction manual needed. Hallicrafters Model T -54 television receiver, 1948. Schematic and instruction manual needed. (Ed McGarry,
Jr., 2228 S.E. 10 St., Pompano Beach, Fla. 33062)
POPULAR ELECTRONICS

Temco Model 75A, amateur AM -CW transmitter. Schematic and /or instruction manual needed. (Paul F.
Grimes, 3591 W. National Rd., Springfield, Ohio 45504)
Precision Model 912 tube checker. Schematic and operating manual needed. (Peter D. Hipson, P.O. Box
981, New Port Richey, Fla. 33552)
Waterman Model S -14A pocket scope. Schematic and
technical manual needed. (Irving W. Wood, 156 Sandy
Hollow Rd., Northport, L.I., N.Y. 11768)
"Candle" Model MT -510A micro TV receiver; manufactured by Tokyo Transistor Incl. Co., Ltd. Schematic
and /or parts list needed. (G. Hallett, 8 Old Shawnee
Rd., Milford, Del. 19963)
Lavoie 259 oscilloscope. Instruction manual and /or
schematic needed. (Charles Byers, RD a5, Dover, Pa.)
Superior Instruments Model 450 tube tester. Up -todate tube list needed. (Geo. Miller, 916 Wabunk Rd.,
Lancaster, Pa. 17603)
RCA Victor tuner, chassis RD-117; has 7 tubes; tunes
AM, FM, and SW. Schematic and operating manual
needed. (Danny Ehrenfreund, Cordial Rd., Yorktown
Heights, N.Y. 10598)
Paco Model T60 tube tester. Operating manual needed. Triplett Model 2432 signal generator. Schematic
needed. (T.A. Cummings, 7024 W. 17 St., Little Rock,
Ark. 72204)
4RHH2 vacuum tube for Japanese TV receiver (Hitachi) needed. (James E. McBride, 141 -A Jones Franklin Rd., Raleigh, N.C. 27606)
Essco "Mac II" 5-watt tube R/C transmitter, circa
1950. Two 3D6 tubes, and source for lAG4, RK66, and
RK61 tubes needed. (Steven Terry, 147 Columbia
Heights, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11201)
Webster- Chicago Model 80 -1 wire recorder, circa 1945.
Schematic, specifications, operating manual, wire, and
heads needed. (John Pelham, 45 -303 Success Park,
Bridgeport, Conn. 06610)
Bell Sound Systems Model 374SS intercom. Schematic,
servicing data needed. (Fred Provine, Box 465, Capitan,
N.M. 88316)
Grundig- Majestic TK -819 tape recorder. Schematic
needed. (P. Christie, 3604 31st Ave., Flushing, N.Y.)
Supreme Instruments Model 546 oscilloscope. Operating manual and schematic needed. (Arnold Hirsch, 27
S. West St., Allentown, Pa. 18102)
DeForest's Training 2" CRT oscilloscope; has 3 tubes.
Schematic needed. (Carl Preddy, 129 W. Park Dr.,
Charlottesville, Va. 22901)
General Electronic Model 200 signal generator. Schematic and any available information wanted. (Gerry
Kosoris, 642 S. Franklin St., Fort William, Ont.,

r USE THIS HANDY ORDER FORM
JUST PUBLISHED! IMPORTANT!
Transistor Substitution Handbook. 8th Ed. Now

(l

lista over
1000 additional substitutions; covers manufacturers
of all transistor types. Includes thousands of direct
substitutions for U.S. and foreign (including Japanese) home-entertainment, industrial, and military
types; with basing diagrams and polarity indications. Tells when and how to make proper substitutions. Order 20625, only
$1.95
101 Questions & Answers About Color TV. Here are the
complete and clear answers to the most frequently
asked questions about color tv -about its basic
theory, installation, servicing, and modifications.
!Emily illustrated. Order 20624, only
$1.75
ABC's of Electrical Soldering. An invaluable book on the
art of soldering -what it is and does, how to make
a good connection, how to make solder repairs. Explains solder alloys, fluxes, soldering irons, instantheat guns, production soldering, and other connecting methods. Order 20627, only
$2.25
HER to Repair Major AP11IIRICSS. This fact-packed volume
explains theory, functioning, major components,
and repair of refrigerators, freezers, washing machines, dryers, ranges, dishwashers, garbage disposers, room air conditioners, water heaters, humidifiers, and dehumidifiers. Order 20650 ,only
$4.50
Semiconductor Handbook. Here, in one comprehensive
heavily illustrated volume, is the most complete,
modern sourcebook for industrial semiconductor
data. Covers latest circuitry in a wide variety of
applications; provides full data on industrial semiconductors, including grown- junction, alloyed-junction, drift, MADT, mesa, planar, and epitaxial
mesa types. Order 20620, only
$5.25
Second -Class Radiotelephone License Handbook.

New 3rd

edition; complete study course for elements I, II
and III of the latest FCC exams. Helps you earn
the license you need for communications and two way radio work. Order 20316, only
$4.95
Color-TV Servicing Made Easy. Full explanation of color principles, circuitry, setup adjustments and servicing of all color -TV seta. Takes the mystery out of
servicing color -TV.
VOL 1. Order 20135, only
$3.25
Vol. 2. Order 20523, only
$4.50

Canada)

Geloso receiver, circa 1950; has 14 tubes, crystal filter,
dual conversion, variable ANL; covers 80 -10 meters and
11 meters. Schematic or tube line -up needed. (Doug
Tabor, 1964 John, Layton, Utah 84041)
Fada Model 32L AM receiver. Schematic needed. (Vernon H. Wood, 1800 Corbett, Las Cruces, N.M. 88001)
Paco Model SA-40 stereo amplifier. Manual needed.
(Frank R. DeWald, 190 Knickerbocker Rd., Englewood,
N.J. 07631)
Hallicrafters Model S2OR "Sky Champion." Operating

How to Read Schematic Diagrams. 20568
ABC's of Citizens Band Radio. 3rd Ed. 20019
Stereo /FM Know -How & Buying Guide. 50012
So You Want to Be a Ham. 4th Ed. 20607
Transistor Ignition Systems Handbook. 20238
TV Tube Symptoms & Troubles. 20476
Understanding Telemetry Circuits. 20518
1st Class Radiotelephone License Handbook. 20086
Modern Dictionary of Electronics. 3rd Ed. 20600
Handbook of Electronic Tables 8, Formulas. 20230
Solving TV Tough -Dogs. 20403

manual, alignment instructions, and schematic needed.
(Tommy Skelton, 280 Forest Heights Dr., Athens, Ga.)

$2.95
2.25
1.25

3.95
2.95
1.95
3.25
5.25
9.95
3.95
3.25

FAMOUS ABC'S BOOKS

p Lasers & Masers. 20262......$2.25
p Tape Recording. 20395....... 2.25

SOURCES OF INFORMATION

O Transistors. 20440

`Operation Assist" is published as a service to the
readers of POPULAR ELECTRONICS who cannot
find schematics, parts, etc., for old or no- longermanufactured equipment. Military
Government surplus- equipment is not itemized in this
column, since schematics and copies of Tech Manuals for military equipment can be obtained from
a variety of independent sources: Slep Electronics,
Drawer 178, Ellenton, Florida 33532; Quaker
Electronics, P.O. Box 215, Hunlock Creek, Pa.
198621 etc. Unusual or difficult-to -find schematics
and servicing information can frequently be obtained from Supreme Publications, 1760 Balsam
Rd., Highland Park, Ill., for a slight charge.

-

2.25

Computers. 20012
Boolean Algebra. 20055
Modern Radio. 20047

12.50
2.25
1.95

-

HOWARD W. SAMS & CO., INC.Order from any Electronic Parts Distributor, or
mail to Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc., Dept. PE -5
4300 W. 62nd St., Indianapolis, Ind. 46268
Send books checked above. $
enclosed.
Send FREE Sams Book Catalog.
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SAVE ON:
Famous
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Knight -Kits&

Stereo Hi -FI
Tape Recorders,
Tape
CB 2 -Way Radios
Walkie- Talkies
FM -AM & AM
Radios
Shortwave Receivers
Portable TV
Phonographs
Amateur Gear
Intercoms & PA

Shop by moil and save

at Allied, world's largest
electronics headquarters.
Hundreds of money -saving
values. NO MONEY DOWN.
Up to 2 years to pay t

Automotive Electronics
Test Instruments
TV Antennas
& Tubes

Power Tools,
Hardware
Tubes, Transistors

MAIL COUPON BELOW
ALLIED RADIO, Dept. 3E
P.O. Box 4398, Chicago, M.

Parts, Batteries,
Books

60680

NAME (Please Print)
ADDRESS
CITY

ELEMENTS OF RADIO SERVICING,

Third Edition

by William Marcus and Alex Levy

This third edition of a remarkably concise
textbook on the servicing and repair of AM,
FM, and auto (or what have you) radio receivers brings the state of the art up to date.
Because the book is written only for those

interested in learning the fundamentals of
servicing and repair, there is very little math
and absolutely no design theory. Of course, a
book like this cannot possibly diagnose all
the individual problems or variations of problems that the technician may encounter, but
the background is here, and with a little
thought, most receiver problems can be
solved. This book is highly recommended.
Published by McGraw -Hill Book Co., 330 West
42nd St., New York, N.Y. 10036. Hard cover.
426

pages. $6.95.

ZIP

STATE

saa. ... a a a a a....
CIRCLE NO. 2 ON READER SERVICE PAGE

¿4udio -Golor

Lets you see your music

HOW TO USE SIGNAL GENERATORS IN
RADIO /TV /HI -FI SERVICING
by John D. Lenk

If you work on hi -fi, radio, or TV equipment,
this book can help you do your job better. It is
devoted entirely to the practical uses of r.f.,
sweep, marker, FM- stereo, and audio signal
generators. Employing a format that is easily
understandable by even the novice technician, this book is illustrated with simplified
block diagrams -thus avoiding the possibility
of confusion presented by unnecessary and

elaborate schematic drawings.
Published by John F. Rider Publisher, Inc.,
116 West 14 St., New York, N.Y. 10011. Soft
cover. 128 pages. $3.25.
RCA LINEAR INTEGRATED CIRCUITS, IC -41,

Second Edition

KIT FORM

ASSEMBLED

$54.95
$5 DOWN

- $5

$44.95
MONTH

Walnut finished cabinet included / Shipped REA Collect
Easy to build, easy to install. All transistor AUDIO COLOR adds a visual dimension to musical enjoyment. A brilliantly moving panorama of color casts
dancing images on a soft frosted screen, reflecting
rising and falling volume with each beat of the music.
Here's a truly unique and exciting new musical experience. Make check or money order to CONAR.

SEND FOR FREE CONAR CATALOG
of National Radio Institute,
3939 Wisconsin Ave.,
Washington, D.C. 20016

CONARDivision

Dept. EA8C

This manual has been expanded and updated
to include the latest available information
on design, packaging, and application of
linear IC's. Design equations and performance criteria are given for basic circuit configurations. Circuit diagrams, descriptive
data, and applications information are provided for a broad family of IC's designed for
a large variety of uses. Almost 50% larger
than the first edition, the new manual covers
almost everything you might want to know
about the as -of-now IC's.
Published by Commercial Engineering, RCA
Electronic Components and Devices, Harrison, N.J. 07029. Soft cover. 352 pages. $2.00.
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GET

new

:x

literature ACTION
To obtain a copy of any of the catalogs
or leaflets described below, simply fill

in and mail the coupon on page

15

or

95.

Contained in the 132 pages of Lafayette Radio
Electronics' 1968 Spring Catalog are the latest
electronics and stereo hi-fi home entertainment products. Garden tools and accessories,
power tools for the home workshop, and marine equipment are featured. As usual, many
other major manufacturers are represented.
Circle No.

89 on

Reader Service Page 15 or 95

A new line of slim box-joint pliers is covered
in a free 80 -page catalog put out by TechniTool, Inc. There are three basic styles-chain,
round, and flat -nose pliers -and the thickness
at the joint in each case is only a ".
Circle No. 90 on Reader Service Page

15

or 95

Twenty -four different low-cost semiconductor
heat sinks are illustrated in a four -page catalog published by Accel Electronic Products
Company. Dissipation data, dimensions, and
weight are given for all models.
Circle No.

91

on Reader Service Page 15 or 95

Radio amateurs will be interested in a brochure available from Main Electronics, Inc.,
which describes a new CW audio filter with
high selectivity. The device can be switched
in or out of the circuit as needed.
Circle No. 92 on Reader Service Page

15

-

or 95

MULTI-ELMAC
PRECISION MADE,
POPULAR PRICED
CB UNITS!

$16950
FULL
23 CHANNEL
AC: DC Operation,

Illuminated Meter
& Channel Selector.

Triple Tuned RP.
"Noise Immune'
Squelch, Double
Tuned lb's. Ready to Operate

I

Circle No. 93 on Reader Service Page I5 or 95
32 -page catalog of the Clarostat
Mfg. Co., Inc., illustrates and describes this
company's full line of potentiometers, field assembled controls, power rheostats, and resistors. A special section on military -qualified
pots includes a complete listing of off -the-

Circle No. 94
May, 1968

9950

AC-DC Operation,
Delayed AVC,
Electronic Switching.
2 Stage Pre -Amp

Illuminated
Meter. Complete
with Crystal for

I

Channel

SOLID STATE

1

rnwntter tbuocrtc,

Compact 5% x

r

Transistor, 2
Diodes, 5 Watt
Input (FCC Max.)
100% Modulation, 12 VDC
Operation, Complete wit ?t Crysta for
t Channel
}

Please send further

lilt. orn1

tton on

(it, Fone SS

, .II
99

MULTI -ELMAC CO.

The 1968

shelf types.

$

FULL
a CHANNEL

ails x 11/i' 9

For the CB'er, Mosley Electronics has a 12page catalog on antennas intended to fill
every need, plus accessories. There is also
a helpful theory section called "The CB
Operator and His Antenna Problems," which
covers such topics as the meaning of standing wave ratios and gain figures, transfer
of power, antenna mismatch, etc.

WITH

21470 Coolidge

Oak Pork, Michigan

48237
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Live Better Electronically With

NEON LAMP QUIZ ANSWERS

(Quiz appears on page 58)

1968 Catalog 680

1

FREE!

-

E

-

C

-

F

lamp connected across a good fuse will
not fire due to the small voltage drop
across the low resistance of the fuse
element. If the fuse opens due to overload, and the line voltage exceeds the
lamp's firing voltage, the lamp will
glow.

Now OFF PRESS
BETTER THAN EVER

Over 500 Pages
Stereo

Hi -Fi

Band

Ham Gear

2

Citizens

3

HOME
INDUSTRY
LABORATORY
from the "World's Hi -Fi & Electronics Center"

IE8

-

A

In

5

-

I

In

-

D

-

H

-

B

a
a

City

State

Zip..._..

(Please Give Your Zip Code No.)
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FOR $14.95

a
N

j

a

For Business!- Pleasure!- Intrigue!

Simply switch this intercom on, and have anyone
you choose tune to 88 -90 me on their FM. Normal
conversations will be picked up loud and clear (remember FM is static- free). There are no wires. Were
sure you can think of dozens of fun ways to use the
bug, but here are a few thought starters:
Play with it at your next party, with the guys at the
office. Use it as an intercom with your secretary or
to the kids' room. You can even tape record what
you hear for posterity.

6

7

8

The sophisticated electronic components were designed by Continental, America's leading specialist
in security equipment. Get the bug. For yourself. For
friends. For fun.

BUY 2 ONLY $28.00

Dealer

Inquirir. Also Invited

neon

9

a MEMORY ELEMENT, the supply
voltage is set between the firing and
maintaining voltages of the neon lamp,
and a positive "set" pulse used to
turn the lamp on. A positive "read"
pulse applied to a lamp that is already on causes a positive pulse to be
read out, but if the "read" pulse
reaches a lamp that is off, no output
pulse is produced. A negative "reset"
pulse is used to turn the lamp off.

SAWTOOTH GENERATOR,

a

As an antenna STATIC DRAIN,

a

a

connected across a transformer will
conduct when high -voltage signal or
transformer kickback peaks exceed
the lamp's firing voltage.
As an r.f. TUNING INDICATOR, a neon

lamp connected between the plate and
ground of an r.f. amplifier will glow
orange while d.c. is applied, but change
to a deep purple as the stage is tuned
and r.f. signals increase.

-G

-

neon

As a SURGE PROTECTOR, a neon lamp

In a VOLTAGE LEVEL INDICATOR, a
neon lamp will glow when the input
signal level reaches the sum of the

lamp's firing voltage plus
bias voltage.
10

neon

lamp fires when high static voltages
are picked up by an antenna. The low resistance path then shunts the unwanted current harmlessly to ground.

SPECIAL: Complete 1968 security and crime deterrent
catalog. ONLY $2.35. Send check or money order.
ELECTRONICS MANUFACTURING COMPANY ON
40 fait MY Street New Tart, N.Y. IN$3
Tete,Ion., 67..1404
014.2460 I
DIVISION OF PNONOMATIC

NETWORK,

lamp, while nonconducting, permits a
shunt capacitor to charge exponentially to the lamp's firing voltage. The
lamp then conducts, discharging the
capacitor to the lamp's extinguishing
voltage to repeat the cycle.

THIS BUG WILL TELL
YOU EVERYTHING
IT HEARS
Concealed inside this decorative insect's innocent
exterior is a miniature microphone and radio transmitter, which broadcasts a strong signal to any FM
radio within 200 feet.

COUPLING

A FREQUENCY DIVIDER is a sawtooth
generator in which the neon lamp is

4

II

..._.

Address

a

fired whenever small amplitude input
signals superimposed on a low -frequency sawtooth waveform reach a
pulse height equal to the firing voltage
of the lamp.

LAFAYETTE Radio ELECTRONICS
Dept. IE -8 P.O. Box 10
Syosset, L.I., N.Y. 11791
Send me the FREE 1968 LAFAYETTE Catalog 680

As

lamps are fired by the d.c. voltage between the plate of a tube and the grid
of the next stage. The constant current
characteristics of the lamps prevent
further d.c. variations while passing
a.c. signal changes due to the low a.c.
impedance of a conducting lamp.

Tape
Recorders
Test Equipment
TV and Radio Tubes
and Parts
Cameras
Auto Accessories
Musical
Instruments Tools Books

Featuring Everything in Electronics for

As a CONDITION INDICATOR, a neon

.1

a

calibrated

As a VOLTAGE REGULATOR, the con-

stant voltage drop across one or more
neon lamps in series is used to regulate screen voltages.

CIRCLE NO 25 ON READER SERVICE PAGE
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INFORMATION CENTRAL
(Continued from page 69)
To calibrate the unit, merely close both
switches (S1 and S2), and adjust the thermistor pot (R2) for a minimum meter reading. Then open SI and adjust the battery
pot to calibrate. Compare readings with a
good standard thermometer using similar
cold and heat sources, i.e., refrigerator cold
compartment, electric heater, or radiator,
etc. S2 is a push -button switch for temper-

ature readout.

at my CB base station. It worked all right
when I got it but now I get no reading on the
power meter. What could be wrong?
It might be burned -out meter, a shorted
0.001 -µF capacitor across the meter, or a defective 10,000 -ohm pot. Or it could be a
burned -out diode (1N34, CR -2). Remember
that 10 watts is required for operation of the
meter around 7 MHz but it should operate
with a CB transmitter with 5 watts input on
27

MHz.

SOLID STATE

(Continued from page 78)

Recorder VOX. How can I connect my recorder to a monitor receiver (with squelch)
so that it will operate only when signals are
received? I'm not a good technician, but I
can handle a simple circuit.
See the circuit below. The output should
be connected across the speaker terminals
of your set. The relay will close and stay
closed during speech intervals and for about
o

()To

RECORDER

4

OMOTOR
811 INPUT
RECEIVER
RELAY

LAFAYETTE
F

-482

one second after the speech ceases. The relay contacts are connected to the recorder
motor circuit. Adjust the a.f. output of the
receiver (on signal) so that the relay will
close and turn on the recorder motor. If you
experience too short a delay, increase the
size of the capacitor to 2000 F.
SWB -2 Meter Problem. I own a dual -meter standing -wave bridge, the Quement
SWB -2, and use it to check output and SWR

FOR INDUSTRIA

bias is furnished through 121; a step -up
secondary winding furnishes a drive signal
to the headphones; and, finally, operating
power is supplied by Bl.
A typical experimenter might see a circuit
similar to the one in Fig. 3(a) in a circuit
booklet or magazine. He would like to duplicate it, but he doesn't have the special
three -winding transformer (T1) and, for one
reason or another, is unable to obtain a
duplicate unit. But he does have a push -pull
interstage transformer in his lab stock.
Necessity, then, inspires him to try the
circuit arrangement shown in Fig. 3(b).
Here, he has used the center -tapped (push pull) winding as a step -up auto -transformer
to drive his headphones, but the basic arrangement is unchanged. He might even
decide to use a different transistor for Q1.
At this point, a design engineer might pull
out transistor data sheets, characteristic
curves, a handbook of design equations, and
a slide rule and calculate component values,
operating conditions, power output, and
similar values. A practical engineer, technician, or hobbyist, on the other hand, probably would determine these values empiri(Continued on page 94)

LISTEN TO: POLICE & FIRE REPORTS
MERCIAL. UTILITY AND GOVERNMENT USE
CRYSTAL CONTROLLED

DUAL CONVERSION

LOW POWER DRAIN

Specifically designed for simplicity of operation and efficiently
engineered for dependable service. Fits the smallest autos yet
powerful enough to deliver a clean clear signal. Features: 6
crystal controlled frequencies, Dual Limiter, Quadruple tuned
RF stage for greater image rejection, Noise Free squelch,
PLUG IN crystals for instant freq. change. Compatible with all
major continuous tone systems. Operates on 117VAC & 12VDC.
Size: 6z/B "x25/e "x8' /z " /Wt: 3 lbs. 8 oz.
Perfect For
POLICE
FIRE
Other Law Agencies
Tow Trucks
Civil Defense

Complete with AC and DC power
cables, Mounting bracket, less
crystals. C.istals $5.00 ea.

FR-104
(25.50 MHz)
FR-105
(150.175 MHz)

SONAR RADIO CORP., 73 Wortman Ave., Bklyn, N. Y. 11207
Please send information on FR -104 /105 FM Monitor Receivers.
Dept. 626
Name
Address

City

State
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Now Over 200
Radio Shack Stores
ARIZONA

--

RADIO SHACK'S
NEW LINE OF

Phoenix

ARKANSAS

Little Rock

Science Fait

CALIFORNIA- Anaheim,
Bakersfield, Covina, Downey,

Garden Grove, Glendale,
Le Habra, Long Beach, Los
Angeles, Mission Hills,
Mountain View, No.
Hollywood, Oakland.

ELECTRONIC PROJECT
KITS

Pasadena, Pomona, Reseda,
Sacramento, San Bruno, San
Diego, San Francisco, Santa'
Ana. Santa Monica, Torrance,

Challenging, Educational!
Low -Cost Introduction to Basic
Electronics! No Soldering!

-

West Covina

COLORADO

Denver,
Englewood. Thornton

Ideal for

-

CONNECTICUT- Bridgeport,

28 -102,
28 -100,
28 -101,
28 -103,
28 -104,
28 -105,
28-106,
28 -107,
28 -010,
28 -109,
28 -110,
28 -108,
28 -113,
28 -115,
28 -111,
28 -112,

Elgin, Harvey, Waukegan
Richmond
KANSAS
Overland Park,

INDIANA

Wichita

Bowling Green,

LOUISIANA

Baton Rouge,
Gretna, Monroe, New

Orleans, Shreveport
Bangor, Portland
MAINE
Baltimore,
MARYLAND
Langley Park, Rockville
Boston,
MASSACHUSETTS
Braintree, Brockton, Brookline,

-

Cambridge, Dedham,
Dorchester, Framingham,
Leominster, Lowell, Medford,
Natick, Ouincy, Saugus,
Springfield, Waltham. West
Springfield, Worcester
Detroit, Grand
MICHIGAN

2- Transistor Radio Kit

3.95
5.95

Kit
Oscillator Kit
"OTL" Audio Amplifier Kit
Siren /Burglar Alarm Kit
5-Tube AM Radio Kit
Wireless FM Mike Kit
Shortwave Receiver Kit
Speed Control /Dimmer Kit
Stereo Amplifier Kit
FM Receiver Kit
Night Light/ Photo -Switch Kit
Bell /Buzzer /Code Key Kit

6.95
3.95
4.95

Jackson

Kansas City,
St. Joseph, St. Louis

MISSOURI

York, Rochester, Schenectady,
Syracuse

-

-

Portland
PENNSYLVANIA- Greensburg
Philadelphia, Pittsburgh,
Plymouth Meeting
Providence,
RHODE ISLAND
East Providence, Warwick
TENNESSEE- Memphis,
Nashville

-

-

Abilene, Amarillo,
Arlington, Austin, Brownsville,
Corpus Christi, Dallas, El
Paso, Fort Worth, Houston,
Irving, Lubbock, Midland, San
Antonio, Sherman, Tyler,
Waco
UTAH -Salt Lake City
VIRGINIA
Arlington,
Hampton, Norfolk, Portsmouth,
Virginia Beech
WASHINGTON
Seattle
WEST VIRGINIA- Martinsburg

TEXAS

-

-

9.95

695

7 95

6.95
8 95
7 95

.7.95
1.49

PROJECT KIT

171hx11x2" fitted hardwood case, complete with speaker, solar and photo cells
.
everything you need! The clearly
written, well illustrated manual is your
guide to electronics adventure. #28 -201.

NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque
Albany,
NEW YORK
Binghamton, Buffalo, New

Tulsa

595

You have an entire electronics lab right
on your table top! Build 50 solid state
projects, including 15 solar energy experiments! The 50 -in -1 kit comes in a

NEBRASKA
Omaha
NEVADA
Las Vegas
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Manchester
Fords,
NEW JERSEY
Pennsauken, Trenton

OREGON

395

AC /DC Power Supply

3 -Way Code

The Complete Self- Teaching Course
in Basic Modern Electronics Featuring
a 62 -Page Instruction Manual

Duluth,
MINNESOTA
Minneapolis. St. Paul

-

3 95

-Tube DC Radio Kit
Transistor Organ Kit
Wireless AM Mike Kit
1

50 -in -1

Rapids, Lincoln Park

NORTH CAROLINA -Charlotte
OHIO
Cincinnati, Cleveland,
Columbus, Lima, Willowick
Oklahoma City,
OKLAHOMA

Shack

THIS IS THE BIG ONE!

-- --

MISSISSIPPI

Radio

KITS let you build the way the
"breadboarding ". Each kit is complete with detailed instructions, pictorials and
schematics; only the battery (in DC kits) needs
to be added. Get in on the fun!

Atlanta
GEORGIA
Belleville. Chicago,
ILLINOIS

KENTUCKY
Newport

first -time kit builders!

SCIENCE FAIR
pros do
by

Hamden, Manchester, New
Britain, New Haven, New
London, Orange, Stamford,
Torrington, West Hartford
Cocoa Beach,
FLORIDA
Jacksonville, Orlando,
W. Palm Beach

--- -

"

DISCOVER BASIC ELECTROCHEMISTRY WITH RADIO SHACK'S
EXCITING NEW

Science fair' BATTERY

Make and Use 2 "D " Cell Batteries!
Contains All Parts and Step by
Step Instruction Manual!

-

Developed and approved by educators for
Rad o Shack's
youngsters from 7 to 16
new SCIENCE FAIIR BATTERY KIT is an
to
the
theory
of electric
ideal introduction
power. Assemble two Radio Shack longer life D cells; use them to power projects
or toys! Ilt's entertaining, educational and
useful, and the completed batteries are
first quallity! Illustrated manual gives assembly details, theory and suggested experiments. #28.125

KIT

Radio Shack Stuns the Music World!

1495

695

Pair
RADIO

,

SHACK

MICRO

SPACE

PATROL:

World's tiniest (3 -5/16 x 2-7/16 x
11/4 ") walkie talkie! No bigger than a
cigarette pack, this 100MW midget has
plenty of sock. Double transformers
and telescopic
antenna give extra
range and talk -power. A great gift
idea! Includes Ch. 11 crystal and battery. #60 -3032

RADIO SHACK 200MW SPEAKER- AMPLIFIER: Fully wired, ready to use as a

personal

extension

speaker,

in

elec-

tronic projects, etc. Hi -gain solid state
amplifier with 2" speaker, on -off/
volume switch, input jack, cable. 30012,000 cps. Only 2 -3/16 x 33/e x 11/2",
in
high -impact
pocket - size
case.
#277.1008

995

169

AMAZING STEREO CHANGER BUY!

Direct Factory Purchase!
Stereo Cartridge Installed!

1699

Radio Shack's direct factory purchase
brings you the same 4 -speed American made changer used in current blue chip consoles at huge savings! Just add
the leads and a base; the stereo cartridge is already installed, and we include a 45 -rpm spindle free! 13 x 6
x 111/4 ". Hurry -we can't predict if a
deal like this will ever come along

again! #42-2293

RADIO SHACK EXPERIMENTERS' PERFBOX: Professionalizes project building;
eliminates chassis cutting, drilling. Re-

movable 31/2 x 6" perfboard front
makes component wiring faster, easier!
Drilled 21/4" speaker grille in rear.
Sturdy bakelite case is 33/4 x 61/e x
2 ". Hole diameters: 0.062 ". Ideal for

hobbyists. #270-097

RADIO
MONO

SHACK DUOFONE STEREO
HEADSET:
For
classroom

OR

or
broadcast use, anywhere you need a
wide -range under -chin dynamic headphone! 2 switches in the plug select
stereo or mono at either 600 or 2000
ohms. Lightweight (8 oz.), comfortable,
amazing clarity of sound. For any solid
state device. #33-197

Our Reg.

-6995
SALE

SALE

RADIO SHACK'S BIGGEST TAPE BUY!
1800' "CONCERT" POLYESTER TAPE!

than Half the Usual Price for
the Some Type Tape!
Pre -Tested! Double Play! Strong!
1.0 Mil Polyester; 1800'; 7" Reels!
Less

Per Reel

Lots of 3 -9

Lots of 10-49

155

139

125

395

4995

o

Each

Each

Each

Lots of 50-Up

RADIO SHACK FM /AM

RADIO/TAPE RECORDER
The exciting FM /AM portable
that
makes and-plays its own recordings off
the air or on location! Capstan drive;
21/2" reels; 10 transistors; level meter;

battery indicator. Dynamic mike, batteries included. 51/2 x 81/2 x 21/4".
Ploys on 117 VAC or Boiteries! #14.940

AC /DC VOM: 1000 ohm per -volt multitester for home or shop
use. 13/4" 2 -color meter; handy zero
adjust feature. AC or DC volts: 0-5,
150, 1000. Current: 0-150 ma. Resistance: 0- 100,000 ohms. Accuracy: 3%

109

RADIO SHACK

Each
RECßR1AAR6

t ,P

R6tH
SUP EA SAM

4% (AC). 31 x 21/2 x 1" black
bakelite case. Test leads, instructions,
batteries included. #224027
(DC),

Look! Triple
Play 8 -Track
Stereo Tape
Cartridges

r

#44-10I8

CLIP COUPON AND MAIL TODAY TO:
RADIO
SHACK

EAST: 730 Commonwealth Ave., Boston, Mass. 02215
WEST: 2615 West 7th St., Fort Worth, Texas 76107

Dept. XF

the items I've listed below.
enclose $
including 504 for handling and postage anywhere in the U.S.A.
Rush me

I

Only 495a.
Name

Complete Albums for
the Price of One!
30 Full -Length Tunes!
3

Street

Heritage of Broadway 51 -3004; Melodies of
Love 51.3005; Sounds Smooth 51 -3006; Say It
with Strings 51 -3007; Forever Favorites 513008; Then They Wrote 51 -3009.

City
State

CIRCLE NO. 26 ON READER SERVICE PAGE

Zip

J

cally, i.e., by experimentation. He would
actually try different bias resistors, feedback
capacitors, and transformer lead connections,
working with a breadboard circuit, and,
sooner or later, would determine the proper
values for circuit operation.
Another experimenter, working from the
circuit shown in Fig. 3(a), might take a
different approach. He may decide he would
like loudspeaker output. His approach, then,
might be to use a power transistor, a power
output transformer, and the modified circuit illustrated in Fig. 3(c). Again, a few
experiments with a breadboarded circuit to
determine component values could result in
yet another circuit design.
The first experimenter, impressed by the
performance of his circuit, Fig. 3(b), might
submit it to a magazine, where it is duly

published as a "Reader's Contribution."
Later, a third hobbyist, reading about the
circuit, might well decide to modify it for
use with a speaker and power transistor, and
come up with the design in Fig. 3(d).
Note that the original circuit, Fig. 3(a),
theoretically has been modified by two dif-

ferent experimenters, each developing a new
design to meet his own needs. In addition,
one of the modified circuits, Fig. 3(b), was
changed again by a third experimenter.
Other design changes are possible, of
course, even while retaining the basic configuration of the original circuit. For example, proper choice of component values
could permit the basic circuit to be used as
a code practice oscillator, a test oscillator,
an ultrasonic signal source, a power converter (by replacing the headphones with
a rectifier and filter), a metronome (by increasing feedback until blocking occurs, adjusting the rate by changing the RC feedback time constant), or even a lamp flasher.
Basic circuit design, then, is not as difficult as it seems at first glance. In fact, it can
be fun! Until next month, then, have fun!

-Lou

ON THE CITIZENS BAND
(Continued from page 80)

Amateur Radio Service, and MARS radio,
went on the West Coast Net at 4:30 p.m. All
ham operators were alerted from San Francisco to the Canadian border, in addition
to 120 CB units, to pass the information
throughout Oregon.
As the story was written up in the S.G.V.
REACT news, the most gratification came to
those who participated in the search when
the Hoffman family was located, and more
important, when the son recovered.
Courtesies Rewarded. The South Western
General Radio Association, London, Ontario,
rewards its members for courtesies extended
to motorists in need. In a membership packet
received from the club by each member at
the start of the year, are six wallet -sized
cards with club identification and room for
the member's name, his address, and his
call -sign.
When assisting a motorist, a member
presents him with one of these cards. If the
motorist writes to the SWGRA regarding the
member's aid in his time of need, the member receives one point toward a year -end
trophy. In just one issue of the SWGRA
Bulletin, the club's official news vehicle,
eleven letters of thanks were reprinted. Those
who had been helped ranged from people
whose cars had flat tires or were out of gas
to drivers with motor problems-or wheels

coming off.
One fellow sent two cards back to the
club. He reasoned that when he had a flat
tire, an SWGRA member gave him a hand
but forgot to leave a card. Many months
later, the same man ran out of gas, and the
same member came to the rescue!
I'll CB'ing you,
-Matt, KHC2060

PROFESSIONAL TYPE MOBILE MONITOR RECEIVER
Solid State FM / Crystal Controlled/6 Channels
so

SEND
FOR FREE LITERATURE

94

This expertly engineered, all solid- state, crystal controlled FM receiver provides instant monitoring of the VHF frequencies between
39 and 46 mcs or 153 to 157 mcs. Outdating all of the bulky tube type monitors which take up needed space under dashboards, the
compact Ameco Model MRT-6 high band or MRT -7 low band unit
measures only 2-1/8" high by 5- 5/16" wide by 7-7/8" deep. It's a
professional type receiver with latest double conversion superheterodyne circuitry providing 3/4 microvolt sensitivity for 20 db
quieting. Has built -in speaker and mobile mounting bracket. Optional
AC power supply available.
DIVISION OF AEROTRON / BOX 6527 / RALEIGH, N. C. 27608
NO. 1 ON READER SERVICE PAGE
POPULAR ELECTRONICS

READER
SERVICE PAGE

free information service:

Here's an easy and convenient way for you to get additional information about
products advertised or mentioned editorially (if it has a "Reader Service
Number ") in this issue. Just follow the directions below... and the material
will be sent to you promptly and free of charge.

Print or type your name and address on the
lines indicated. Circle the number(s) on
the coupon below that corresponds to the key
number(s) at the bottom of the advertisement or
editorial mention(s) that interest you. (Key numbers for advertised products also appear in the
Advertisers' Index.)

1

2,

111

Cut out the coupon and mail it to the
address indicated below.

3

This address is for our product "Free
Information Service" only, Editorial inquiries should be directed to POPULAR ELECTRONICS, One Park Avenue, New York 10016;
circulation inquiries to Portland Place, Boulder,
Colorado 80302.

POPULAR
ELECTRONICS
1

21
41
61
81

VOID AFTER JUNE 30, 1968
P.O. BOX 8391

PHILADELPHIA, PA. 19101
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ADDRESS
CITY
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STATE

ZIP CODE

b

May, 1968
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LETTERS

(Continued from page 10)

sell your projects to help others interested in
any form of electronics. Tell anyone who
wants to obtain "constructed" projects that
I'll be glad to help.
FRANK W. KING
1180 South 8 West
Salt Lake City, Utah 84104

For the past few months I have been building and selling completely assembled and
tested versions of POPULAR ELECTRONICS projects. I can give fairly fast delivery on almost

any project your readers might want.

GUY WELCH

Evergreen Ave.
Blakely, Ga. 31723

227

Fill in coupcn for a FREE Ono Year Subscription to OLSON ELECTRONICS' Fantastic Value
Packed Catalog- Unheard of LOW, LOW PRICES
on Brand Esame Speakers, Changers, Tubes,
Tools, Stereo Amps, Tuners, CB, and other Values. Credit plan available.
NAME

I am willing to sell ready -made projects for
a reasonable price. However, since I am a
private individual, I may not be able to fill all
orders -but I will try my best.
MICHAEL EVANGELIST

ADDRESS
CITY

2040 Inca Lane
New Brighton, Minn. 55112

STATE

GIVE ZIP CODE
If you have c friend interested in Iectronics send
his name and address for a FREE subscription also.

863

S.

F,rge Street, Akron, Ohio 44308

I have been an electronic technician for
quite a few years, so I have the experience
and knowhow to build and troubleshoot projects. I have many good sources of electronic
components and would be willing to supply
assembled projects or individual parts at a
reasonable cost.
VERNON T. ARNY

CIRCLE NO. 24 ON READER SERVICE PAGE

Sophia Ave.
Van Nuys, Calif. 91406
7052

New sound column

Any reader who would like to purchase
ready -made projects can write directly to any
of the above would-he builders.

High Fidelity

Speaker System
Looks beautiful, sounds excitingly

different! Sound column design
uses scientific focusing principle
to add extra projection to high

tones, re- create music with start-

ling fidelity. Ideal for stereo.
331/4" h. x 101/2"w. x 4 "d. 4 Jensen
2 specially- designed
speakers
high compliance woofers, 2 direct
radiator tweeters. 50 to 17,000
cps. Cabinet of genuine walnut with
oiled finish
designed to hang
on the wall like a picture.

...

The

Write for free catalog
showing Argos systems
for every purpose

Astra

C

Argos
PRODUCTS

Can you suggest a simple, inexpensive, and
efficient antenna for 40 or 80 meters? The antenna will be used with a transmitter (65

watts input)

in a Novice

station.

RICHARD JAVGREN

Phillips, Nebr.
You are asking this question at exactly the
right time. For some good information on
transmitting antennas for a Novice station,
see "Antennas for Novices, Technicians and
SWL's" on page 59 in this issue.

OUT OF TUNE

COMPANY

600 S. Sycamore St., Genoa, III. 60135
CIRCLE NO. 4 ON READER SERVICE PAGE
Dept.

TRANSMITTING ANTENNAS FOR NOVICES

Experimenter's Short -Proof Power Supply (February, 1968, page 54). In Fig. 1, the solder dot at
the junction where the base of Q2, the collector of Q.3, and the collector of Qy meet was

accidentally omitted. This is a common point
for these three transistors and their associated components. The printed circuit board in
Figs. 2 and 3 is correct.

POPULAR ELECTRONICS

AMATEUR RADIO
(Continued from page 82)
Virtually all Indianapolis and central Indiana amateur radio clubs are supplying
equipment, operators, and technical know how for the operation. Amateurs in the area
who want to help make it a success are invited to contact Dick Andrews, K9SVB,
3146 N. Kenwood Ave., Indianapolis 46208,
or Jim Jimerson, W9FXC, 1820 Fairhaven
Dr., Indianapolis 46229.

installation
job keeping you
from going
mobile?

Is the

One Land QSO Party. All amateurs are invited to participate in the One Land QSO
Party between 0000 GMT, April 27, and
2400 GMT, April 28. You operate any 24
hours during this period. New England amateurs work each other and the world; other
amateurs work New England. A complete
contact requires the exchange of QSO numbers, reports, names of county and state (or
country) and operators' names.
Contacts between U.S. stations count one
point, except that Novice contacts count five
points; DX contacts are worth three points.
Stations outside New England multiply contact points by the number of countries
worked and again by the number of states
worked. New England stations multiply contact points by the number of states and Canadian provinces worked and again by the
number of countries worked. The same station may be worked once per band and
mode. Frequencies that can be used are:
3575, 7030, 14,075, 21,090, and 28,090 kHz on
CW; 3810, 7235, 14,230, 21,330, and 28,800
kHz on AM; 3990, 7210, 14,340, 21,440, and
28,690 kHz on SSB; all Novice frequencies.
Logs and summary sheets go to: Carl Porter, W1ZLX, 19 Penniman Terrace, Braintree, Mass. 02184. Send them no later than
June 16 to be eligible for awards.

Don't let it,

Mr.CB'er!

All New Mosley SUC -1
Cadet, 'Hole Drilling is un-

With the

necessary. And here's why:
Mosley features a suction
cup within the Cadet base
making the installation job a
snap. Just moisten the antenna
suction cup, plop on the antenna, make your connection and
you're ready for mobile action.
Antenna grips tightly.
Use it on all smooth surfaces
- - even wood and fiberglass.
Operates as an electrical
half -wave. No ground

required. Antenna is center
loaded. Length 3'. Ideal for
boats, cars, trailers, campers
or wherever a communication
antenna is needed temporarily.
Quick to use in emergencies.

Items of Interest. In the January issue of

Spurious Radiations put out by the Rockaway, N.Y., Amateur Radio Club, Andy Cola,
W2VZQ, objects to Advanced Class licenses
issued before November 22, 1967, being
called by that name. He claims that the correct name of the earlier license is "Class A
license." Out of curiosity, your Amateur Radio Editor checked his old amateur licenses.
Sure enough, the FCC called the one issued
in 1946 a Class A license, but it was renewed
in June, 1951, as an "Advanced Class" license. Andy seems about 17 years late with
his objection.
According to Howard, W7OE, in Random
Radiations, which he publishes for the Western Division of the QRP- International Club,
May,

1968

Why

wait? Go mobile today!

Code 104 .Mosley Electronics,lnc.
4610 A. Lindbergh Blvd., Bridgeton,:11o. 63042

Please send me complete information
on your Mosley Citizens Band:No.104
Cadet SUC -1 (for temporary mounting)
Cadet PER -1 (for permanent mounting)
Entire CB line

Tell

me how

I

may become

a

CB'er.

/losky etecant.

4610 N. Lindbergh Blvd. Bridgeton,Mo. 63042

CIRCLE NO. 22 ON READER SERVICE PAGE
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POLICE
AIRCRAFT

MARINE

FIRE

AMATEUR CALLS
ALL

NEW 1968

LINE TUNAVERTERS®!

X

CRYSTAL & TUNABLE=

VERSATILITY
USABILITY

NEWS AND VIEWS

Tunable plus Crystal

controlled (selectable
with switch) solid
state converters to
change your auto and
home radios into
excellent, sensitive,
selective, calibrated
VHF receivers!
THE

BEST- CALIBRATED

PLUS
9

-DRIFT

6-1

TUNING

-

CRYSTAL CONTROL-COMPLETE INTERCHANGEABLE
CRYSTALS WITHIN SANDHI!
FREE

volt btry powered

1

year guarantee on parts
& labor.

Includes coax, mount &

Size -21/2 x 31/2

x 41/2

inches.
American Made with Amer ican Parts.
lator & circuit.
Models for AM & FM Tunable & Crystal!
screws.

New FET transistor osci-

BAND

MODEL

COVERS

OUTPUT

PRICE

273 X 26.9 -30 me 1500 kc
1500 kc
$32.95 ppd.
504 X 50 -54 me
2 meters
Each
1450 X 144 -150 me 1500 kc
Police, fire,( ¡ 348 X 33 -48 me
1500 kc
Less
Crystal
Marine
11564 X 150 -164 me 1500 kc
Aircraft
1828 X 118 -128 me 1500 kc
Models for AM & FM Tunable only
Marine
$19.95 ppd.
Marine
2.0 -2.85 me 550 kc
SW & WWY
SWL
10-20 me
1550 kc
$19.95 ppd.
Coupling Loop & Ext. Antenna for use with
home and Transistor Radios
$3.95 ppd.
Mobile Battery Eliminator 12V to 9V
$4.95 ppd.
$5.10 ppd.
Crystals -State Exact Listening Freq.
CB & 10 M
6 meters

Order from:

Fast AIR MAIL add $.85 ea.

HERBERT SALCH & CO
WoodsboroPE- 5,Texas78393

the Pontiac Motor Company has withdrawn
its offer of free QSL cards to all licensed
amateurs who requested them. (This offer
was mentioned in our October, 1967, column.) W7OE surmises that Pontiac was
snowed under with requests and had to write
off the program.

,1larketino Division of
7elankins Radio Prodnee.,

CIRCLE NO. 27 ON READER SERVICE PAGE

Hacienda
Heights. Calif., is waiting for his "big ticket" to
arrive. His record to date is 44 states and ten
countries-including Russia -worked. The Heath kit twins, DX -60A transmitter and HR -10 receiver,
plus a home-brew electronic keyer do the inside
work. A 40 -meter dipole and a home -built 2 -element, 15 -meter beam antenna do the outside work
John Kaufmann, WAICOW, 224 Country Club Rd.,
New Britain, Conn., works CW on all amateur
bands from 40 through 10 meters with a Johnson
"Adventurer" transmitter. With 50 watts input, a
"trap" dipole, and an old Hammarlund HQ -129X
receiver, John has worked all continents (WAC)
and all states (WAS). In his quest for a DX Century Club (DXCC) certificate, he has worked 110
countries and has cards from 87 of them. John
also has a 35 -wpm code certificate
. Gary F. Willett, WN9WIK, Box 329, North Manchester, Ind.,
blew up the final stage of his commercial transmitter shortly after getting his Novice license. But
this misfortune didn't slow him down. He built a
10 -watt transmitter and now has 20 states and
Canada confirmed, mostly on 40 meters. Gary receives on a Knight -Kit R -100A, and a dipole antenna does the radiating.
Michael J. Hagen, 11, WB2PPE, NOXFO, RD #2, Bolt
233, Brewer Road, Waterloo, N.Y., could compile
a rather complete amateur equipment catalog by
listing the equipment in his station. Hitting the
major items, he has a Hallicrafters HT -44 transmitter, Hammarlund HQ -150 receiver, HarveyWells KM antenna coupler, Hy -Gain tri -band
beam with rotor, 80 -, and 40 -meter dipoles, etc.,
etc. He has worked all states and 35 countries, but
he would rather rag -chew on CW or SSB than
chase DX. Mike is net control station for a Navy
MARS net and edits the Navy MARS magazine
The Kilowatt. All this activity, plus earning a living as an accountant, is from a wheel chair
.
Mark Connelly, WNITON, 86 High Haith Rd., Arlington, Mass., became interested in amateur radio
via the SWL route, as WPE1HGI. As a Novice, he
has quite an impressive record -46 states and 29
countries worked. A Johnson "Challenger" transTodd Henry, WN6VUS, 3128 Camino Ave.,

.

.

.

COMMUNICATIONS HANDBOOK
World's most complete guide to communications. 148 fact
packed pages of features by experts in each category.

1968....$1.25.... #53
1967....$1.25.....#47
Order by number from
Ziff-Davis Service Div., 595 Broadway, New York,
N.Y. 10012. Enclose add'I 15¢ per copy for ship
ping and handling (50!t for orders outside U.S.A.)

.

Mike Hagen, WB2PPE, Waterloo, N.Y., has an RCC

certificate and rag -chews on CW at 35 wpm. Details on his equipment and activities appear above.

`..ELECTRONICS

V.T.I. training leads to e
an technicians, field engieera, specialists in communications, guided missile., comBr
Elecputers.
tronic Engineering Technology c and a Electronic Technology
curricula both available. Associate degree in 29 months. B.S.
obtainable. G.I. approved. Start September, February.
orms, campus. nigh school graduate or equivalent. Catalog.

VALPARAISO TECHNICAL INSTITUTE

l1

DEPARTMENT PE, VALPARAISO, INDIANA 46383
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People who built
their own
Schober Organs
wrote this ad

Here's what they say about the pleasure of assembling
the Schober Electronic Organ from kits
and enjoying the magnificent sound of an instrument they've
created in their spare time.

...

Building was fun
"Building it was at least
as much fun as playing it!"
Mr. Lester F. Schwartz,
Somerset, N. J.
So proud I could pop
"I've done over 90 per cent
of the work on this organ
myself-and I'm so proud
I could about pop!"
Mrs. V. P. Allbert,

Eddie Williams, WB4GDH, Rockmart, Ga., likes to
chat about unidentified flying saucers, astronomy,
science fiction, and psychic phenomena on phone
or CW with his Hallicrafters SX.130 transmitter
and his Knight-Kit T-60 receiver. See text below.

Topeka, Kansas

mitter and a Lafayette HA -700 receiver do the
bench work, and Mark changes antennas about
once a month. He still SWL's occasionally with an
old Lafayette HA -63A receiver and has heard 182
countries -148 verified. Although Mark expects to
have his General ticket before these words are
printed, he wishes that some of the DX- peditions
would slide down to the Novice band and work a

few Novices from time to time
.
Mike Beal,
WN9UJZ /WA9UJZ, 19247 Wolf Rd., Mokena, Ill.,
works 40 meters with a Knight -Kit T-60 transmitter tied to a dipole only 12 feet high. A Hallicrafters SX -110 receiver completes the present picture.
Mike is not too well satisfied with his present total
of seven states confirmed, but he expects to do
better when he gets his new Gotham V -40 vertical
antenna in operation. Also in the planning stage is
a 6-meter station -so that he can schedule his
brother, WA9UKH, in Wisconsin.
Bill Wolverton, WN7IOK, P.O. Box 648, Philomath,
Ore., decided that his home -brew, 3- element, 15meter beam was going to work when JA1DDZ,
Tokyo, called him while he was testing it. The
beam was six feet high on a ladder at the time!
Eddie R. Williams, WB4GD14, Route 1, Rockmart,
Ga., worked Newfoundland and England on 10meter phone for his first and second contacts as a
General Class amateur. Eddie transmits on a
Knight -Kit T-60 and receives on a Hallicrafters
SX -130. Besides 10 -meter phone, he operates CW
on 80, 40, 20, and 15 meters
. Space doesn't
permit listing the over -56 licensed members of the
Rochester, N.Y., Amateur Radio Club, who -with
the aid of their families and others-collected over
$1100 in pennies in three hours for the "Eddie
Meath Christmas Fund" program broadcast over
WHEC, Rochester, last December, but congratulations to them all
.
Kurt T. Meyers, W8IIX/
W3DPR, Apt. C -102, 2160 E. Main St., Columbus,
Ohio, spent 11 months as a student in Baltimore.
As an experiment to see what could be done with
relatively simple gear, he operated from there
with his Collins 75A4 receiver, Johnson Viking
"Valiant" transmitter, and a 135-foot end -fed antenna. Results: 130 countries, 50 states, and the
winning of several contests. He also worked seven
states and Canada on 160 meters with 40 watts.
Your "News and Views," station photos, club
bulletins, and announcements of various activities
are all "meat" for your amateur radio column.
Mail them to: Herb S. Brier, W9EGQ, Amateur
Radio Editor, POPULAR ELECTRONICS, P.O. Box 678,
Gary, Ind. 46401.
73,

Herb, W9EGQ

The NEW Schober THEATRE ORGAN
one of four models available

Nothing as fine
under $4,000
. I could not find any
organ that sounded as
fine as the Schober under
$5,000."
Mr. Jerome J. Fraenkel,
Franklin Square, N. Y.

Proud to own
I am proud to own such a valuable instrument."

Mr. Jean J. Juteau, Montreal, Canada
Most cherished possession
"My spinet has become the most cherished possession in our
home -fabulous, indeed."
Mr. Frank J. Marion, North Bergen, N. J,
Tremendous sound
"The sound is conservatively, tremendous."
Mr. Paul DeForest Wren, Westbrook, Conn.
Unbelievably easy to build
"When we ran out of instruction, the organ was finished
To me it was unbelievable!"
Mr. Ted Sowinski, Chicago, Illinois
Thousands of music lovers in every walk of life-from

...

teen-agers to grandmothers, from people who are "all
thumbs" to electronic engineers -have enjoyed the pleasure of assembling, playing and hearing the magnificent
sound of the Schober organ. Whether you favor Bach
or Bop, there is a Schober organ that gives you full range
of expressional and tonal quality-so like a fine pipe
organ that many listeners can't tell the difference. You
can build a Schober organ for as little as $645. And-.
even if you've never played a note before -Schober's
enjoyable self- teaching courses give you immediate musical results.
Over 50% of Schober Organ owners never handled an
electronic job before and didn't play a note, yet assembled some of the best organs ever designed and get
a daily thrill from making their own music. Isn't it time
for you to take this cost -saving road to greater musical
pleasure -and enjoy the satisfaction of doing it yourself?
Free Information and Demonstration Recording
Send today for your free copy of Schober's 16 -page, full
color booklet, plus 7" free recording.

r

-1

The Schober Organ Corp., Dept. PE -26
43 West 61st Street, New York, N. Y. 10023
Please send me Schober Organ Catalog and free

"sample" record.
Enclosed please find $1.00 for
of Schober Organ music.
7-inch

L

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

12-inch L.P.

record

ZIP
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SHORT -WAVE LISTENING
(Continued from page 71)

POPULAR ELECTRONICS
SUBSCRIBER SERVICE
Please include an address label when writing about
your subscription to help us serve you promptly.
Write to: Portland Place, Boulder, Colo. 80302
CHANGE OF ADDRESS:

Please let us know
you are moving at
least four to six
weeks in advance. Affix magazine address
label in space to the
right and print new
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address below. If you
have a question about
your subscription, attach address label to
your letter.

Red Cross Test. The third in a series
of test transmissions on behalf of the International Committee of the Red Cross

TO SUBSCRIBE:

Check boxes below.
New
Renewal
5 years $20
3 years $13
$5
1 year

Payment enclosed
-You get 1 extra
issue per year as
a BONUS!
Bill me later.
name

D
S

SPECIFY:

ever heard a re -run by a short-wave broadcaster? Bill Smith, WPE1FZ, Uxbridge,
Mass., and your Short-Wave Editor both
heard YVMS, R. Universo, Barquisimeto,
Venezuela, recently operating on 4850 kHz
with an all- Spanish transmission. The program was obviously taped and about 15
minutes in length, starting with "The Tennessee Waltz." At the end of each 15- minute
segment, an ID would be given, and the
entire program would be re -run!

L
LAdd'I

`

mil

_

postage: $1 per year outside

U.S., Its possessions

&

Canada.

please print

0276

address

will be broadcast on May 20, 22, and 24.
Tests were conducted in January and
March, and are also planned for July, September, and November. Reception reports
are desired to check on world -wide receiving
conditions in case of an international emergency.
The tests are broadcast over the transmitters of the Swiss Broadcasting Corp. on
7210 kHz. Each one -hour test is in three languages (English, French, and Spanish),

and starts at 0600, 1130, 1700, and 2300
GMT. Special verifications are available
from the Red Cross, Radio Communications
Service, 7 Ave. de la Paix, 12211, Geneva 1,
Switzerland.
CURRENT STATION REPORTS

oty
state

zip -code

ELECTRONIC EXPERIMENTER'S
HANDBOOK
The most fascinating and challenging construction projects for
the electronics hobbyist. Over
148 pages.
1968 Winter Edition
#50
1967 Spring Edition
#49
1966 Fall Edition
#39
1966 Spring Edition
#36
1965 Fall Edition
#9
Titles listed above $1.25 each
Order by number from
New York,
Ziff -Davis Service Div., 595 Broadway
N.Y. 10012. Enclosed add'I 150 per copy for shipping and handling (50e for orders outside U.S.A.)
PAYMENT MUST BE ENCLOSED WITH ORDER
100

The following is a resume of current reports. At
time of compilation all reports are as accurate as
possible, but stations may change frequency and/
or schedule with little or no advance notice. All
times shown are Greenwich Mean Time (GMT)
and the 24 -hour system is used. Reports should be
sent to SHORT WAVE LISTENING, P.O. Box 333,
Cherry Hill, N.J., 08034, in time to reach your
Short -Wave Editor by the fifth of each month; be
sure to include your WPE identification, and the
make and model number of your receiver. We regret that we are unable to use all the reports
received each month, due to space limitations,
Albania -Eng. xmsns from Tirana have been reported on 11,855 kHz until 1126 s /bff; on 7310 kHz,
at 0030 -0100; and at 6195 kHz at 2200 -2230.
Angola- Stations being heard in the East and
Middle West include: CR6RD, R. Clube de Huambo, Nova Lisboa, on 3704 kHz around 2130, generally with heavy ham radio QRM; CR6SG, R. Clube
da Huila, Sa Da Bandeira, on 3970 kHz from 2135 to
2150 fade or s /off, with xylophone music and anmts
in Portuguese; CR6RY, R. Clube de Cuanza Sul,
Novo Redondo, on 4840 kHz from 2225 to 2300 s /off
with pop music and commercials (surprisingly
good for the listed 2000 watts) and CR6RN, R.
Clube do Angola, Luanda, on 4867 kHz from 2230
to 2300 /close, with music and news headlines in
Portuguese; do not confuse this one (as your
Short -Wave Editor did at first) with Ponta Delgada, Azores, on 4865 kHz.
Antarctica-DX'ers needing this country might
try for VLV, Mawson Base, during the periodic
;

POPULAR ELECTRONICS

contact with McQuarie Island on 12,255 kHz around
0100 -0105. No definite daily schedule has been
noted as yet.
Australia -R. Australia, Melbourne, is on 11,820
kHz at 2000 -2010 with Eng. news and to at least
2040 with pop records in the Pacific Island Service.
Austria -While preparing this column, your
Short -Wave Editor enjoyed Vienna's uninterrupted
semiclassical music programs at 2315 -0000 on 6155
kHz (dual to 9525 kHz to South America; ID at
2330 and 0000) and at 1925 -1950 on 15,210 kHz.
Brazil -R. Nacional de Brasil, Rio de Janeiro,
was tuned at 2330 -0030 and around 0645 with
Brazilian music, news bulletins, some drama and
light music; all- Portuguese. Station ZYB9, R.
Difusora, Sao Paulo, is again active on 15,155 kHz
as noted from 2355 to 0130 with dance music and
all- Portuguese anmts. R. Cultura Sergipe, Aracaju,
3293 kHz, is noted at times around 2230 in Portuguese but two other Brazilians on 3295 kHz offer
heavy QRM.
Canary Islands-R. Nacional Espana, Tenerife. is
good on 11,800 kHz around 0115 -0300 with music
and news in Spanish. A clear ID is given at least
every half hour..
Ceylon -R. Ceylon,Xolombo, 15,230 kHz, is heard
well with the Commercial Service in Eng. from 0300
to 0330 s /off.

at

-R. Peking has Eng. at 0305

China

UNUSUAL
BARGAINS
... MANY U. S. GOV'T
SURPLUS

NICKEL- CADMIUM
BATTERY BARGAIN!
Terrific value- slightly used govt surplus. Lightweight 5 cell, 6 volt. 4 Amp -hour battery with
almost unlimited life. Extremely high current.
output. Recharges in 1 hour with Edmund kit.
Won't deteriorate when left discharged. Minimum
maintenance -few drops of water per year.
Rugged, shock- and -vibration resistant nylon case.
Delivered partially charged. filled with electrolyte.
2

lb.

Stock No.
Stock No.

schedule.

Cuba-"The Voice of Vietnam" is the name of a
new program being aired by R. Habana Cuba at
0210 and 0340 on 9525 kHz, at 0440 on 6135 kHz, and
at 1940 on 9655 kHz.
Dominican Republic -R. Mil, Santo Domingo, has
moved to 4929 kHz as noted at 0130, leaving 4940
kHz clear for R. Yaracuy, Venezuela.
Ecuador- Station HCVC3, R. Centinela del Sur,
Loja, is being heard on 5121 kHz, a move from
5035 kHz, in Spanish around 0300 with infrequent

"

s

0".

s

7

$15.00 Ppd.
$ 8.00 Ppd.

NEW SURPLUS NI -CD BATTERIES

Save more than 50 %i Long life- accept 300
charge and discharge cycles. 1.25 Volts per cell
-750 milliamper hours capacity. Excel. charge
retention. Hermetically sealed. Indefinite storage
life. Multiple cells welded in series- easily cut.
Combine to norm btry. 3fi" dia. x 18%" high. Spec. price for 100 up.
Low -co -,t charger separate.
Order #
Stock Number 40,986AV
Stock Number 60,633AV

ells

DC

Volt.

1.25

1

3.75
5.00
(1.10 cells)

3

Price Ppd.
S 1.50

3.60

Stock Number 60,634AV
4
4.80
Stock Number 70,812AV Trickle Charger
10.95
Order by Stock No. -Check or M.O.-Money -Back Guarantee

EDMUND SCIENTIFIC CO., 300 EDSCORP BUILDING
BARRINGTON, NEW JERSEY 08007

on 15,165 kHz,

0330 an 9780 kHz, and at 0300 on 7120 kHz, all
new channels. Your Short -Wave Editor has tuned
the 0000, 0100, and 0200 xmsns on 15,060 kHz, also
in Eng, to N. A. with the R. Peking version of the
news, home -brewed musical selections, and talks.
Costa Rica -Gold Coast B/C Station, R. Casino,
Puerto Limon, has Eng. on 5954 kHz at 0440 -0540;
pop records and commercials. An overseas source
states that R. Atenea, San .Jose, has purchased a
xmtr for use on 6150 kHz with a probable 24 -hour

.:

70,942AV.... (battery)
70,807AV.... (charger kit)

"AV"

GIANT FREE CATALOG
Completely new 1968 edition. New items. categories,
illustrations, 148 easy -to -read pages packed with
4000 unusual items. Dozens of electrical and electromagnetic parts. accessories. Enormous selection of
Astronomical Telescopes. Microscopes. Binoculars,
Magnifiers, Magnets. Lenses, Prisms. Many war
surplus items: for hobbyists. experimenters, work shps. factors. Write for catalog "_Al ". Inrinde 'Gip.
"

MU IT STOCK NUMBER

SIND CHICK 0E MONET OKDEE

MONE1'4ACK OUAEANTSI

300 EDSCORP BUILDING

EDMUND SCIENTIFIC

BARRINGTON NEW JERSEY 08007
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Ethiopia-Station ETLF, R. Voice of the Gospel,
Addis Ababa, has been heard here at fair level
from 0430 to 0500 s /off with news and commentary
bo W. Africa. This station has been testing on
11,920 kHz at 0345 with religious subjects and requests reports.
Faroe Islands-Look for OYY39, Thorshavn, with
a telephone test around 0245 on 9880 kHz
good
chance to log this rare country.
France -Paris has opened a xmtr on 15,370 kHz
as noted with Eng. news from 1915 to 1930 s /off.
Germany (East) -R- .Berlin International has Eng.
to N. A. at 0100 and 0230 (German at 0145) on 9730
and 9500 kHz and to Western areas in Eng. at
0330 (German at 0415) on 9560 and 9650 kHz; to
Latin America in Portuguese at 2315 and in
Spanish at 0000 on 9500, 9600, and 11,785 kHz, in
Portuguese at 0130, in German at 0045, and in
Spanish at 0215 on 9600 and 11,785 kHz. Your Short-.
Wave Editor also found a Portuguese xmsn to

-a

SHORT -WAVE ABBREVIATIONS
N.A.- North America

anent- Announcement
BBC -British Broadcasting
Corporation

B/C-Broadcasting
Eng.-English
I) -Identification
I

k

I

lì-Kilohertz

kW

-Kilowatts

M 11 z-Megahertz

QRM- Station interference
R.-Radio
s /off-Sign -off
s /on-Sign -on
VOA-Voice of America
xmsn- Transmission

xmtr- Transmitter

LOOK! A NEW ELECTRONICS SLIDE RULE
WITH COMPLETE INSTRUCTION COURSE
Professional 10" all -metal Electronics Slide Rule. Designed specifically
for technicians, engineers, students, hobbyists. Has special scales not
found on any other rule. Enables you to solve electronics problems
quickly, accurately. Made to our rigid specs by Pickett, Inc. Slide Rule
plus four lesson AUTO- PROGRAMMED Instruction Course with grading
a $50 value for less
service, and top -grain leather carrying case
than $25! Send coupon for FREE booklet. Cleveland Institute of

...

Electronics, Dept. PE144, 1776 E. 17th St., Cleveland, Ohio 44114.

SEND COUPON FOR FREE BOOKLET

eve and

Institute of Electronics

17th St., Dept. PE -144,
Cleveland, Ohio 44114

1776

E.

Please send FREE Electronics Slide
Rule Booklet. SPECIAL BONUS: Mail

coupon promptly and get FREE
Pocket Electronics Data Guide, too!
NAME

GET THIS FREE!

(Henan Print)

ADDRESS
CITY

COUNTY
STATE

A leader in Electronics Training

ZIP

... since

1934
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Latin America at 2230 -2300 on 9530 kHz (confirmed
by one of our Western monitors).
Mexico- Station XERR, Mexico City, 15,110 kHz,
was heard at 2230 -2345 with uninterrupted semi classics; no ID or anmts were given until 2345.

Mozambique -R. Clube de Mocambique, Lourenco
Marques, is good on 11,780 kHz at 0300 -0700 with
Eng, and Afrikaans, dance music and many commercials. The outlet on 15,295 kHz (100 kW) has
Portuguese daily at 1800 -2000 in the "C" program.
This station has also ordered 25 -, 50- and 500 -kW
xmtrs for its Commercial Service.
Nigeria -V. of Nigeria, Lagos, is heard around
2115 on 15,120 kHz with Eng. and music; ID's are
given after almost every musical selection.
Panama Republic -A new radio service to give
exact times every minute on a 24 -hour schedule,
with commercials and constant ID's, is the format
of R. Minutera, Balboa, on 1115 kHz (medium
wave). Comparisons made with WWV have indicated a discrepancy of one and one -half minutes!
Peru -Loggings from the far south include:
OBZ41, R. Erpa, Canete, on 3320 kHz after 0100,
fair with frequent ID's, all- Spanish (verification is
prompt) ; OBX70, R. Onda Imperial, a new station
in Cuzco listed for 5045 kHz, but heard on 5056
kHz, fair to good until 0400 with ID's and music,
no Eng. noted; OAX7Z, R. Juliaca, Juliaca, on the
same frequency (5082 kHz) since 1962 /off time
is 0400 but the xmsn may run to 0500; OCX4M, R.
Cerro de Pasco, Cerro de Pasco, listed for 6135
kHz, but heard on 6129 kHz, with usual Latin
American programming-heavy QRM noted around
0130; and OAX5C, R. Ica, Ica, listed for 9590 kHz,
but heard on 9587 kHz, good at times around 0100

-s

SHORT -WAVE CONTRIBUTORS
Bill Smith (IVPEIFZ), Uxbridge, Mass.
Conrad Baranowski (WPEIGXX), Boston, Mass.
Mike Macken (WPEIGYR), Winthrop, Mass.
Wayne Rosenfield (WPEIHHY), Springfield, Mass.
Allan Graham (WPE2ECD), Burdett, N. Y.
Arthur Delibert (WPE2HJR), Lynbrook, N. Y.
Eric Lebowitz (WPE2JJY), Jackson Heights, N. Y.
William Graham (WPE2LMU), Binghamton. N. V.
Robert Kaplan (WPE2MJR), Bronx, N. Y.

Peter Macinta (WPE2ORB), Kearny, N. J.
Bruce Goldman (WPE2PEY), Bronx, N. Y.
Dan Grabstein (WPE2PRP), Linden, N. J.
Edward O'Connor (WPE2PZA), Englewood, N. J.
Stephen Rollin (WPE3GIX), Philadelphia, Pa.
Bob Huber (WPE3GUN), Wilmington, Del.
Dan Ferguson (WPE4AUL), Coral Gables, Fla.
Grady Ferguson (WPE4BC), Charlotte, N. C.
Edward Hula, Jr. (WPE4IKD), Merritt Island, Fla.
David Meisel (WPE4IRS), Charlottesville, Va.
Gary Ligon (WPE4JAX), Cliffside, N. C.
Gilbert Huggins, Jr. (WPE4JOV), Brevard, N. C.
Ray Bacon (WPESBFU) Baton Rouge, La.
Richard Carlson (WPE6GXU), Woodland, Calif.

Fr. John Pejza (WPE6HCP), Ojai, Calif.
Richard Pistek (WPE9HOA), Chicago, Ill.
Wayne Jay (WPEOIED), Quito, Ecuador
Jim Russell (WPE9IFL), Munster, Ind.
Craig Cook (WPE9IBI), Milwaukee, Wis.
Larry Alwardt (WPE9JCU), Strasburg, Ill.
James Bochantin (WPE9JDA) Du Bois, Ill.
Rick Suranovic (WPE9JES), Chicago, Ill.
A. R. Niblack (WPE9KM), Vincennes, Ind.
John Beaver, Sr. (WPEQAE), Pueblo, Colo.
Neil Zank (WPEOAII), Lincoln, Nebr.
James Broden (WPEQEIC), Denver, Colo.
Marty Eggerss (II'PEQFCA), Avoca, Iowa
Jack Perolo (PY2PEIC), Sao Paulo, Brazil
Clifford Duncan (VESPESV), Cut Knife, Sask.,
Canada
Richard Laviolette (VE7PE2M), Kelsey Bay, B. C.,
Canada
David Alpert, Morton Grove, Ill.
John Bell, Baltimore, Md.
William Blue, Seattle, Wash.
Russell Edington, Middleboro, Mass.
Jeffrey Kranz, Bay City, Mich.
David Leibowitz, Silver Spring, Md.
Rick Savage, St. Paul. Minn.
Larry Weintraub, Cambria Heights, N. Y.
Sweden Calling DX'ers Bulletin, Stockholm, Sweden
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with request music, time checks, and ID's -again,
no Eng. was noted.
Philippines -Far East B/C Corp., Manila, was observed on 15.440 kHz with religious programs in
native language until 0100; an Eng. ID was given,
a change in antenna beam made, and a much
stronger signal in Eng. heard.
Portugal -"Radio Safari" will not close as reported in some quarters last year. The present
schedule for this program over R. Portugal, Lisbon, is every fourth Monday of the month during
Eng. xmsns at 0730 -0815 and 0815 -0900 on 11,840,
17,740, 17,890, and 21,495 kHz, at 1345 -1430 on
17,895 and 21,495 kHz, at 1815 -1915 on 17,880 and
21,490 kHz, at 2045 -2130 on 6025, 7130, and 9740 kHz,
at 2245 -2330 on 755 and 1061 kHz, at 0200 -0245 and
0345 -0430 on 6025, 9635, 9680, and 11,935 kHz, and at
0300 -0345 on 5985 kHz.

Senegal -R. Senegal, Dakar, is being tuned at

0600 weekdays on 4890 kHz in French and
on 15,115 kHz with music and anmts in

at 2100
French
but with an occasional Eng. ID.
South Africa -A new program, "QTH South
Africa," has started on R. RSA, Johannesburg,
which is intended to explain the Internal Service
of this country. R. RSA's new N. A. antenna array
is scheduled to be finished shortly; when completed, it will be capable of being turned 180° to
provide service to Australia. This station has been
heard consistently well at your Short -Wave Editor's home during the 2330 -0020 and 0030 -0120
xmsns in Eng. to Eastern and Central N. A. with
news, commentaries, stamp news, and some music.
Radio South Africa (not R. RSA) has been noted
on 9570 kHz with the Commercial Service to Africa
with ads, lively music, and time checks.
Spain -R. Nacional Espana, Madrid, was heard
on 9352 kHz, beamed to Latin America with classical Spanish music, news, and talks at 2330 -0015,
and Spanish folk music to 0030.
St. Helena Island-R. St. Helene, Jamestown, is a
new station on 1511 kHz, with 500 watts. It has
been heard in Africa broadcasting in Eng. until
0030. A rare country.
Switzerland-R, Switzerland, Berne, is broadcasting in Portuguese to South America at 23100000 on 9590 kHz (replacing 9535 kHz).
Tahiti -Best tuning time is 0300 -0330 on 11,825
kHz. The schedule calls for French and Tahitian
on weekdays at 1615 -1815, 2100-2330, and 0300 -0800,
and on Sundays at 1900 -2330 and 0300 -0800 with 6135
kHz operating in parallel. A correct reception report may gain you a lovely Tahitian mermaid
riding in a shell through the air-pictured on a
QSL card, of course.
Uruguay-Station CXA6, Montevideo, has been
audible almost nightly around 0250 on 9621 kHz,
with all- Spanish xmsns. Tune carefully; a Russian
on the low side provides QRM.
U.S.S.R.-R. Kiev, Ukrainian SSR, has Eng. on
Mondays, Thursdays and Saturdays to Europe at
1900 -1930 on 11,760 & 9610 kHz and to N. A. at
0030 -0100 on 12,030, 11,970, 11,900, 11,760, 9710, and
9610 kHz, and at 0420 -0500 on 12,030, 11,900, 11,890,
11,850, and 9610 kHz.
Vatican City- Vatican Radio has been tuned at
0100 in Eng. on a new frequency of 7255 kHz, and
at 1915 in French on 17.730 kHz. The language on
the latter channel changed to Eng. from 1930
to 1945. Your Short -Wave Editor logged the 21,485 kHz outlet at 1515 with a short address in Eng. by
the Holy Father.
Windward Islands-Windward Islands B/C Service,
St. Georges, Grenada, is being heard as early as
0000 on 11,970 kHz. A new frequency in use is
11,700 kHz, noted at 1950 with music, at 1955 with
ID, at 2000 with BBC news, at 2010 with commentary; heard until 2130, the xmtr is beamed to the
British Isles.
Yugoslavia-R. Beograd, Belgrade, has opened on
a very seldom used frequency, 9620 kHz, from
2315 s /on in French with news.
POPULAR ELECTRONICS

ELECTRONICS MARKET PLACE
COMMERCIAL RATE: For firms or individuals offering commercial
products or services. $1.00 per word (including name and address).
Minimum order $10.00. Payment must accompany copy except when
ads are placed by accredited advertising agencies. Frequency discount: 5% for 6 months; 10% for 12 months paid in advance.
READER RATE: For individuals with a personal item to buy or sell.
60c per word (including name and address). No Minimum! Payment
must accompany copy.

GENERAL INFORMATION: First word in all ads set in bold caps at no
extra charge. Additional words may be set in bold caps at 1011 extra
per word. All copy subject to publisher's approval. Closing Date: 1st

FOR SALE

JAPAN DIRECTORY. Electronics products and parts. General merchandise and Asia trade information. Just $1.00 today. Ippano
Kaisha Ltd., Box 6266, Spokane, Washington 99207.

FREE! Giant bargain catalog on transistors, diodes, rectifiers, SCR's,
zeners, parts. Poly Paks, P.O. Box 942, Lynnfield, Mass. 01940.

GOVERNMENT Surplus Receivers, Transmitters,

Snooperscopes, Radios, Parts, Picture Catalog 250. Meshna, Nahant, Mass. 01908.

R.F. CONVERTERS. World's largest selection. Also CCTV cameras,
etc. Lowest factory prices. Catalog 100. Vanguard 196-23 Jamaica
Ave., Hollis, N.Y. 11423.
TELEPHONE VOICE SWITCH: (LS -500). ACTUATES AUTOMATICALLY
AND UNATTENDED ANY TAPE OR WIRE RECORDER. PICTORIAL INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS INCLUDED. $23.75. POST PAID USA,
WJS ELECTRONICS. P.O. BOX 1508, LAS VEGAS, NEVADA 89101.
INVESTIGATORS: KEEP IN STEP WITH ADVANCEMENTS IN THE ART
ELECTRONICS FOR THE PROFESSIONAL. SEND $1.00 FOR
EQUIPMENT BROCHURE. WJS ELECTRONICS, P.O. BOX 1508, LAS
OF

VEGAS, NEVADA

89101.

BUG DETECTOR: WILL DETECT AND LOCATE SURREPTITIOUS
TRANSMITTING DEVICES IN CONFERENCE ROOMS, HOME AND OFFICES, ETC. WRITE FOR DETAILS. WJS ELECTRONICS, 737 NORTH
SEWARD, HOLLYWOOD, CALIF. 90038.

DETECTIVES! Free Brochures! Electronics Surveillance Devices. SILMAR ELECTRONICS, 3476 N.W. 7th Street, Miami, Fla. 33125.
ROCKETS: Ideal for

miniature transmitter tests. New illustrated
catalog, 250. Single and multistage kits, cones, engines, launchers,
trackers, rocket aerial cameras, technical information. Fast service.
Estes Industries, Dept. 18. Penrose, Colorado 81240.
LOWEST Prices Electronic Parts. Confidential Catalog Free. KNAPP,
3174 8th Ave. S.W., Largo, Fla. 33540.

RADIO -T.V. Tubes -33$ each. Send for free catalog. Cornell, 4213
University, San Diego, Calif. 92105.
CONVERT any television to sensitive, big -screen oscilloscope. Only
minor changes required. No electronic experience necessary. Illustrated plans, $2.00. Relco -A33, Box 10563, Houston, Texas 77018.

..

largest selection in United States at lowest prices.
.
CRYSTALS
48 hr. delivery. Thousands of frequencies in stock. Types include
HC6 /U, HC18 /U, FT -241, FT -243, FT -171, etc. Send 10$ for catalog
with oscillator circuits. Refunded on first order. Jan Crystals, 2400F
Crystal Dr., Fort Myers, Fla. 33901.
SURVEILLANCE EQUIPMENT -NEW HIGH PERFORMANCE SUBMINIATURE MODELS. ELECTRONIC COUNTERMEASURE DEVICES TO PROTECT PRIVACY. FREE DATA: SECURITY ELECTRONICS -PE, 15 EAST
43RD STREET, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10017.
ELECTRONICS (new and surplus) parts catalog. We repair
multimeters. Bigelow Electronics, Bluffton, Ohio 45817.
JAPANESE PRODUCTS CATALOG by air mail $5, sea $3. Intercontinental, CPO 1717, Tokyo, Japan.
TREASURE Hunters! Prospectors! Relco's new instruments detect
buried gold, silver, coins. Kits, assembled models. Transistorized.
Weighs 3 pounds. $19.95 up. Free catalog. Relco -A33, Box 10836,
Houston. Texas 77018.
RECTIFIERS, transistors, other components. Catalog free. Electronic
Components Co., Box 2902C, Baton Rouge, La. 70821.
Radios $1.50, Television $3.00. Give make and modDIAGRAMS
el. Diagram Service, Box 1151PE, Manchester, Conn. 06042.
EUROPEAN and Japanese bargain catalogs. $1 each. Dee, 10639E
Riverside, North Hollywood, Calif. 91602.
FREE

--

INVESTIGATORS, FREE BROCHURE, LATEST SUBMINIATURE ELECTRONICS SURVEILLANCE EQUIPMENT, ACE ELECTRONICS, 11500 -L
NW 7TH AVE., MIAMI, FLA. 33168.
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of the 2nd preceding month (for example, March issue closes January 1st). Send order and remittance to: Hal Cymes, POPULAR ELECTRONICS, One Park Avenue, New York, New York 10016.

TRANSISTORIZED CONVERTER KITS: Two models, converts car
radio. Receive 30 -50mc or 100.200mc (one me tuning) $5.00 with
simple instructions. Crystal $2.50. Meshna, No. Reading, Mass.

01864.
REVERBERATION Springs -Data sheets and application information
available. Send self addressed envelope to: Southwest Technical
Products Corp., 219 W. Rhapsody, San Antonio, Texas 78216.

MUSIC LOVERS, CONTINUOUS, UNINTERRUPTED BACKGROUND
MUSIC FROM YOUR FM RADIO, USING NEW INEXPENSIVE ADAPTOR. FREE LITERATURE. ELECTRONICS, 11500 -Z NW 7th AVE.,
MIAMI, FLORIDA 33168.
MECHANICAL, Electronic devices catalog 100. /16 laminated copper
clad 2 sides, for printed circuits, 91/2x41/2, $1. Fertik's, 5249 "D"
V

Philadelphia, Pa. 19120.
TV CAMERA KITS! Televise live pictures on any TV receiver without
modification! Perfect for experimental, educational and industrial applications. Eight tube and transistor models to choose from -$18.95
up. Plans available separately. EASY -EDUCATIONAL- ECONOMICAL.
Informative catalog FREE. ATV RESEARCH, 13th & Broadway,
Dakota City, Nebr. 68731.
LINEAR AMPLIFIERS: "Hornet " -50 watts output- $98.50; "Raider" -100 watts -$139.95; "Maverick- 250 "
250 watts -$244.95.
For AM and SSB. "BANDIT I1 " -12 V. mobile amplifier, 100 watts
output -$169.95. Frequency range 20 -35 megacycles (illegal for
Class D 11 meters.) Dealer inquiries invited. D & A Manufacturing
Co., 1217 Avenue C, Scottsbluff, Nebraska 69361.
JAPANESE or EUROPEAN DIRECTORY 200 firms $1.00. SURVEILLANCE EQUIPMENT, Catalog 25f. Wireless SNOOPERMIKE $25.00.
SUBMINNIMIKE 3/e x % x 3/16 $4.00. SIERRATRONICS, Box 7497,
Las Vegas, Nev. 89101.
WE SELL CONSTRUCTION PLANS. TELEPHONE: Answering Machine,
Speakerphone, Carphone, Phonevision, Legal Connector, Auto Dialer,
Central Dial System. TELEVISION: $35.00 Color Converter, Tape Recorder, 3DTV, $25.00 Camera. DETECTIVE: Infinity Transmitter, Tail
Transmitter, Police Radar Detector. HOBBYIST: Electron Microscope,
96 Hour Tape Music System, Ultrasonic Dishwasher, Radar -Oven,
Electronic Tranquilizer. Plans $4.95 each. COURSES: Telephone
Engineering $39.50, Detective Electronics $22.50, Anti- Detective
Electronics $27.50. SUPER HOBBY CATALOG 250. Don Britton
Enterprises, 7906 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood, Calif. 90046.
CIRCUIT Boards, Parts for "Poptronics" projects. Free catalog.
S.W. Technical, Box 16297, San Antonio, Texas 78216.
SURVEILLANCE COUNTERMEASURES BROCHURE $1.00. ENGINEERING LABORATORIES, BOX 1036, ANDERSON, INDIANA 46015.
WEBBER LAB's. Police & Fire Converters. Catalog 100. 72 Cottage
Street, Lynn, Mass. 01905.
ELECTRONIC Ignition, various types. Free literature. Anderson Engineering, Epsom, N.H. 03239.
EARPHONE, Magnetic, 1200Z w /cord and plug no headband, $1.00
postpaid. Replace 6aí5 with twin diode, 7 pin, improve sync, video
and audio, 85p postpaid. TECO, 3704 Penderwood Drive, Oakton,
Va. 22124.
PLANS for 100 interesting electronic projects. Simple ways to test
and identify 3000 transistors. Many construction hints. For beginner
or advanced hobbyist. All in "How to Use Bargain Transistors."
Profusely illustrated, only $2.95. Capstone Electronics Corp., Dept.
P58, 9 Danbury Rd.. Wilton, Conn. 06897.
PROXIMITY switch. Detects nearness of human body! Free, information. Claremont Products, 860 Reed, Claremont North, Calif. 91711.

-
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SCHEMATICS to build any circuit you wish. Send description of
what circuit you want, we send schematic and values. Send $4.95;
Teletronics, Dept. S, Box 824, Goleta, Calif. 93017.

PLANS AND KITS

CONTROLLED Guidance Systems-A programed text for only $6.00.
J. Canavan, 166 Embarcadero, San Francisco, CA 94105.

"COIL WINDING" Handbook -500. Experimenter's catalog includes

FREE, New and Surplus Electronic Parts Flyers. Bob -Frank Electronics, P.O. Box 1327, Harrisburg, Pa. 17105.

RESCUE the good

250 exclusive items-250, refundable. Laboratories, 12041 -L Sheridan, Garden Grove, Calif. 92640.

of spirit of AM ham radio from SSB! Build that
long awaited 500 -watt plate modulation system complete for less
than $50, Plans $1.50. Write: Tradewinds, P.O. Box 1254, Fort
Wayne, Indiana 46806.

--

SHORT Wave Kit
Complete. In 2 minutes use your table radio
as a short wave receiver also. $2.50. Electronic Fun Company, Box

BUILD Seven transistor coin and metal detector. Send $1.00 for
Easy To Follow Plans and Parts List. Electronics, Box 1133, Merritt
Island, Florida 32952.

7267, Talleyville, Delaware 19803.
FIVE 3" x 3" glass epoxy printed circuit boards copper clad 2
sides plus 1 pint etchant $3.60. Catalog of interesting items 20g.
Franks Scientific Co., P.O. Box 156, Martelle, Iowa 52305.

TRANSISTOR LIE DETECTOR and super- sensitive LIGHT or TEMPERATURE controlled relay. Plans for all three only $1.50. Marshall
Electronics, 2711 -25 Sutherland, Knoxville, Tenn. 37919.

4 -TRACK tape recorder $4.85, Japan. 17 jewel, calendar, diving
watch $7.45 Switzerland. Buy direct yourself! 800 foreign manu
facturers sell to anyone! All 800 addresses, $2.00. Sinclair Imports,
255 E. 400 N., Monroe, Utah 84754.

CONVERT your transistor radio into a RADIO DIRECTION FINDER.
Can be used on boats, hiking and camping. Easy to follow illustrated plans, instructions, and parts list. $2.00. Vonco, Box
15672, Baton Rouge, La. 70815.

500 ELECTRONICS' CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS! Why pay $3$5 for construction plans? For only $2, you can have a detailed
guide to over 500 construction projects, over 60 pages long! BEL
ENTERPRISES, Box 381PE, Bellflower, Calif. 90706.

SCRAMBLER TELEPHONE plans $5.00, Security Research Company,
RR 2, Hillsboro, Missouri 63050.
INTEGRATED CIRCUIT KITS; COMPUTER LOGIC; IC's; others. Catalogue free. KAYE ENGINEERING, Box 3932 -A, Long Beach California 90803.

METAL -TREASURE Detectors, transistorized, lightweight. $29.95 to
$129.50. Free catalog. JETCO ELECTRONICS, Box 132 -E, Hunts-

ville, Texas 77340.
SURVEILLANCE EQUIPMENT, latest devices, also construction plans,
free catalog, FISHER ELECTRONICS, Box 350, N Miami Beach,

SHORTWAVE LISTENING

Florida 33160.

POLICE- FIRE -AIRCRAFT- MARINE -AMATEUR

CALLS
on
your
broadcast radio with TUNAVERTER! Tunable and crystal in one!
Guaranteed! Free catalog. Salch Co., Woodsboro-PEC, Texas 78393.

EDUCATIONAL FUN KITS: Germanium diode radio $1.95, AC -DC
radio (with tubes) $12.95. 20 -in -1 electronics kit $15.95. Kits include simple instructions. Meshna, North Reading, Mass. 01864.

JOYSTICK Variable Frequency Antenna System solves space problems.
JOYMATCH Antenna Tuner improves any antenna. SWL Guide, 218
Gifford, Syracuse, N.Y. 13202.

BUILD your own powerful directional antenna. Any frequency. Illustrated design charts $2.00. Satisfaction guaranteed. Ghiringhelli,
Box 102, Northvale, N.J. 07647.
RESISTOR ASSORTMENTS: Made in USA, many 1% r/a -5W $4/100,
$20/1000. WIDE RESPONSE, 2926 Bentley Ave., L. A., Calif.

ACTION RACING MOVIES

90064.

JOIN IN THE FUN

SOLID -STATE 50 Watt RMS Plug -In D.C. Thru 25KC operational
power amplifier kit. Model 440K, $30.00. OPAMP LABS., 172 So.
Alta Vista Blvd., Los Angeles, California 90036.

KLING COLOR
SPORTLITE

...

"500"

.

-'67

INDY "500" in SPARRegular 8, $12.95 PPD.
20 North Wacker Drive, Chicago,

EXCITEMENT
SUPER 8, $14.95,

FILMS -PE,

Illinois 60606.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING ORDER FORM
Please refer to heading on first page of this section for complete data concerning terms, frequency discounts,
closing dates, etc.
1
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(@ 60¢
(Reader Rate))
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$1.00 (Commercial Rate)))

Insert
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Total Enclosed

10

$

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

ZIP

Signature
WORD COUNT: Include name and address. Name of city (Des Moines) or of state (New York) counts as one word each. Zip Code
numbers not counted. (Publisher reserves right to omit Zip Code if space does not permit.) Count each abbreviation, initial, single
figure or group of figures or letters as a word. Symbols such as 35mm, COD, PO, AC, etc., count as one word. Hyphenated words
PE-568
count as two words.
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"ARCTURUS" SALE

HIGH FIDELITY
for money saving stereo catalog #P5E and lowest quotations on your individual component, tape recorder, or system requirements. Electronic Values, Inc., 200 W. 20th St., New York,
N.Y. 10011.
FREE! Send

HI -FI Components, Tape Recorders, at guaranteed "We Will Not Be
Undersold" prices. 15 -day money -back guarantee. Two -year warranty. No Catalog. Quotations Free. Hi- Fidelity Center, 239 (P) East
149th Street, New York 10451.

"LOW, Low quotes: all components and recorders. HiFi, Roslyn,
Penna. 19001.
Hi -Fi, components, Sleep Learning Equipment,
tapes. Unusual Values Free Catalog. Dressner, 1523R, Jericho Turnpike, New Hyde Park, N.Y. 11040.
TAPE RECORDERS,

Tube Bargains, to name lust a few:
#6146
#5725/SASS 79c 3 for $2.00
# 6AQ5
61e
$2.95
#6360
3.50
45842/417A
2.50
061307
94c
#6688
3.50
#5847/404A
2.50
46CG7
59e
#6939
49c 5 for 2.00
4IAX2
4616
49e
3.50
#678
#7025
.59
88c
39c 3 for 1.00
#6K7
#7788
# 126N6
78c
3.75
59c; 3 for 1.49
#6U8
#2D2I
59c
-49
3
for
1.49
#12AU7
#25L6
59c;
Tube Cartons: 6AUS etc. size, $1.95 per 100. 65N7 etc. size.
$2.35 per 100. 5U4GB size, $2.75 per 100. 5U4G size, .03e each.
Obsolete Tubes: #UX200, $1.69; #80, 51.20; #I0Y,. 69c.
7 inch 90 degree TV bench test Picture Tube with adapter. No ion
trap needed. Cat. 47BP7, $7.99.
Silicon Rectifier octal -based long -range replacement for 5U4,
5Y3, 5AS4, 5ÁW4, 5T4. 5V4. 5Z4. With diagram. Cat. #Rect I.
99c each.

Silicon Rectifier replacement octal based. for OZ4. Cat. #Rect 2.

99c each.
10

$2.98IO

Flangeless Rectifiers,

WANTED

99c each.

CASH Paid! Unused tubes, electronic equipment. Barry, 512 Broadway, NYC 10012.

$2.99.

RCA -I10

QUICKSILVER, Platinum, Silver, Gold. Ores Analyzed. Free Circular.
Mercury Terminal, Norwood, Mass. 02062.
RELAYS -Sigma 80030. Any quantities.

ALARM RELAY SUPPLY,

20725 Burbank Blvd., Woodland Hills, Calif. 91364.

TUBES
TUBES

Hammond, Indiana 46324.

-

& INDUSTRIAL TUBES, TRANSISTORS. All Brands
Biggest Discounts. Technicians, Hobbyists, Experimenters- Request
FREE Giant Catalog and SAVE! ZALYTRON, 469 Jericho Turnpike,
Mineola, N.Y. 11501.

RECEIVING

50

to 300

p.I.v. Cat.

#330F,

degree flyback

transformer, latest type. Produces 18
KV, Includes schematic diagram application for any TV. Cat #BR -I

5 transistor circuit boards containing up to 6 transistors. plus
diodes, resistors. capacitors, etc. Cat. #TBIO, 99c.
Needles: values such as #AS22 Sapphire, 39c; Diamond. 99c.
Color Yokes- 70 Degree for all around color CRT's. Cat #XRC70,
$12.95. 90 degree for all rectangular 19 to 25 inch color CRT's, Cat.

#XRC90, $12.95.
Transistorized U.H.F. Tuners used in 1965 to 1967 TV sets made
by Admiral, RCA. Motorola, etc. Removable gearing may vary from
one make to another. Need only 12 volts d.c. to function. No filament voltage needed. Easy replacement units. Cat. #U. H,F. 567.
Transformer In original carton. Made by Merit or Todd.
Most with schematic drawing of unit. Please do not request specific
type. Cat- #506, 99c each.
Kit of 30 tested Germanium Diodes- Cat. #100, 99c.
Send for our Free Catalog listing thousands of similar best buys in
tubes, parts, kits, transistors, rectifiers, etc. Order under $5.011, add
50c handling charge. Include 4% of dollar value of order for postage
Canadian Postage $1.00 extra.

ARCTURUS ELECTRONICS CORP.
Phone: 201 -UN 4 -5568
502 -22nd St., Union City, N.J. 07087 Dept. MPE
CIRCLE NO. 3 ON READER SERVICE PAGE

TUBE Headquarters of World! Send 100 for Catalog (tubes, electronic equipment) Barry, 512 Broadway, N.Y.C. 10012.

RADIO & T.Y. Tubes -33p each. Send for free list. Cornell, 4213
University, San Diego, Calif. 92105.
RAYTHEON Tubes-new, jobber boxed, 75% off list. Send $1 for
yearly membership in our specials of the month club. T & T Sales
Co., 4802 Ave. K, Brooklyn, N. Y. 11224.

TAPE AND RECORDERS
-immediate delivery. Quality- Dependability- Service- Satisfaction
-prevail here. If you've been dissatisfied in the past, your initial
order will prove this is no idle boast. Free Catalog. Gold Coast Tape
Library, Box 2262, Palm Village Station, Hialeah, Fla. 33012.
AUTOMATIC telephone connection for Concord and other transistorized recorders. SURVEILLANCE and Privacy Protection Devices. Free
Data: Security Electronics -PER, 15 East 43rd Street. New York, N.Y.
10017.
HI -FI Components. Tape Recorders, at guaranteed "We Will Not Be
Undersold" prices. 15 -day money -back guarantee. Two -year warranty.
No Catalog. Quotations Free. HiFidelity Center, 239 (PT) East 149th
Street, New York 10451.

Recording Tapes. Tape Recorders. Catalog
Lafayette Hill, Pa. 19444.

SCOTCH

101!. Tower,

RENT STEREO TAPES -751 WEEK CATALOG:ART'S TAPE SERVICE,
16131/2 North Mariposa Ave., Hollywood, Calif. 90027.

transport. NAB recording studio quality- Build yourself for
amazingly low cost. Detailed plans $5.00. Free particulars. Pepke
Laboratories, 309 -B West 19 Street, New York, N.Y. 10011.

TAPE

Tapes -over 2,500 different -all major labels-free
1616 -PE Terrace Way, Santa Rosa, Cali-

brochure. Stereo -Parti,
fornia 95404.

-

TAPEMATES makes available to you ALL 4 -TRACK STEREO TAPES
ALL LABELS- postpaid to your door -at tremendous savings. For free
brochure write: TAPEMATES, 5727 W. Jefferson Blvd., Los Angeles,

California 90016.

RECORDER SALE. Brand new, nationally advertised brands.
$10.00 above cost. Special prices on HI -Fl Components and color
television. Arkay Sales, 1028C Commonwealth Avenue, Boston,
Mass. 02215.
STEREO TAPES, Save 30% and up; no membership or fees required; postpaid anywhere U.S.A. Free 70 -page catalog. We disTAPE

recorders, tape /accessories. Beware of slogans,
as the discount information you supply our
invariably reported to the factory. SAXITONE,
1776 Columbia Road, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20009
WHOLESALE -4 -8 -track STEREOTAPES -Car, Home PLAYERS -CB,
Recorders. MUSICO, Box 2705, Montgomery, Alabama 36105.
count

BEFORE Renting Stereo Tapes try us. Postpaid both ways-no deposit

May, 1968

amp. 400 to 1000 p.i.v. Cat. #RSIO,

$.4.95l
Fyback

"Oldies ", latest. Lists free. Steinmetz, 7519 Maplewood,

RENT Stereo

I

Silicon Rectifiers, 750 MA.

batteries,

"not undersold ",
competitor

is

OLD Radio Broadcasts -Tapes available- Stamped
Book, Box 6338, Pgh, Pa. 15212.

envelope.

Lee

MISSION IMPOSSIBLE to find lower prices. 4T, 81 Auto cartridge
$1.75 any size. C60 cassette $1.45. Lube Tape 110 100ft. ListMagnetek, Box 594, Westminister, Calif. 92683.

-

REPAIRS AND SERVICES
rebuilt and aligned per manufacturers specification. Only
$9.50- Any make UHF or VHF. Ninety day written guarantee. Ship
complete with tubes or write for free mailing kit and dealer brochure.
JW Electronics, Box 51C, Bloomington, Indiana 47401.
SPEAKER REPAIR. Hi -Fi, guitar, organ speakers reconed good as
new at fraction of new speaker price. For details and reconing
center in your area write: Waldom Electronics, Inc., Dept. PE, 4625
W. 53rd St., Chicago, III. 60632.
KITS ASSEMBLED AND TESTED. Write for process, save dollars.
Transistor Enterprises, 3307 East Corby, South Bend, Ind. 46615.
TV Tuners

SUMMER CAMPS
CAMP SKYCREST. 23rd year. 90 boys, 6 -16. Pocono Mountains.
Learn Astronomy, Auto Mechanics, Biology, Chemistry, Photography,
Metal, Woodworking. Get ham license. All sports: karting. Heated
pool. Friendly staff. Nurse. Modern dorms. Write: Dr. F. E. Brown,
17 Doxey Drive, Glen Cove, New York 11542. 516 -676 -2190.
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PATENT SEARCHES $6.00! FREE "INVENTION RECORD"/Informa-

PERSONALS

tion. Miss Hayward, 1029HR Vermont, District of Columbia 20005.

INVESTIGATORS, FREE BROCHURE, LATEST SUBMINIATURE ELECTRONIC SURVEILLANCE EQUIPMENT. ACE ELECTRONICS, 11500 -K
NW 7th AVE.,

MIAMI, FLA. 33168.

MAKE FRIENDS WORLDWIDE through international correspondence.
Illustrated brochure free. Hermes, Berlin 11, Germany.

BILL PROBLEMS? Poor credit no trouble. Not a loan company.
Send for free application. Nationwide Acceptance, Dept. PE,
930 F St. N. W., Washington, D.C. 20017 or 307 Pocasset Ave.,
Providence, R. I. 02909.

INVENTIONS-IDEAS developed: CASH /ROYALTY SALES. Member:
United States Chamber of Commerce, Raymond Lee, 230 -GR PARK
AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY 10017.
your invention for cash or royalties! Our client
manufacturers eagerly seek new items. Patented. Unpatented. Financial assistance if needed. 25 years proven performances. For free
information, write Dept. 20, Gilbert Adams, Invention Broker, 80
INVENTORS! Sell

Wall St., New York, N.Y. 10005.
INVENTORS! Don't sell your invention, patented or unpatented, until
you receive our offer. Eagle Development Company, Dept. P, 79 Wall

Street, N.Y., N.Y. 10005.

INSTRUCTION
GOVERNMENT SURPLUS
LEARN While Asleep, hypnotize with your recorder, phonograph. Astonishing details, sensational catalog free! Sleep- Learning Association, Box 24 -ZD, Olympia, Wash. 98501.
LEARN ELECTRONIC ORGAN SERVICING at home all makes including transistors. Experimental kit -trouble- shooting. Accredited NHSC,
Free Booklet. NILES BRYANT SCHOOL, 3631 Stockton, Dept. A,

Sacramento, Calif. 95820.
ASSOCIATE Degree in Electronics Engineering earned through combination correspondence -classroom educational program. Free brochure. Grantham Technical Institute, 1505 N. Western Ave., Hollywood, Calif. 90027.

HIGHLY EFFECTIVE home study course in Electronics Engineering
Mathematics with circuit application. Earn your Associate in Science
Degree. Free Literature. Cook's Institute of Electronics Engineering,
P.O. Box 36185, Houston, Texas 77036. (Established 1945.)

-

First Class License in six weeks- nation's highest success rate
approved for Veterans Training. Write Elkins Institute, 2603B Inwood
Road, Dallas, Texas 75235.
FCC

LEARN TECHNICAL WRITING

-at

home. High paying prestige careers
not requiring college. Growing demand, all industries for tech writers
now. Low monthly tuition. Easy to understand. FREE career book,
sample lesson. APPROVED FOR VETERANS. American Technical Writing Schools, Dept. PEC -58, 5512 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

...

JEEPS Typically From $53.90... Trucks From $78.40
Boats,
Typewriters, Airplanes, Electronics Equipment, Photographic Equipment, used. 100,000 Bargains Direct From Government. Complete
Sales Directory and Surplus Catalog $1.00 (Deductible First $10.00
Order). Surplus Service, Box 820 -J, Holland, Mich. 49423.

GOVERNMENT Surplus How and Where to Buy in Your Area. Send

$1.00 to: Surplus Information
ton, D. C. 20036.

PE, Headquarters

Building, Washing-

BOOKS
catalog 950 aviation /electronic /space books, Aero Publishers,
329PE Aviation Road, Fallbrook, California 92028.
FREE

UNUSUAL Books! Catalog free! International, Box 7798(PE), Atlanta,
Georgia 30309.
REPAIR, How- To- Do -It- books. Free catalog. Handyman Books, Box
5211, Westbury, N.Y. 11590.

Elijah Coming Before Christ. Wonderful Bible
Evidence. PE Megiddo Mission, Rochester, New York 14619.
FREE Book. Prophet

FREE CATALOG.

Adult Books. POSTAL PE, 2217 Lackland, St. Louis,

90028.

Missouri 63114.

R.E.I.'s famous (5) week course for the first class radio telephone

TERRIFIC, new army written book, Basic Theory and Application of
Transistors. $1.40 postpaid. Devices, Box 136E, Bronx, New York
10463.

license is the shortest, most effective course in the nation. Over
98% of R.E.I. graduates pass F.C.C. exams for 1st class license.
Total tuition $350.00. Job placement free. Write for brochure Radio
Engineering Institute of Electronics, 1336 Main Street, Sarasota.
Florida 33577 -or 3123 Gillman Road, Kansas City, Missouri 64109
-or 809 Caroline Street, Fredericksburg, Virginia 22401.
HOW transistors work. Original, illustrated approach by top techni
cal writer. One dollar complete. Tech -Rite, Box 201, Beaverton,

Oregon 97005.
WHO TEACHES ELECTRONICS? Compiled information on over 200
correspondence courses from 55 schools teaching electronics. $1,
P. O. Box 562, Astoria, Oregon 97103.

AUTHORS! Learn how to have your book published, promoted, distributed. FREE booklet "ZD," Vantage, 120 West 31 St., New York

10001.
POEMS WANTED for

new song hits and recordings by America's
most popular studio. Tin Pan Alley, 1650 -ZD Broadway, New York

10019.

MUSIC

INVENTIONS WANTED
PATENT Searches including Maximum speed,

AUTHORS' SERVICES

full airmail report

and

closest patent copies, $6.00. Quality searches expertly administered.
Complete secrecy guaranteed. Free Invention Protection forms and
"Patent Information." Write Dept. 9, Washington Patent Office
Search Bureau, 711 14th Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20005.
INVENTORS. We will develop, help sell your idea or invention, patented or unpatented. Our national manufacturer clients are urgently
seeking new items for outright cash sale or royalties. Financial assistance available. 10 years proven performances. For free information, write Dept. 41, Wall Street Invention Brokerage, 79 Wall
Street, New York, N.Y. 10005.

POEMS wanted for new songs. Nashville Music
Nashville, Tennessee 37202.

Institute, Box 532 -E,

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
ACCORDIONS, GUITARS, BAND INSTRUMENTS! Save to 50 %.
Terms. Trades. Free Trial. Free catalog. Mention instrument. Music
Mart, 5535 -PE Belmont, Chicago 60641.

-Best discounts in the nation on all Shure
50%. Send 504 for catalog
to: Discount Microphones, 515 Pauline, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48103.
DISCOUNT Microphones

and Turner Microphones. Save almost

INVENTORS! Outright cash sale or royalties for your inventions. Patented. Unpatented. Active demand from our client manufacturers.
Financial assistance available. Write Dept. 35, United States Invention Brokerage, 78 Wall Street, New York. N.Y. 10005.

PHOTOGRAPHY -FILM,
EQUIPMENT, SERVICES

INVENTIONS wanted. Patented; unpatented. Global Marketing Service, 2420 -P 77th, Oakland, Calif. 94605.

MEDICAL Film- Adults Only-"Childbirth"-1 reel 8mm $7.50
16mm $14.95. International -E, Greenvale, L.I., New York 11548.

INVENTORS! OUR FREE EXPERT ANALYSIS of your invention can
save valuable time, help you realize full sale value. Strictly confidential. FREE INVENTION CERTIFICATE. Write today: Pioneer Invention Service, Dept. 35, 150 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10038.

SCIENCE Bargains- Request Free Giant Catalog "C1" -148 pages
Astronomical Telescopes, Microscopes, Lenses, Binoculars, Kits,
Parts. War surplus bargains. Edmund Scientific Co., Barrington,
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HYPNOTISM
Catalog! Drawer

-

"FEMALE HYPNOTISM" Exposed, explained! "Secret Method"
they never know! $2, rushed. Guaranteed! Isabella Hall, Silver
Springs, Florida 32688.

SR Flip Flops
S .90
SR Clocked Flip Flops
$1.15
SRT Flip Flops
$1.15
8 Input Nand Nor pates
$1.00
Dual Nand Nor Gates
$1.00
Dual and Gates
$1.00
Dual Nand Nor Gates
61.00
T0.85 flat pack. with holder....
They come complete with schematic,
elect. characteristics sheet and some

SELF -HYPNOSIS for self- improvement. Sate, effective! Free literature. McKinley, Dept. T -4, Box 3038, San Bernardino, California

92404.
HYPNOTIZE SUCCESSFULLY-or money refunded! Complete illustrated course- including Self- Hypnosis $1.00. Arthur Fowler, Box
4396, Woodbury, New Jersey 08096.

AMAZING HYPNOTIC record kit releases fantastic mental power!
Free offer expires soon. Write: Forum, Studio AA5, 333 North Michigan, Chicago 60601.
HYPNOTIZE

3A 12A120A140A
1001.09 .301 .401 .75
2001.16 .501 .6011.25
4001.20 .701 .8011.50
6001.30 .0011.2011.80
8001.40 1.2511.501
10001.55 1.5011.801
PRV1

Hypnotism, Self- Hypnosis, Sleep Learning
H400, Ruidoso, New Mexico 88345.
FREE

typical applications. Guaranteed to
operate.

Others- Unnoticed. Quietly,

Quickly, Safely, Instruction $1.00. Anderson, 32 AA, Randallstown, Maryland 21133.

SILICON CONTROL RECTIFIER

FEMALES!- Unnoticed! Instantly! Nerves! Exciting!
Send $2.25. Research Enterprises, 29 -SN21 Samoset, Woburn,
Mass. 01801.
FEMALE HYPNOTISM!! Easily! Instantly! Secret Nerve Centers!
$2.20. Brugenheimer Publishers, Box 158 -E30, Lexington, Mass.
02173.
HYPNOTIZE

PRV

3A

7A

20A

50

.35
.50

.45
.65

.70

.70

.95
1.25
1.60

100

200
300
400
500
600
700

RUBBER STAMPS

.90
1.20
1.50
1.80
2.20

2.00
2.40
2.80

1000

Top Hat
Epoxy 1 AM&P
PRV

.07
.09
.12
.18
.22
.35
.50

100

s0ó
400
600
800
1000
1200

TR IACS TO -66
5 AMP

70A

1.00
1.30
1.70

4.00
8.00

2.10
2.50
3.00

12.00

5.00

24.00

16.00

PRV
100

.90

200
300
400
500

1.40
1.75

2.25_
2.60

Terms: FOB Cambridge
Mass. Send check or
Money Order. Include
Postage. Average Wt.
per package r/a lb. NO
C.O.D.s. MIN. ORDER

53.00.

RUBBER ADDRESS STAMP $1.50. SIGNATURE $3.50. FREE CATALOG. JACKSON, BOX 443-G, FRANKLIN PARK, ILL. 60131.

POST OFFICE BOX 74F

PLASTICS

O

T A

L A L
I T E
D E S

Liquid Plastic pours like water and hardens like
glass without heat. Clear, Colors. Embed real flowers, butterflies,
photos, coins. Also new molding formulas for perfect reproductions. Illustrated booklet shows HOW. Send 250 -Dept. 68 -108E.
CASTOLITE, Woodstock, III. 60098.
CASTOLITE

SOMERVILLE, MASS. 02143
Featuring transistors, rectifiers
and components
SENO FOR OUR SPRING CATALOGUE

Business Address: 325 Elm St.
Cambridge. Mass.

CIRCLE NO. 31 ON READER SERVICE PAGE

EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES

ELECTROPLATING Equipment and supplies. All types for home workshops and industrial. Send $1.00 (refundable) for equipment guide

WANTED! TV- Radiomen to learn aircraft electronics servicing. Numerous job openings everywhere. Write: Academy Avionics, Reno/
Stead Airport, Reno, Nevada 89506.

formulas, operating data, catalog. FIBS Equipment Division 90, 3543
East 16th, Los Angeles, California 90023.

ASLEEP. Miraculously build Mind Power, achieve
Self- Confidence, improve Health, gain Success. Method 92% effective. Details free. ASR Foundation, Box 7021EG Henry Clay Sta.,
Lexington, Kentucky 40502.
LEARN WHILE

PRINTING

"990 Successful little -known Businesses." Work home.
Plymouth 245Y, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11218.
FREE Book

SELL LIFETIME, Metal, Social Security Plates, Big profits! Sample
and Sales Kit Free. Russell, Box 286 -PE, Pulaski, Tennessee 38478.

1000 Address Labels $1.00, 1000 Business
Cards $4.95. Printing, Rubber Stamps. Jordan's, 552 West O'Connor, Lima, Ohio 45801.
FREE

MADE $40,000.00 Year by Mailorder! Helped others make money!
Start with $10.00 -Free Proof. Torrey, Box 318 -N, Ypsilanti, Michigan 48197.
I

LITERATURE:

Mimeographing, Business Cards, Envelopes,
LOW Cost Offset,
Free Brochures, Introductory offer. Seaview, 8115 -T Avenue "L

",

Brooklyn, N.Y. 11236.

--

THERMOGRAPHED business cards, $3.49
Gables-405B Clifton, Glenshaw, Pa. 15116.

1,000,

free samples.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
INVESTIGATE ACCIDENTS: Earn to $1000 monthly. Men urgently
needed. Car furnished. Business expenses paid. No selling. No college education necessary. Pick own job location. Investigate full
time or earn to $8 hour spare time. Write for FREE information. No
obligation. Universal Schools, CZ -5, 6801 Hillcrest, Dallas, Texas

$200.00 DAILY In Your Mailbox! Your opportunity to do what mail order experts do. Free details. Associates, Box 136 -J, Holland,
Michigan 49423.
SELL HERTEL BIBLES -Part time. Finest reference Bible available.
Demonstrator and supplies furnished. Excellent commissions. Write:
International Book, Dept. PE, Box 118, Wichita, Kansas 67201.

MAGNETS
MAGNETS. All types. Special -20 disc magnets, or 2 stick magnets,
or 10 small bar magnets, or 8 assorted magnets, $1.00. Maryland
Magnet Company, 5412 -H Gist, Baltimore, Maryland 21215.

REMAILING SERVICE

75205.
RAISE Rabbits for us on $500 month plan. Free details. White's
Rabbitry, Mt. Vernon, Ohio 43050.

conditioning, refrigeration. Tools, supplies, full instructions. Doolin, 2016 Canton, Dallas, Texas 75201.
PIANO TUNING learned quickly at home. Tremendous field! Musical
knowledge unnecessary. GI Approved. Information free. Empire
School, Miami, Florida 33145.

SO. AMERICA Registered re- airmails, $1.00. Confidential. Genaro,

"Apartado" 360, Guayaquil, Ecuador.

FREE CATALOGS. Repair air

COINS
LINCOLN'S 1920DS, 1935DS, 1936DS, 1954PS. Each 100. Bedrin,
1100 N. E. 125th, North Miami, Florida 33161.

May, 1968
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www.americanradiohistory.com
AmericanRadioHistory.Com

REAL ESTATE

POPULAR ELECTRONICS

GOVERNMENT PUBLIC LAND- 400.000,000 Acres in 25 states -Low
as $1.00 an acre. 1968 REPORT- DETAILS $1.00. LAND INFORMATION 422 -PE5, WASHINGTON BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D.C.

MAY 1968

20005.
.
New SUMMER catalog! Farms, ranches, homes, businesses, in 31 states COAST TO COAST! Specify type property and
location preferred. Zip code, please. UNITED FARM AGENCY, 612 -EP
West 47th St., Kansas City, Mo. 64112.

ADVERTISERS INDEX

FREE

STAMPS
RUSSIA HIGH -VALUE COLLECTION. 32 different Russia -some over
50 years old! Commemoratives, Czarist Issues, Airmails. Catalog
price $2.99. Special Get -Acquainted Offer -all for only 10f! H.E.
Harris, Dept. GG -13, Boston, Mass. 02117.
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ADVERTISER

NO.

PAGE NO.

I

AMECO, Division of Aerotron, Inc

2

Allied Radio

3

Arcturus Electronics Corp

4

Argos Products Company
B & K

96

5
6

Burstein -Applebee

16

EMPLOYMENT INFORMATION

94
86
105

14

CREI, Home Study Division, McGraw -Hill
Book Company
72, 73, 74, 75

FOREIGN and USA job opportunities available now. Construction,
all trades. Earnings to $2.000.00 monthly. Paid overtime, travel,
bonuses. Write: Universal Employment, Woodbridge, Connecticut

7

Cleveland Institute of Electronics

8

Cleveland Institute of Electronics

06525.

18,

19,

20,

21

101

Conar

86

openings all trades and professions. Free information. Write: National Employment Service, Box 2235 A.M.F.,
Miami, Florida 33159.

9

AUSTRALIA. New Life. Jobs. Opportunity. Government Shares Fare.
Information $1. Pacifico, Box 43485 -R, Los Angeles, Calif. 90043.

11

EICO Electronic Instrument Co., Inc
FOURTH COVER

12

Edmund Scientific Co

13

Electro- Voice. Inc

6

14

Finney Company, The

7

15

Garrard

16

Hallicrafters

OVERSEAS jobs

RECORDS
SPECIAL
EDITORS

INTEREST RECORDS AVAILABLE,

PRODUCED BY THE

OF THE WORLD'S LEADING SPECIAL INTEREST MAGASEND FOR FREE CATALOG. RECORD CATALOG-PE, ZIFF-

ZINES.
DAVIS PUBLISHING
N.Y. 10016.

COMPANY, ONE PARK AVENUE, NEW YORK,

MISCELLANEOUS

Courier Communications, Inc

9

DeVry Institute of Technology

5

101

8
17

17

Heath Company

IB

Johnson Company, E.F

II,

12,

13

26

19

Judson Research and Mfg. Co

16

WINEMAKERS: Free illustrated catalog of yeasts, equipment. Semplex, Box 7208, Minneapolis, Minn. 55412.

20

Kaar Electronics Corp

23

21

Lafayette Radio Electronics

88

BORROWING- Nobody refused up to
$18,000.00. Bad credit no problem -Not a Loan Co. Write for FREE
-INTERNATIONAL
ACCEPTANCE, Dept. 50A, 5133 N.
application
Central Ave., Phoenix, Arizona 85012 -119 Ann St., Hartford, Conn.
06103 -507 Carondelet St., New Orleans, La. 70130 -or 504 Victoria Ave., Windsor, Ontario, Canada.

22

Mosley Electronics, Inc

97

23

Multi -Elmac

BILLS

PAID

WITHOUT

a better job & earn more! Send only
$2.00 for expert, complete Resume Writing Instructions. J. Ross,
80.34 Kent St., Jamaica, N.Y. 11432, Dept. PE.

EMPLOYMENT Resumes. Get

BURGLARS THE EASY WAY!! Affix authentic "Protected by
Electronic Sentry Alarm" Decals to auto windows, doors & windows
of home, retail stores, vending machines, etc. Whether you have an
alarm or not -thieves stay away! Only $1.00 each set of two. J. Ross,
80.34 Kent St., Jamaica, N.Y. 11432 Dept. PE.

Co

87

National Radio Institute SECOND COVER, I,

National Technical Schools

2,

3

54, 55, 56, 57

24

Olson Electronics Incorporated

96

25

Pathé Electronics Manufacturing Company ..

88

RCA Electronic Components and Devices

THIRD COVER

STOP

34

RCA Electronic Components and Devices

25

RCA Institutes, Inc

36, 37, 38, 39

26

Radio Shack

90, 91, 92, 93

27

Solch & Co.. Herbert

98

28

85

Suits, sport coats, outerwear- $15 -$25. Buy direct &
save! Write for free catalog. Dept. E, Manufacturer's Discount
Clothing Co., Box 253, Baltimore, Md. 21203.

Sams & Co., Inc., Howard W

29

Schober Organ Corp., The

99

30

Scott, Inc., H.H.

EIGHT COLOR 42" x 33" Outer space map, $1.00. CHESPA, Barrington, New Jersey 08007.

31

Solid State Sales

32

Sonar Radio Corp
Squires- Sanders, Inc

89

Valparaiso Technical Institute

98

WATCHES AND CHRONOGRAPHS- Import from Switzerland, save
50 %. Color catalog. DFI, West Dennis, Massachusetts 02670.

MEN!

BEERS, PEACH BRANDY, WINES- Strongest Formulas, $2.25. (complete brew supplies, hydrometers, catalog included)- Research Enterprises, 29 -D Samoset, Woburn, Mass. 01801.

-

-

STAMMER
Stutter
No more. (Dr. Young.) Write Gaucho, Box
9309 -E8, Chicago 60690.

33

10

107

83

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108

Printed in U.S.A.
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L

ow else but with RCA HI -LITE cour picture tubes
n you 3ring today's color to yryu.r custón ers?

i

Your service reputation is the coreers-one
yo_r business. That's why the-es
room to cornprcr-ise with qua i-y i-i ber.orponents you install.

o

RCA HI -LITE pictusetubes enableyortto.r nur customers TODAY'S CO_R.
. incorperat ng tie latest technebg- o' t'e world's most experienced
pic r re
tube manufsctL ret They're the same tu3er the-- go into today's
)rig MI eau amen' sets.
RCA's new Perna Chrome process 13r re_tanedlar picture tubes, for
example, mains lolled -in color Faritr 1=oß ti=_ moment the picture
tomes en. Faster servicing for yet.. Adcbdcus-Dmer satisfaction.

Install an RCA HI -LIRE and you litsraly'u_ date" your customer's
set 'stile, at the sane time, enhancing
savice reputation.

oi

R)ssible
EICO Makes It
-for
value does it!
Uncompromising engineering
You save up to 50% with Eico Kits and Wired Equipment.

It
Pit

Aft,

.4'

-

:

111111111111111.®

PIP

.

.

Engineering excellence, 100% capability, striking
esthetics, the industry's only TOTAL PERFORMANCE STEREO
..

.._

.

at lowest cost.
A Silicon Solid -State 70 Watt Stereo Amplifier for $99.95 kit,

$139.95 wired, including cabinet. Cortina 3070.
Tuner for $99.95 kit, $139.95 wired,
including cabinet. Cortina 3200.
A 70 -Watt Solid -State FM Stereo Receiver for $169.95 kit,
$259.95 wired, including cabinet. Cortina 3570.
A Solid -State FM Stereo

I4

Eicocraft

The newest excitement in kits.
100% solid -state and professional.
Fun to build and use. Expandable, interconnectable. Great as "jiffy" projects
and as introductions to electronics. No technical experience needed. Finest parts,
pre drilled etched printed circuit boards, step -by-step inytructions.
ERAFT_" Electronic Siren $4.95, Burglar Alarm $6.95, Fire Alarm $6.95,
Intercom $3.95, Audio Power Amplifier $4.95, Metronome $3.95,

Tremolo $8.95, Light Flasher $3.95, Electronic "Mystifier" $4.95,
Photo Cell Nite Lite $4.95, Power Supply $7.95, Code Oscillator $2.50,
FM Wireless Mike $9.95, AM Wireless Mike $9.95,
Electronic VOX $7.95, FM Radio $9.95,
AM Radio $7.95, Electronic Bongos $7.95.

z

Citizen's Band

Two years ahead! Model 7923
All Solid -State 23- Channel 5W Transceiver. 4 exclusives:
dual -crystal lattice filter for razor -sharp selectivity; efficient
up-converter frequency synthesizer for advanced stability;
precision series -mode fundamental crystals;
Small: only 3"H, 8'W, 81"D. $189.95 wired only.
The best buy in tube-type CB- "Sentinel -Pro" 23-channel dual
conversion 5W Transceiver $169.95 wired only.ippEICO Trans/ Match (Model 715) is a professional test set
designed for complete checking of ham and CB equipment.
Kit $39.95, Wired $59.95.

Truvohm

Automotive

Professional Portable Multimeters by EICO.
The industry's greatest V-O -M values.
Designed, made to Eico's high
standards of professionalism. Each
complete with batteries & test leads.
Backed 100% by famous EICO warranty.

888-Car /Boat
Engine Analyzer.
For all 6V/ 12V
systems; 4, 6, 8-cyl.
EICO

engines.

Model 100A4, 100,0000 /V, $34.95.
Model 30A4, 30,0000 /V, $19.95.
Model 30A3, 30,0000 /V, $15.95.
Model 20A3, 20,00052 /V, $12.95.
Model 4A3, 40000/V, $9.95.
Model 1A1, 100052 /V, $5.95.

Now you can keep

your car or boat
engine in tip -top shape
with this solid -state, portable, self -powered universal
engine analyzer. Completely tests your total
ignition /electrical system.
Complete with a Tune -up & Trouble- shooting Manual.
Model 888; $49.95 kit, $69.95 wired.

7EicoL,®
Test Equipment
choose from.
100 best buys to

-`
a

``

The Professionals"
at lowest cost.
Model 460 Wideband Direct -Coupled
5" Oscilloscope. DC-4.5mc
for color and B &W TV service
and lab use. Push -pull DC vertical
amp., bal. or unbal. input. Automatic
sync limiter and amp.

-laboratory precision

$109.95 kit, $149.95 wired.
Model 232 Peak -to -Peak VTVM. A must for color or B &W TV and industrial use.
Uni-Probe .°
exclusive
7 non -skip ranges on all 4 functions. With
$34.95 kit, $49.95 wired.

FREE

1968

PE-5

CATALOG

EICO Electronic Instrument Co., Inc.

283 Malta Street, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11207
O Send me FREE catalog describing the full EICO
line of 200 best buys, and name of nearest dealer.
Name
Address
City
State
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